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Abstract

Software systems form an integral part of the most complex artifacts built by
humans, and we have become totally dependent on these artifacts. Modern
enterprises continue to invest in the creation, maintenance, and change of com-
plex software systems. Since software systems are evolving continuously and
operate in an ever-changing environment, one cannot anticipate all problems at
design-time. Many crashes and exceptions occur during the execution of soft-
ware systems. Therefore, we need to understand the architecture and design
decisions to be able to perform further maintenance and improve the quality.

During the execution of software systems, tremendous amounts of execution
data are recorded. These data provide us valuable insights into the actual soft-
ware architecture, interaction behavior and usage of the software. In this thesis,
we focus on the analysis of software execution data from two perspectives: (1)
architectural model discovery; and (2) design pattern detection.

To summarize, this thesis contains the following main contributions:

• Several component discovery approaches, including a framework to iden-
tify components based on community detection algorithms and a compo-
nent behavioral model discovery approach.

• Several interface discovery approaches, including an interface identifica-
tion approach and an interface contract model discovery approach.

• A multi-view architectural model discovery approach that takes as input
the component configurations, interfaces, and software execution data.



viii

• A Petri net-based modeling notation for formalizing the semantics of dis-
covered software architectural models.

• A general framework to support the detection of design patterns by taking
as input the source code and software execution data, and an extension
of this framework to detect behavioral design patterns purely from the
software execution data.

All of the introduced techniques have been implemented, evaluated, and
applied to several case studies to demonstrate effectiveness and applicability in
practice.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Software systems form an integral part of the most complex artifacts built by
humans, and we have become totally dependent on these complex software ar-
tifacts [vdA15]. For example, bank, healthcare, education, and government all
rely on various software systems that take over more and more duties. There-
fore, it comes as no surprise that software-related problems have an incredible
impact on society, organizations, and users that increasingly rely on information
technology. Modern enterprises continue to invest in the creation, maintenance,
and change of complex software systems. Since software systems are evolving
continuously and operating in an ever-changing environment, one cannot antic-
ipate all problems at design-time. Many crashes and exceptions may occur, and
it is a real challenge to understand how software systems are behaving. During
the execution of software systems, tremendous amounts of execution data can
be recorded. These data can provide us valuable insights into the actual soft-
ware architecture, interaction behavior and usage of the observed software by
various analysis techniques.

This thesis presents techniques and tools to help understand and analyze
software systems based on execution data. In this chapter, we first describe the
context of our research. In Section 1.1, we provide an overview of the “Big
Software on the Run” project. Then, Section 1.2 briefly introduces the software
data analytics and process mining, and positions this thesis in-between these
two research areas. Section 1.3 introduces a small software case that is used
throughout the thesis to explain our techniques. Next, Section 1.4 outlines the
main research challenges as well as the design decisions made in this thesis.
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Finally, Section 1.5 highlights the contributions and describes the structure of
the thesis.

1.1 “Big Software on the Run” Project

The “Big Software on the Run” research program is supported by NIRICT (Nether-
lands Institute for Research on ICT)1. The goal of this research program is to pro-
vide a solid scientific basis for in vivo software analytics through a collaboration
of the 3TU (Eindhoven University of Technology, Delft University of Technology
and University of Twente) computer science groups working on process min-
ing, visualization, software engineering, formal methods, security analysis, and
distributed/large-scale computing.

This research program has six research tracks focusing on the most pressing
challenges in software analytics. The overview of these tracks and responsibil-
ity/collaboration descriptions of different universities are shown in Figure 1.1,
which are explained as follows:

• Automatically discovering behavioral software models from software execu-
tion data. This track aims to propose new process mining techniques, e.g.,
process discovery, to discover behavioral models from software execution
data to help understand and analyze software behavior.

• Model-based visualization of software execution data. This track aims to
develop new visualization techniques for visualizing and understanding
large and complex data sets generated by running software systems.

• Exceptional patterns. This track aims to check the presence of exceptions
by visualizing software execution data. In addition, exception prediction
techniques will be also explored in this track.

• Monitoring concurrent software. The goal of this track is to develop new
monitoring systems for concurrent software. The main challenge is to
make sure that the monitoring is transparent and does not affect software
behavior.

• Privacy-preserving online conformance checking. The aim of this track is
to propose new privacy enhancing techniques, e.g., anonymization and
encryption, to protect the privacy and security of software execution data
which may be sensitive and contain user-related information.

1http://www.3tu-bsr.nl/description/goal
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• Parallel checking and prediction. The goal of this track is to develop scal-
able technology for predicting future software system behavior based on
the models discovered from software execution data as well as model
checking techniques.

In this thesis, we focus on the analysis of execution data collected by mon-
itoring software execution to discover behavioral models and design patterns
to help understand software behavior. Our work can be positioned in-between
software data analytics and process mining. In the next section, we give a gen-
eral introduction of these two research areas.

Automatically Discovering 

Software Behavioral Models 

from Software Execution Data

Model-based Visualization of 

Software Execution Data

Privacy Preserving Online 

Conformance Checking

Monitoring Concurrent 

Software

Parallel Checking and 
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Visual Analytics

Software Engineering

Software Engineering
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Visual Analytics
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Verification & 
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Exceptional Patterns 3TU.BSR

Our focus

Figure 1.1: Overview of the “Big Software on the Run” Project
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1.2 Software Data Analytics and Process Mining

This section introduces two research areas, i.e., software data analytics and
process mining, that are related to this thesis.

1.2.1 Software Data Analytics

Many techniques have been proposed in the software engineering domain to
analyze software data in the past decades. We typically can partition such tech-
niques into the following three categories: static analysis, dynamic analysis, and
a combination of both.

Static Analysis

Static analysis is the process of automatically analyzing the behavior of com-
puter software without actually executing it [Wög05]. In most cases, the static
analysis is performed on some version of the source code or other types of de-
velopment documents. Static analysis has shown tremendous surge from basic
compiler optimization techniques to becoming a major role player in correct-
ness verification of software [GS15]. Because of its rich theoretical background,
static analysis is in a good position to help produce software of high quality.

The focus of static analysis is on relations and dependencies between vari-
ous statements in the source code, and less attention is paid on obtaining be-
havioral models with clearly defined semantics. One of the key ideas behind
static analysis is abstraction. Abstraction refers to the transformation of a pro-
gram, called concrete program, into another program that still has some key
properties of the concrete program, but is much simpler, and therefore easier to
analyze [Bin07]. Static analysis techniques range from the most mundane (e.g.,
statistics on the density of comments) to the more complex, semantics-based
analysis techniques (e.g., program correctness verification [Lei10], mining soft-
ware repository [KCM07], and design pattern detection [TCSH06]).

Dynamic Analysis

Dynamic analysis can be classified as online dynamic analysis and off-line dy-
namic analysis. The former refers to the analysis of software by executing them
on a real or virtual processor while the latter focuses on analyzing artifacts,
e.g., execution data or crash files, that have been created during the execu-
tion of software. In this thesis, we limit ourself to off-line dynamic analysis by
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taking software execution data as input. For dynamic analysis to be effective,
the target software must be executed with sufficient test input to produce in-
teresting behavior. In addition, care must be taken to minimize the effect that
instrumentation has on the execution of the target software.

A number of techniques and tools are used to extract execution informa-
tion from a running software system. There are at least three different ways to
do the instrumentation: (1) one can hard-code the source code of a piece of
software by explicitly adding logging statements, which will change the source
code and may influence the software performance and behavior; (2) without
changing the source code, one can use AspectJ technology, like the Kieker frame-
work [vHRH+09], by configuring point cuts; and (3) one can also monitor the
virtual machine using some profiler and debugging mechanism provided by the
particular virtual machine for those (commercial) software whose source code
is not available.

The application of dynamic analysis techniques mainly includes: execution
trace analysis [SS06], architecture reconstruction [SSSH14], feature localiza-
tion (an activity that aims to link software functionalities to the source code)
[EKS01], runtime verification [DGR04], program comprehension [CZVD+09],
and design pattern detection [APRR08]).

Combining Static and Dynamic Analysis

Static analysis is usually faster (more efficient) than dynamic analysis but less
precise. Therefore, it is often desirable to retain information from static analysis
for run-time verification, or to compare the results of both techniques. The input
of combination analysis is source code and software execution data.

Compared with single static or dynamic analysis techniques, the combina-
tion analysis techniques have the following advantages: (1) the false positives
or inaccuracy caused by static techniques can be eliminated by checking the
results using dynamic analysis techniques; and (2) the search space explosion
problem for large-scale software systems with big execution data can be reduced
by static analysis techniques as the static techniques help to narrow down the
search scope of execution data.

The application of combination analysis techniques covers all aspects of
static and dynamic analysis techniques, which includes architecture reconstruc-
tion [RR02], runtime verification [AB05], test case generation, [WMMR05],
program comprehension [EKS01], and design pattern detection [LvDAvdA18d].
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1.2.2 Process Mining

Process mining is a research discipline that aims to discover, monitor, and im-
prove real-life process by extracting process-related insights from execution
data, known as event logs, [vdA16]. Figure 1.2 shows an overview of the re-
search area of process mining, based on which we can see that process mining
links the modeled behavior and the observed behavior. Generally speaking, the
topics in process mining can be classified into three categories: (1) process dis-
covery tries to find process models to describe the behavior in the event log; (2)
conformance checking aims to verify the recorded behavior in the event log with
a provided process model; and (3) enhancement attempts to combine the results
of conformance with the process model. These three topics are detailed in the
following.

1.3 Process Mining 9

Fig. 1.4 Positioning of the three main types of process mining: discovery, conformance, and en-
hancement

However, most information systems store such information in unstructured form,
e.g., event data is scattered over many tables or needs to be tapped off from sub-
systems exchanging messages. In such cases, event data exist but some efforts are
needed to extract them. Data extraction is an integral part of any process mining
effort.

Let us assume that it is possible to sequentially record events such that each
event refers to an activity (i.e., a well-defined step in the process) and is related to
a particular case (i.e., a process instance). Consider, for example, the handling of
requests for compensation modeled in Fig. 1.1. The cases are individual requests
and per case a trace of events can be recorded. An example of a possible trace
is 〈register request, examine casually, check ticket, decide, reinitiate request, check
ticket, examine thoroughly, decide, pay compensation〉. Here activity names are used
to identify events. However, there are two decide events that occurred at different
times (the fourth and eighth event of the trace), produced different results, and may
have been conducted by different people. Obviously, it is important to distinguish
these two decisions. Therefore, most event logs store additional information about
events. In fact, whenever possible, process mining techniques use extra information
such as the resource (i.e., person or device) executing or initiating the activity, the
timestamp of the event, or data elements recorded with the event (e.g., the size of an
order).

Event logs can be used to conduct three types of process mining as shown in
Fig. 1.4.

Figure 1.2: Three Types of Process Mining Techniques: Discovery, Conformance, and
Enhancement [vdA16]
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Process Discovery

Process Discovery takes an event log as input and produces a process model that
best describes the behavior recorded in the event log. Consider for example
the α-algorithm which is a process discovery algorithm, it constructs a Petri net
model from an event log [vdAWM04]. The goal of process discovery is not
limited to discovering models that show the control-flow of activities, but also
other dimensions, e.g., uncovering the social network between resources that
perform activities [vdARS05]. In a nutshell, process discovery techniques are
useful to provide insights into what occurs in reality.

Conformance Checking

Conformance Checking aims to compare process models discovered or hand-
made with real-behavior recorded in event logs. If the model allows for more
behavior than the behavior recorded in the event log or vice versa, the log is
said to be not conforming to the model. An example of a conformance checking
technique is the alignment-based technique described in [Adr14], [CvDSW18].
Conformance checking techniques are useful in situation where process mod-
els do not strictly enforce process executions, i.e., deviations may occur. These
techniques can be used to identify where and when deviations occur, and mea-
sure the severity of the deviations.

Enhancement and Tool Support

Enhancement takes an event log and an existing model as input and tries to
improve or extend the model using additional information extracted from the
event log. There are various types of enhancement techniques, e.g., repairing
a process model to better fit the event log [FvdA12]. Given a Petri net and
an event log, the model repair approach adds extra transitions to the input
Petri net to better reflect the observed behavior in the event log. Another type
of enhancement is the extension of process models with information (time or
resources) extracted from the event log. An example of such an enhancement
is the approach to derive a simulation model [RMSvdA09].
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1.3 Running Example: An Academic News Subscrip-
tion Software Case

In this section, we present a small software case that will be used throughout
the thesis to explain our techniques. The software case, named AISWorld, is
an academic community for researchers and practitioners. It covers various
kinds of academic news. All its members subscribe to the news updates by
registering to a public mailing server. When new events of the community occur,
the mailing server will push these news items to all its subscribed members.
Community members can also unsubscribe from the mailing server if they does
not want to follow any more.

+register()

+unregister()

+notifyMembers()

MailingServer

+update()

«interface»

IMember

+update()

Member «uses»

+main()

TestMail

+register()

+unregister()

+notifyMembers()

«interface»

IMailingServer

Figure 1.3: Class Diagram of Academic News Subscribe Software

The class diagram of this software is given in Figure 1.3. As shown there are
three classes and two interfaces, i.e., the TestMail class which includes the main
method is the entrance of this software, the class MailingServer which extends
interface IMailingServer acts as the mailing server, and the class Member which
extends interface IMember acts as the member.

The sequence diagram in Figure 1.4 shows one possible execution of the
software, based on which we can see the following behavior: (1) three Member
objects are first created and registered to a MailingServer object; (2) the noti-
fyMembers method of the MailingServer object is called and the update methods
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MS:s1MS:s2 M:o1

init()

register(o3)

notifyMembers()

M:o2

init()

init()

update()

update()
unregister(o3)

init()

update()

M:o3

init()

register(o2)

register(o1)

update()

unregister(o2)

unregister(o1)

M:o4 M:o5

register(o4)

register(o5)

notifyMembers()

update()

unregister(o4)

unregister(o5)

init()
init()

Figure 1.4: Sequence Diagram of Academic News Subscribe Software (Note: MS repre-
sents MailingServer, M represents Member and init() represents the creation
of objects.)

of the three registered Member objects are invoked; (3) these three Member ob-
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jects are unregistered from the MailingServer object; (4) another two Member
objects are created and registered to the second MailingServer object; (5) the
notifyMembers method of the second MailingServer object is called and the up-
date methods of the two registered Member objects are invoked; and (6) these
two Member objects are unregistered from the second MailingServer object.

For this software, we created the execution data by instrumenting execu-
tions of the software. The source code and execution data are freely available2.
Note that this software example will be used for both the architectural model
discovery and pattern detection parts of the thesis.

1.4 Research Questions and Design Decisions

The complexity of software systems has increased greatly over the past few
decades. These complex software systems have become an indispensable and
integral part of our daily life. Many crashes and exceptions occur during the ex-
ecution of software systems, we need to understand the architecture and design
decisions to be able to perform further maintenance and improve the quality. In
practice, documentation of these complex software systems are typically missing
or outdated. Such knowledge regarding the structure, behavior, usage of these
software systems is crucial for software comprehension, analysis, maintain and
evolution. Therefore, we need to extract such information using software anal-
ysis techniques.

1.4.1 Research Questions

To help understand the detailed design and runtime architecture/behavior of a
software system, we aim to (1) discover an architectural model from software
execution data; and (2) detect the implemented design patterns, by taking as
input the software execution data and source code.

More specifically, our research aims to answer the following two concrete
research questions:

• How does a software system behave at run-time?

– How many components are involved during the execution of the soft-
ware system and how do they really behave?

2https://doi.org/10.4121/uuid:ca1b0690-d9c5-4626-a067-525ec9d5881b
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– How many interfaces does a component contain and do they adhere
to a typical (pre-defined) behavioral contract?

– How do components interact with each other during execution?

– What does the architectural model of the running software system
look like?

• How are design patterns implemented in the software system?

– Which design patterns are implemented in the software system?

– Do these implemented design patterns behave as intended during the
execution of the software system?

Consider the AISWorld software example in Section 1.3. We aim to know
the number of components involved, the behavior of each component, and the
interaction behavior among components during execution. In addition, we are
also interested in the number and type of design patterns that are implemented
in this software system.

1.4.2 Design Decisions

The main input of this thesis is software execution data. To collect execution
data, we observe and study the execution of instrumented software systems in
their natural, real-life production environment. We will use the well-established
IEEE XES event log standard [GV09] to exchange and store software execu-
tion data, see Section 2.5.2. All techniques and tools from this thesis will be
implemented and integrated as plugins in the open-source (Pro)cess (M)ining
framework ProM [VBVDvdA11].

The main artifacts involved in our research are summarized in Figure 1.5,
based on which we relate these artifacts to the techniques to answer the above
research questions.

To answer the first research question, we will propose the architectural
model discovery approach by taking the software execution data as input, see
the right part of Figure 1.5, as output the architectural model is returned. The
discovered architectural model is composed of components, interfaces and in-
teractions. Detailed component discovery techniques are presented in Chapter
3, which mainly performs component identification and component behavioral
model discovery. For the component behavioral model discovery, we will build
on an existing process discovery approach and extend the modeling notation
and discovery techniques to support the notion of hierarchy. After identifying
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Figure 1.5: An Overview of the Thesis

components, interface discovery approaches are introduced in Chapter 4 by tak-
ing as input component configurations and software execution data. As output,
interfaces are identified for each component and a process model is discov-
ered to characterize the behavior of each interface. For the interface behav-
ioral model discovery, we select the well-known Inductive Miner, as discussed
in [LFvdA13], as our basic discovery approach. After that, architecture discov-
ery techniques as presented in Chapter 5 discover an architectural model from
execution data by taking as input the identified components and interfaces.

For the second research question, we propose the design pattern detection
approach by taking as input the software execution data and source code, see
the left part of Figure 1.5. Both behavioral design patterns (e.g., observer design
pattern and state/strategy design patterns) and creational design patterns (e.g.,
single design pattern) are supported. The combination design pattern detection
techniques as presented in Chapter 6 take as input the source code and software
execution data. As output, a group of validated pattern instances is returned.
By relaxing the assumption of the availability of source code, dynamic design
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pattern detection approaches are proposed to detect design patterns by taking
only as input the software execution data in Chapter 7.

1.5 Contributions and Thesis Structure

This section summarizes the main contributions, and then presents the structure
of the whole thesis.

1.5.1 Contributions of the Thesis

In this thesis, we focus on the analysis of software execution data from two per-
spectives: (1) architectural model discovery; and (2) design pattern detection.
The contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows.

• we propose automated approaches to discover architectural models from
software execution data. This includes:

– a standardized format for software execution data exchange.

– approaches to support the component identification and behavioral
model discovery from the software execution data.

– approaches to support the interface identification and contract model
discovery by taking as input the identified components and the soft-
ware execution data.

– approaches to support the discovery of architectural models by taking
as input the identified components and interfaces, and the software
execution data.

– a Petri net-based modelling notation for formalizing the semantics of
discovered software architectural models.

• we propose automated approaches to detect design patterns. This in-
cludes:

– a general framework to support the detection of design patterns by
taking as input the source code and software execution data.

– a general framework to support the detection of design patterns purely
from the software execution data.
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All of the introduced techniques have been designed and implemented in
the open-source process mining framework ProM 63, systematically evaluated
by both synthetic and real-life software execution data, and applied to several
case studies to demonstrate effectiveness and applicability in practice.

1.5.2 Structure of the Thesis

Part I: Introduction

Part II: Architectural Model Discovery

Part III: Design Pattern Detection

Part IV: Applications and Conclusions

 Chapter 8

 Tool Support

 Chapter 9 

 Case Studies

 Chapter 10 

 Conclusions

 Chapter 6 

 Pattern Detection  

 from Source Code 

 and Execution Data

 Chapter 7

 Pattern Detection  

 from Execution Data

 Chapter 5

 Architectural  

 Model Discovery

 Chapter 4

 Interface Discovery

 Chapter 3

 Component 

 Discovery

 Chapter 1

 Introduction

 Chapter 2

 Preliminaries

Figure 1.6: Structure of the Thesis

The structure of this thesis is depicted in Figure 1.6 and it can be divided into

3http://processmining.org
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four main parts. Part I constitutes the introduction to the thesis, which includes
the current chapter and concludes with Preliminaries (Chapter 2) where we
introduce concepts and notations such as sets, graphs, process models, event
logs, and software execution data that are needed for this thesis.

Part II deals with the architectural model discovery from software execu-
tion data (Chapters 3-5). Chapter 3 discusses component discovery approaches,
including the component identification techniques and component model dis-
covery approaches. Then, Chapter 4 introduces the interface identification and
interface contract model discovery approach. Chapter 5 presents the architec-
tural model discovery approach by taking as input the software execution data
and the identified components and interfaces. Furthermore, it provides a Petri
net-based formalization of the architectural models.

Part III of the thesis deals with the design pattern detection (Chapters 6-
7). Chapter 6 introduces a general design pattern detection framework that
takes as input the source code and software execution data. Then, we relax
the assumption of the availability of source code and extend the framework to
detect design patterns by taking only as input the software execution data in
Chapter 7.

Part IV (Chapters 8-10) presents the applications and conclusions. It starts
with Chapter 8 on tool support where we provide information on ProM plug-ins
that are developed within the context of this thesis. We then present three case
studies demonstrating how the proposed techniques in this thesis can be used
in practice in Chapter 9. Finally, Chapter 10 concludes the thesis and points out
directions for future work.





Chapter 2
Preliminaries

In this chapter, we introduce the necessary concepts and notations used in the
remainder of this thesis. We start by introducing some basic notations and
terminologies in Section 2.1. In Section 2.2, we introduce the basic concepts
of graphs and trees. Then, Section 2.3 introduces the definition of event logs.
Section 2.4 explains software execution data. Next, Section 2.5 explains the
formats for storing and representing event logs and software execution data.
In Section 2.6, we introduce the definition of software architecture. Finally,
Section 2.7 introduces two process model notations used in the later chapters
for discovering and visualizing behavioral models.

2.1 Basic Notations: Sets, Relations, Functions and
Sequences

Definition 2.1 (Set) A set is defined as an unordered collection of unique objects,
which are called elements of the set.

A set is finite if it contains a finite number of elements. Otherwise, the set
is infinite. A finite set can be represented by listing all its elements between
curly braces, e.g., X = {a,b,c} defines a set X with three elements a, b and c. The
order of the elements is irrelevant, thus {a,b,c} = {c,b,a}. The symbol ∈ is used
to express that an element belongs to a set while its negation is represented by
∉, e.g., for set X , we have a ∈ X and d ∉ X . If A is a finite set, then |A| denotes
the cardinality of A and is equal to the number of elements in A. For example,
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if A = {m,n}, then |A| = 2. Especially, a set with zero elements is called an empty
set and is represented as ;.

Infinite sets can be described by using an ellipsis, e.g., N= {0,1,2,3, . . .} is the
set of all natural numbers, or the set builder notation, e.g., {n ∈N|∃k ∈N : n = 2k}
is the set of even numbers.

Definition 2.2 (Subset and Equality) A set X is a subset of set Y , denoted as
X ⊆ Y , if and only if every element in X is also an element of Y , i.e., for any x ∈ X ,
we have x ∈ Y . Two sets, X and Y , are equal, denoted as X = Y , if and only if every
element in X belongs to the set Y and every element in Y belongs to the set X , i.e.,
X ⊆ Y and Y ⊆ X .

Definition 2.3 (Union, Intersection and Difference) The union of two sets, X
and Y , denoted as X ∪Y , is the set containing all elements in either X or Y or
both, i.e., X ∪Y = {x|x ∈ X ∨x ∈ Y }. The intersection of two sets, X and Y , denoted as
X ∩Y , is the set containing all elements in both X and Y , i.e., X ∩Y = {x|x ∈ X ∧x ∈ Y }.
The difference of two sets, X and Y , denoted as X\Y , is the set containing all ele-
ments of X that are not elements of Y , i.e., X\Y = {x|x ∈ X ∧x ∉ Y }.

Definition 2.4 (Powerset) Let X be a set. The powerset of X is defined as the set
of all subsets of X , denoted as P(X) = {X ′|X ′ ⊆ X }.

Definition 2.5 (Relation) A binary relation R on a set X is a set of ordered pairs,
usually defined by some sort of rules, i.e., R ⊆ X ×X . We write x R y for (x,y) ∈ R.

Definition 2.6 ((Ir-)Reflexive, Symmetric, Transitive and Equivalence Rela-
tion) A binary relation R on a set X is reflexive if every element is related to itself,
i.e., x R x for any x ∈ X . R is irreflexive if no element is related to itself. R is sym-
metric if for any x,y ∈ X , if x is related to y, then y is related to x, i.e., ∀x,y ∈ X ,
x R y ⇒ y R x. R is transitive if for any x,y,z ∈ X , x R y∧y R z ⇒ x R z. R is an
equivalence relation if and only if it is reflexive, symmetric and transitive.

Binary relations define a mapping among elements of two sets. Functions
are special binary relations, which defines a unique mapping from elements in
a source set to elements in a target set.

Definition 2.7 (Function and Partial Function) Let X and Y be two sets. A
binary relation f : X → Y is called a (total) function if and only if f maps every
element in its domain X to a unique element in its range Y . A binary relation
g : X 9 Y is called a partial function if and only if g maps a subset of elements in
its domain X to unique elements in its range Y .
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Given a (partial) function f : X → Y , its domain is denoted as dom(f ) and its
range is denoted as rng(f ). If f is a total function, then dom(f ) = X . If f is a
partial function, then dom(f ) ⊆ X . The range is rng(f ) = {f (x)|x ∈ dom(f )} ⊆ Y .

Definition 2.8 (Multiset or Bag) Let X be a set. A multiset or a bag is an un-
ordered collection of elements with repetitions allowed. Given a set X , a multiset
is defined as a cardinal valued function b : X →N such that for each x ∈ X , b(x)
denotes the number of times x occurs. For a multiset b : X →N, if x ∉ X we denote
b(x) = 0. B(X) is the set of all multisets over X .

For example, b = [p3,q2] is a multiset over {p,q} where b(p) = 3 and b(q) = 2.

Definition 2.9 (Sequence) Let X be a set. A non-empty finite sequence s of length
n over elements in X is a function σ : {1,2, ...,n} → X .

Function σ defines in which order elements of set X appear. We denote a
sequence using the notation σ= 〈x1, . . . ,xn〉 where xi =σ(i) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. xi is the
i-th position of σ. A sequence of length 0 is called the empty sequence, denoted
by 〈〉. The length of a sequence σ is denoted by |σ|, e.g., |〈〉| = 0. The set of all
finite sequences over set X is obtained through the Kleene star operator X∗.

For 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ |σ|, σ(i, j) denotes the sub-sequence from the i-th position to the
j-th position in σ. Let u,v ∈ X∗ be two sequences, the concatenation operation
denoted by σ= u◦v is defined as σ : {1,2, ...|u|+ |v|} → X , such that σ(i) = u(i) for
1 ≤ i ≤ |u|, and σ(i) = v(i−|u|) for |u|+1 ≤ i ≤ |u|+ |v|.
Definition 2.10 (Sequence Projection) Let X be a set and Q ⊆ X be its subset.
�Q∈ X∗ → Q∗ is a projection function and is defined recursively: 〈〉 �Q= 〈〉; and for
σ ∈ X∗ and x ∈ X:

(〈x〉◦σ) �Q=
{
σ �Q if x ∉Q
〈x〉◦ (σ �Q ) if x ∈Q

(2.1)

2.2 Basic Structures: Graph and Tree

In this section, we introduce the basic concepts of graphs and trees.

Definition 2.11 (Graph) A directed graph G = (V ,E) consists of two finite sets V
and E ⊆ V ×V . The elements of V are vertices or nodes of G, and the elements of E
are directed edges or arcs of G. An edge (u,v) ∈ E is directed from the source node u
to the target node v. The graph G can be considered to be undirected if the relation
E is symmetric.
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Figure 2.1: Two Example Graphs

Figure 2.1 (a) shows an example directed graph with 5 nodes and 4 edges.

Definition 2.12 (Walk and Path) Let G = (V ,E) be a directed graph. A sequence
of vertices w = 〈v1,v2, . . . ,vk〉 ∈ V ∗ of length k > 0 is a walk if (vi−1,vi) ∈ E for 1 < i ≤ k.
A walk w = 〈v1,v2, . . . ,vk〉 is a path if vi 6= vj for all i 6= j and 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k.

Definition 2.13 (Connected Graph) A graph G = (V ,E) is weakly connected if for
any u,v ∈ V there exists a path from u to v in G by violating the direction of edges.
G is strongly connected if this property holds while respecting the direction of edge.

Figure 2.1 (a) is a weakly connected graph while Figure 2.1 (b) is not ac-
cording to Definition 2.13. The shaded regions in Figure 2.1 (b) indicates two
weakly connected components.

Definition 2.14 (Acyclic Graph) A graph G = (V ,E) is acyclic if for any u,v ∈ V ,
u 6= v (1) there exists a path from u to v and does not exist a path from v to u in
G; or (2) there is no path from v to u nor from u to v.

Figure 2.1 (a) is an acyclic graph while Figure 2.1 (b) is not according to
Definition 2.14. This is because there exists both a directed path from a to b
and a directed path from b to a in the graph.

Definition 2.15 (Tree) A tree T = (V ,E) is a directed acyclic graph with a special
vertex r ∈ V , designated as the root of the tree, such that for any v ∈ V , there exists
a path from r to v in T . We refer to a rooted directed tree as a tree henceforth.

2.3 Event Logs

An event log contains data related to the execution of a single process. Each
event in the log refers to a single process instance, also referred to as a case.
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In addition, an event is related to the execution of an activity. Other than case
and activity, an event may have other attributes, e.g., resource (i.e., the person
or equipment that executes the event) and timestamp (i.e., the time when an
activity occurs).

To capture all information that exists in event logs, we formalize events and
their attributes as follows.

Definition 2.16 (Event and Attribute) Let E be the event universe, i.e., the set
of all possible event identifiers. An event may have various attributes. Let AN be
the attribute universe. For any e ∈ E and attribute name n ∈ AN , #n(e) is the value
of attribute n for event e.

Let C be the case universe, UA be the activity universe, UR be the resource
universe, UY be the transaction type universe, and UT be the time universe. We
define the following attributes for any event e ∈ E :

• #case(e) ∈C is the case associated to event e;

• #act (e) ∈UA is the activity associated to event e;

• #res(e) ∈UR is the resource that executes event e;

• #time(e) ∈UT is the timestamp of event e; and

• #trans(e) ∈UY is the transaction type of event e, e.g., schedule, start, com-
plete and suspend.

Definition 2.17 (Trace, Case and Event Log) A trace σ ∈ E ∗ is a finite sequence
of events such that each event appears only once, i.e., for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ |σ|, we have
σ(i) 6=σ(j). Cases, like events, have attributes. For any case c ∈C and attribute
name n ∈ AN , #n(c) is the value of attribute n for case c. Each case has a special
mandatory attribute trace such that #trace(c) ∈ E ∗. An event log is a set of cases
L ⊆C such that each event appears at most once in the entire log.

Table 2.1 gives a fragment of an example event log, which can be formalized
as L = {1,2}. For case 2, its trace is formalized as #trace(2) = 〈e5,e6,e7 ,e8〉. For
event e5, #act (e5) = register is the activity associated to e5, #res(e5) = Jessica is the
resource that executes e5, and #time(e5) =13-05-2018 08:38 is the timestamp that
e5 is finished, etc.
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Table 2.1: A Fragment of Event Log

Case ID Event ID Activity Resource Time Transaction ...
1 e1 register Jessica 07-05-2018 09:30 complete ...
1 e2 check credit Cong 07-05-2018 10:32 complete ...
1 e3 reject request Tyler 08-05-2018 14:12 complete ...
1 e4 send notification Tyler 08-05-2018 15:28 complete ...
2 e5 register Jessica 13-05-2018 08:38 complete ...
2 e6 check credit Anna 13-05-2018 10:13 complete ...
2 e7 accept request Tyler 13-05-2018 11:32 complete ...
2 e8 send notification Tom 14-05-2018 16:56 complete ...
... ... ... ... ... ... ...

2.4 Software Systems and Software Execution Data

In this thesis, we mainly reason based on the source code and execution data
of software systems. The meta model of software systems is first introduced.
Then, software execution data are explained with details.

2.4.1 Meta-model of Software Systems

This thesis focuses on object-oriented software systems. In Figure 2.2, we
show the meta-model of a software system where the right part contains its
implementation-level elements. From an implementation point of view, an
object-oriented software system contains a group of classes. A class is an ex-
tensible program-code-template for creating objects, providing initial values for
(member) variables and implementations of behavior represented as (member)
methods. A class may have multiple methods and can be instantiated multiple
times, i.e., relating to multiple objects. An invocation of a method is named as
a method call.

Formally, let UN be the universe of methods and UC be the universe of
classes. ms : UC →P(UM ) defines a mapping from a class to its method set.

Definition 2.18 (Software Systems) Given an object-oriented software system, it
can be formalized as a tuple SW = (C,M) where

• C ⊆UC is a set of classes;

• M ⊆UN is a set of methods represented by their fully quantified names; and

• ∀n ∈ M, ∃c ∈ C : n ∈ ms(c) and ∀c ∈ C : ms(c) ⊆ M.
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The left part of Figure 2.2 describes the architecture-level elements of a soft-
ware system. From an architecture point of view, a software system normally
involves a group of logical components. In this thesis, we treat a component as
a group of classes, and can be instantiated multiple times, i.e., multiple com-
ponent instances [LvDAvdA16]. One component instance may involve a group
of related objects. In addition, a component may have multiple interfaces that
are defined based on the functional aspects of a component. An interface con-
tains a set of methods that work together to provide a function that can be used
by other components. Similar to components, interfaces also can be instanti-
ated multiple times during software execution, i.e., multiple interface instances.
Each interface instance involves a group of related method calls.

Component

Component Instance

1

*

Interface

1

*

Class

Object

1

*

Method call

1

*

1 *

1

*

Architecture 

Level
Implementation 

Level
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1

*

Interface instance

1 *

1 *

1 *

1

*

1

*

Software system
1

*

1

*

Figure 2.2: Meta-Model of Software Systems
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2.4.2 Software Execution Data

To discover software behavioral models and design patterns, we rely on soft-
ware execution data. During the execution of software systems, execution data
are recorded at the method call level. When recording software execution at
the method call level, we refer to the method being called as callee method. In
addition, we can track the context where a method is called from. This con-
text method is called caller method. Technically, a method call is recorded at a
specific time and contains the fully quantified names of the caller and callee.

Let UM be the method call universe, UN is the method universe, and UO

be the object universe where objects are instances of classes. To relate these
universes, we use the following notations: For any method call m ∈UM , m̂ ∈UN

is the method of which m is an instance. For any object o ∈UO, ô ∈UC is the
class of o.

The method call and its attributes are defined as follows:

Definition 2.19 (Method Call, Attribute) For any method call m ∈UM , the fol-
lowing standard attributes are defined:

• η : UM →UO is a mapping from method calls to objects such that for each
method call m ∈UM , η(m) is the object containing the instance of the method
m̂.

• c : UM →UM ∪ {⊥} is the (direct) calling relation among method calls. For
any mi,mj ∈UM , c(mi) = mj means that mi is called by mj, and we name mi

as the callee and mj as the caller. Specially, for m ∈UM , if c(m) =⊥, then m̂
is a main method.

• p : UM →P(UO) is a mapping from method calls to their (input) parameter
object sets such that for each method call m ∈UM , p(m) is a set of (input)
parameter objects of the instance of m.

• r : UM →N is a mapping from method calls to their belonging software run
(execution) such that for each method call mi,mj ∈UM , r (mi) = r (mj) indi-
cates that mi and mj are involved in the same run of the software.

• ro : UM →UO is a mapping from method calls to their return objects such
that for each method call m ∈UM , ro(m) is the return object of the instance
of the method m̂.

• ts : UM →UT is a mapping from method calls to their timestamps such that
for each method call m ∈UM , ts(m) is the start timestamp of m.
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• te : UM →UT is a mapping from method calls to their timestamps such that
for each method call m ∈UM , te(m) is the end timestamp of m.

Note that we only consider direct method calls. Other types of event-driven
communication (e.g., UI or database triggers) or interceptors that are invoked
from the context are not considered in this thesis.

Definition 2.20 (Software Execution Data) The software execution data are a
finite set of method calls, i.e., SD ⊆UM .

The execution data in Table 2.2 are generated by an independent run of the
AISWorld software as introduced in Section 1.3. For method call m9, m̂9 = update
is the method name, η(m9)=1807970113 is the object that instantiates the method,�c(m9) = notifyMembers is the caller method name, η(c(m9)) = 1333401746 is the
object that instantiates the caller method, áη(c(m9)) = MailingServer is the caller
class name, r(m9) = 1 is the software run that m9 belongs to, ts(m9) = 718788715
is the start time of m9 and, te(m9) = 718880715 is the end time of m9.

2.5 Representation and Storing

Event logs from different systems and organizations can be stored in different
formats, e.g., plain files, database tables, etc. For process mining and relevant
applications, a common event log format, called eXtensible Event Stream (XES)
[GV09], has been proposed. XES is adopted as the standard by the IEEE Task
Force on Process Mining. More recently, a new extension of XES specially tailored
for software execution data, called XES-Software has also been approved by the
standard. In this section, we give a brief description of these two formats for
storing and representing event logs and software execution data.

2.5.1 XES Standard

XES is an XML-based standard for event logs. Its purpose is to provide a generally-
acknowledged format for the interchange of event data between different tools
and application domains.

Figure 2.3 depicts the XES meta model expressed as an UML class diagram.
An XES log contains any number of traces from a single process. Each trace
describes a sequence list of events corresponding to a particular case. Attributes
can be defined on top of the log, its traces and its events. In addition, attributes
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Table 2.2: An Example of Software Execution Data
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can be nested, i.e., an attribute can contain other attributes. Currently, XES
supports five core data types: String, Date, Int, Float, and Boolean. These corre-
spond to the standard XML types: xs:string, xs:dataTime, xs:long, xs:double, and
xs:boolean.

Technische Universiteit Eindhoven University of Technology

Log

Trace

Event

Float

Int

Date

String

Container

List

Attribute

Classifier

Extension name

prefix

URI

Key

Value

<declares>

<defines> <defines>

<defines>
<trace-global>

<event-global>

<contains>

<contains>

<contains>

<contains>

ID

Boolean

<orders>

Figure 2.1: The UML 2.0 class diagram for the complete meta-model for the XES standard

• One examination in which the x-ray machine is employed

• One visit of the website, by one specific user

Tag name for the trace object in the XML serialization of XES: <trace>

No XML attributes are defined for the <trace> tag.

2.1.3 Event

Every trace contains an arbitrary number (may be empty) of event objects. Events represent
atomic granules of activity that have been observed during the execution of a process. As such,
an event has no duration. Examples of an event are:

• Recording the client’s personal information in the database has been completed

3 XES / Version 2.0

Figure 2.3: Meta Model of XES [GV09]
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The semantics of attributes are specified through extensions. XES defines the
following standard extensions:

• Concept: The concept extension is defined for traces and events to capture
their names. For trace, it represents the case identifier while for events it
represents the activity names, i.e., #act (e) for any e ∈ E .

• Time: The time extension is typically defined for events to capture their
timestamps of type xs:dataTime. This corresponds to #time(e) for any e ∈ E .

• Organization: The organization extension is defined for events to capture
the organizational perspective of a process. Three attributes, i.e., resource,
role, and group, are defined for this extension. For the resource extension,
we have #res(e) for any e ∈ E .

• Lifecycle: The lifecycle extension is defined for events to signify their trans-
action type, i.e., #trans(e) for any e ∈ E .

For more descriptions of the XES standard, the readers are referred to [LL17b].

2.5.2 Software Extension of the XES Standard

To enable behavioral model discovery for software, software execution data are
required. Software execution data are typically recorded at the method call
level during software execution, i.e., an event refers to a method call and have
a reference to a specific point in the software source code. For this reason, we
introduce the XES software extension which captures this event location infor-
mation, together with some basic runtime information related to this location.

The XES software extension includes not only the method call related at-
tributes, e.g., the callee class, the callee object, the caller method, the caller
class, the caller object, and return value, to perform behavioral model discov-
ery, but also the method related attributes, e.g., the input parameter types and
the return types, for design pattern detection. The XES software extension de-
fines the following software-specific attributes:

• Class: The class extension is defined for software events to capture the class
name of the called method. This corresponds to �η(m) for any m ∈UM .

• Object: The object extension is defined for software events to capture the
instances of the called method. This corresponds to η(m) for any m ∈UM .
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• Parameter type: The parameter type extension is defined for software events
to capture the parameter type of the called method in the source code.

• Parameter value: The parameter value extension is defined for software
events to capture the parameter value of the called method.

• Return type: The return type extension is defined for software events to
capture the return type of the called method in the source code.

• Return value: The return value extension is defined for software events to
capture the return value of the called method.

• Caller Method: The caller method extension is defined for software events
to capture the method name of the caller method. This corresponds to�c(m) for any m ∈UM .

• Caller Class: The caller class extension is defined for software events to
capture the class name of the caller method. This corresponds to áη(c(m))
for any m ∈UM .

• Caller Object: The caller object extension is defined for software events to
capture the instances of the caller method. This corresponds to η(c(m)) for
any m ∈UM .

For more detailed descriptions of the XES-Software extension, the readers
are referred to [GV09]. Besides the XES-Software extension, we also defined the
Software Communication extension to support the recording of IP-based com-
munication information for relating events across software applications and the
Software Telemetry extension to support the recording of basic performance pro-
file related resource utilizations, e.g., CPU usage, thread usage, and memory
usage. For more explanations of these two extra extensions, readers can refer
to [LL17a] and [LL17c].

2.6 Software Architecture

A software architecture refers to the high-level structure of a software sys-
tem [KOS06]. The architecture of a component-based software system is com-
posed of components, interfaces and interactions among these components. A
component is a non-trivial, nearly independent and replaceable part of a soft-
ware system that full-fills a clear function in the context of a well-defined archi-
tecture.
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Definition 2.21 (Components) Given an object-oriented software system, a com-
ponent is defined as a non-empty set of classes, i.e., COM ⊆UC and COM 6= ;.

According to Definition 2.21, a component is composed of a set of classes
for object-oriented software systems. Logically, a component has a set of in-
terfaces that each represents a function and interacts with interfaces of other
components.

Definition 2.22 (Interfaces) Given an object-oriented software system and COM
is a component, an interface of component COM is defined as a non-empty set of
methods of that components, i.e., we have I ⊆UN , I 6= ;, and ∀n ∈ I : ∃c ∈ COM : n ∈
ms(c).

According to Definition 2.22, an interface is composed of a set of methods
that belong to a component. Although class attributes can be also part of in-
terfaces, we do not include them in this thesis as they are not recorded in our
execution data. Interactions are represented by connectors that are defined as
bindings of interacting interfaces. These connectors describe the control or data
communication relation, e.g., function calling, data accessing, among different
components.

MailingServer

Starter

Member

I2

I2

I1

I0

I3

Figure 2.4: Architectural Model of the AISWorld Software

Taking the example software case in Section 1.3 as an illustrating case. An
example of its architecture is shown in Figure 2.4. According to Figure 2.4, it
involves three components, i.e., Starter, MailingServer and Member. Different
components interact with each other via interfaces, e.g., Starter requires inter-
face I1 from Member and interface I2 from MailingServer.
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2.7 Process Modeling Formalisms

A process can be represented by various modeling languages, e.g., Process Trees,
Business Process Modeling Notations, UML activity diagram, Petri nets, etc.
These languages differ in their expressive power and formal semantics. With-
out loss of generality, this thesis is mainly based on Petri nets as they are widely
applied in process mining and related topics. Note that other formalisms, e.g.,
Business Process Modeling Notations [DDO07] and Process Trees [Lee18], can
be converted to Petri nets.

2.7.1 Petri Nets

Petri nets, named after Carl Adam Petri, are one of the commonly used process
modeling languages. A (classical) Petri net is a directed bipartite graph with
two types of nodes, places and transitions. Basic definitions and properties of
Petri nets are reviewed following [Rei13].

Definition 2.23 (Petri net) A Petri net is a 4-tuple PN = (P,T ,F , l), satisfying:

• P is a finite set of places and T is a finite set of transitions where P∩T =;;

• F ⊆ (P×T)∪ (T ×P) is set of directed arcs, called flow relation; and

• l : T →A is a labeling function where A is a set of labels and τ ∈A denotes
the invisible label.

t2

t3

t1 t5 t6
source sink

p1

p2

p3

p4

p5

t4

Figure 2.5: A Petri Net Example (l(t1) = a, l(t2) = b, l(t3) = c, l(t4) = τ, l(t5) = d, and
l(t6) = e)

Definition 2.24 (Pre-set and Post-set) Let PN = (P,T ,F , l) be a Petri net. For
each x ∈ P∪T , we have
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• The pre-set of x is •x = {y|(y,x) ∈ F}; and

• The post-set of x is x• = {y |(x, y) ∈ F }.

We use markings to describe the semantics of a labeled Petri net. A marking
m ∈B(P) is a multiset of places, which indicates how many tokens each place
contains. (PN ,m0) is a marked net where m0 is its initial marking. Figure 2.5
shows a marked Petri net example and [source] is its initial marking.

Definition 2.25 (Enabled and Firing) A transition t ∈ T of PN is enabled in
marking m ∈B(P), denoted as (PN ,m)[t〉, if ∀p ∈• t : m(p) ≥ 1, i.e., each of its in-
put places contains at least one token. An enabled transition t may fire, i.e., one
token is removed from each of its preset and one token is added to each of its post-
set. (PN ,m)[t〉m′ denotes that firing the enabled transition t results in marking m′,
also denoted as (PN ,m)

t−→ (PN ,m′).

Consider the example Petri net with m = [p3,p4], transition t5 is enabled, i.e.,
(PN ,m)[t5〉. We have (PN , [p3,p4])

t5−→ (PN , [p5]) for the example Petri net.
Then, we can define which marks are reachable and which sequences of

transitions can be fired.

Definition 2.26 (Firing Sequences and Reachable Markings) Let PN = (P,T ,F , l)
be a Petri net. A sequence σ ∈ T∗ is a firing sequence from m to m′ if and only if
(PN ,m)

σ(1)−−−→ (PN ,m1)
σ(2)−−−→ (PN ,m2) . . .

σ(|σ|)−−−−→ (PN ,m′), simply denoted as (PN ,m)
σ−→

(PN ,m′). A marking m′ ∈B(P) is reachable from marking m ∈B(P) if there exists
a firing sequence σ ∈ T∗ such that (PN ,m)

σ−→ (PN ,m′). The set of all reachable
markings of PN is denoted as RM(PN ,m0).

Definition 2.27 (Bounded and Safe) Let PN = (P,T ,F , l) be a Petri net and m0

be its initial marking. It is bounded if and only if for each place p ∈ P, there is
a natural number n ∈N so that for each reachable marking m′ ∈ RM(PN ,m0) the
number of tokens in p is less then n. The net is safe (or 1-bounded) if and only if
for each place the maximum number of tokens does not exceed 1.

Definition 2.28 (Live) Let PN = (P,T ,F , l) be a Petri net and m0 be its initial
marking. It is live if and only if for every reachable marking m ∈ RM(PN ,m0)
and every transition t ∈ T , there is a marking m′ ∈ RM(PN ,m0) reachable from m
which enables t.
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2.7.2 Workflow Nets

In this thesis, we consider a special type of Petri net which is known as workflow
net (WF-net). A WF-net is a Petri net with a dedicated source place where the
process starts and a dedicated sink place where the process ends. In addition,
all nodes are on a path from source to sink. The workflow net is a natural
representation for business process models that describe the lifecycle of a case.

Definition 2.29 (Workflow nets) Let PN = (P,T ,F , l) be a Petri net and t̄ be a
transition not in T . PN is a WF-net if and only if:

• P contains one source place i such that •i =;;

• P contains one sink place o such that o• =;;

• l(t̄) = τ; and

• PN = (P,T ∪ {t̄},F ∪ {(o, t̄), (t̄, i)}) is strongly connected, i.e., there is a directed
path between any pair of nodes in PN .

PN is referred to as the short-circuited net. The unique sink place o is con-
nected to the unique source place i in PN . Observe that the example Petri net
in Figure 2.5 is a workflow net.

We call a workflow net sound if each transition can fire from the initial mark-
ing, and from each reachable marking, it is possible to reach the final marking.
Formally, we have:

Definition 2.30 (Sound) Let PN = (P,T ,F , l) be a WF-net with source place i and
sink place o. PN is sound if and only if the following properties are satisfied:

• safeness: for any marking m ∈ RM(PN , [i]) and for any p ∈ P, m(p) ≤ 1, i.e.,
places cannot hold multiple tokens at the same time;

• option to complete: for any marking m ∈ RM(PN , [i]), [o] ∈ RM(PN ,m), i.e.,
for any marking reachable from the initial marking, it is possible to reach
the final marking;

• proper completion: for any marking m ∈ RM(PN , [i]), o ∈ m implies m = [o],
i.e., every marking reachable from the initial marking has no token left be-
hind once a token is placed in o; and

• absence of dead transitions: (PN , [i]) contains no dead transitions, i.e., for
any t ∈ T , there is a firing sequence enabling t.
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Soundness is an important property, and unsound models are undesirable for
real-life usage. A workflow net is sound if and only if its corresponding short-
circulated net is 1-bounded and live [vdA98]. Figure 2.5 shows an example of a
sound WF-net with i = source and o = sink.

A subclass of workflow nets that are guaranteed to be sound by definition is
the block-structured workflow net whose behavior can be represented by process
trees [Bui14], [Lee17]. A workflow net is block-structured if, for every place
or transition with multiple outgoing arcs, there exists a corresponding place or
transition with multiple incoming arcs, respectively. In addition, the parts of
the net between the outgoing and incoming arcs form regions, and no arcs may
exist between these regions, i.e., each region has a single entry and a single exit.

2.8 Conclusion

In this chapter, the definitions, formalization, and notations used throughout
the rest of the thesis are introduced. In the next chapters, we will start to de-
scribe a software architectural model discovery approach based on the software
execution data (Section 2.4.2) and Petri net notation (Section 2.7).
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Chapter 3 presents the component discovery approaches, including a gen-
eral framework to identify components based on community detection algo-
rithms and a component behavioral model discovery approach. This chapter is
based on the publications [LvDAvdA18e] and [LvDAvdA16].

Chapter 4 presents the interface discovery approaches, including an inter-
face identification approach and an interface model discovery approach. This
chapter is based on the publication [LvDAvdA18a].

Chapter 5 presents the multi-view architectural model discovery approach
by taking as input software execution data, components and interfaces. This
chapter is based on the publications [LvDAvdA18f] and [LvDAvdA18b].





Chapter 3
Component Discovery

3.1 Introduction

The maintenance and evolution of software systems have become a research fo-
cus in the software engineering community [MMCG99]. Architectures of these
systems can be used as guidance to help understand and facilitate future mainte-
nance [LvDAvdA18f]. Software architectures that normally include components
and connectors (or interactions) can be reconstructed from low-level data (e.g.,
source code, development documents, execution data). For object-oriented soft-
ware systems, a component is extracted as a set of classes that provides a num-
ber of functions for other components.

Generally speaking, the identification of components can be achieved by
clustering classes. In this chapter, we describe the component discovery by tak-
ing as input the software execution data, which includes (1) component iden-
tification; and (2) component behavioral model discovery. A general frame-
work to identify components from software execution data by applying various

This chapter is based on the following publications:

• Cong Liu, Boudewijn van Dongen, Nour Assy, Wil van der Aalst. "Component identifica-
tion from software execution data", 14th International Conference on Evaluation of Novel
Approaches to Software Engineering (ENASE 2019), pp. 1-8, in press, 2019.

• Cong Liu, Boudewijn van Dongen, Nour Assy, and Wil van der Aalst. "Software component
Behavior Discovery from execution data", 7th IEEE Symposium on Computational Intelligence
and Data Mining (CIDM 2016), pp. 1-8, 2016.
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community detection algorithms is proposed. Community detection is one of
the most useful techniques for complex networks analysis with an aim to iden-
tify communities. A software system can be viewed as a complex network of
classes, in which the component identification problem is naturally regarded as
the community detection problem [ŠB11], [PJL13], [PLM+09], [ETB11]. More
concretely, we first construct a class interaction graph by exploiting the software
execution data that provides rich information on how classes interact with each
other. Then, different community detection algorithms are applied to partition
the class interaction graph into a set of sub-graphs. Classes that are grouped in
the same sub-graph form a component. Next, a set of quality criteria are defined
to evaluate the quality of the identified components from different perspectives.
Our framework definition is generic and can be instantiated and extended to
support various community detection algorithms.

After identifying components, we propose to discover a behavioral model
for each component to help understand how this component actually works. To
this end, we first distill a software event log for each component from the raw
software execution data. A software event log is composed of a set of traces that
each describing one run of a software component, i.e., a software component
instance. Then, we construct the hierarchical software event log by recursively
applying caller-and-callee relation detection. Next, component behavioral mod-
els, represented as hierarchical Petri nets, are discovered by recursively applying
existing process discovery techniques.

Consider our running example AISWorld. This example has three compo-
nents. In this chapter, we show how we can discover these components and
how each component behaves using execution data as input.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 provides
an overview of related work. In Section 3.3, we show how to identify compo-
nents from software execution data by applying various community detection
algorithms. Section 3.4 presents the component behavioral model discovery
approach by taking as input component configuration and software execution
data. Experimental analysis on both synthetic and open-source software sys-
tems are conducted to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed approaches in
Section 3.5. Section 3.6 concludes this chapter.

3.2 Related Work

In this section, we discuss related work on component identification and soft-
ware process mining (also referred to as program behavior discovery).
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3.2.1 Component Identification

Generally speaking, the identification of components can be achieved by clus-
tering classes. Table 3.1 summarizes some typical component identification
approaches for object-oriented software systems by considering the required
type of input (source code, development documents, execution data), the type
of identification techniques (i.e., graph clustering/partition, genetic algorithm,
etc.), the parameter settings, and tool support availability. We use a lightweight
snowballing manner to generate the literature. Note that we are not trying to
give a detailed survey of this field but to highlight some relevant work.

Table 3.1: Summary of Existing Component Identification Approaches

Reference Required Input Techniques
Parameter

Requirement
Tool

Support
[LJK+01] development documents graph clustering 3 7

[KC04] development documents use case clustering 3 3/7

[HJ15] development documents evolutionary algorithm 3 7

[WF05] source code class relation clustering 3 3/7

[KSCC12] source code
hierarchical clustering

genetic algorithm 3 7

[CC11] source code hierarchical clustering 3 3/7

[SMDM05] source code spectral clustering 3 7

[CJM03] source code graph clustering 3 7

[MMCG99] source code graph partition 3 3/7

[SK01] source code graph clustering 3 3/7

[QYC09] execution data hyper-graph clustering 3 7

[ASS09] execution data concept lattices 3 7

[ASSV10] execution data genetic algorithm 3 7

Note that: development documents refer to sequence diagrams, class diagrams and use case diagrams, 3/7 means
the tool is introduced in the paper but is not available online or does not work anymore.

According to Table 3.1, these approaches can be classified into three cate-
gories based on their required input artifacts: (1) development-documents-based
approaches that take the sequence diagram, class diagram and use case dia-
gram as input; (2) source-code-based approaches that take the source code as
input and consider structural connections among classes; and (3) execution-
data-based approaches that take software execution data as input. The output
of these approaches are component configurations that indicate how classes are
grouped to form components. Our work fits into the third category.

Because software development documents are typical either incomplete or
out-of-date, the applicability of the development-documents-based approaches,
e.g., [LJK+01], [KC04] and [HJ15], is quite limited. For components, the idea
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is to group together classes that contribute to the same function. Source-code-
based approaches, e.g., [WF05], [KSCC12], [CC11], [CJM03] and [MMCG99],
use the dependencies among classes that are extracted from the source code
by static analysis techniques. However, they are not applicable anymore if the
source code is not available (e.g., in case of legacy software systems). Another
effective way to determine which class contributes to which function (compo-
nent) is to execute the software system. The execution-data-based approaches,
e.g., [QYC09], [ASS09] and [ASSV10], help limit the analysis of class depen-
dencies only to the space covered by the software execution. However, existing
execution data-based approaches suffer from the following limitations that may
restrict the applicability:

• Requiring user input parameters. Existing approaches require users to
specify input parameters (e.g., the number/size of components) as input.
However, a reasonable parameter setting is very difficult for users that
are not familiar with the approaches or subject software systems. If the
parameters are not set properly, the underlying approaches may perform
badly.

• Lack of a clearly defined systematic methodology. A systematic method-
ology defines clearly the required input, the techniques, the resulted out-
put and the evaluation criteria of the approach to solve a general research
challenge. Existing execution data-based approaches do not explicitly de-
fine such a complete methodology. This limits the applicability and exten-
sibility of existing approaches in the large.

• Lack of tool support. The usability of an approach heavily relies on its
tool availability. Existing execution data-based component identification
approaches do not provide usable tools that implement their techniques.
This unavailability prohibits other researchers to reproduce the experi-
ment and compare their approaches.

3.2.2 Software Process Mining

Program behavior analysis is used to understand the behavior of software by ex-
ploiting its execution data. Several techniques and tools have been presented to
extract information from running software systems. Most existing approaches,
such as [LMP09] and [WB08], generate automaton-based models using differ-
ent variants of the K-Tail algorithm which was first defined by Biermann and
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Feldman [BF72]. However, these techniques cannot discover concurrency ex-
plicitly, resulting in a so-called state explosion for complex models. Although
automaton-based models are popular in this area, there are several techniques
to learn other types of models. For example, some techniques visualize soft-
ware execution traces as sequence diagrams [MWM06] and some of them are
extended with loops [BLL06]. Similarly, the sequence diagram-based models
also lack concurrency description. Zaidman et al., [ZCDP05] propose a tech-
nique that uses webmining principles on execution traces to discover important
and tightly interacting classes for program comprehension.

With the development of process mining techniques on the one hand, and
the growing availability of software execution data on the other hand, a new
form of software analytics comes into reach, i.e., applying process mining tech-
niques to analyze software execution data. This inter-disciplinary research area
is called Software Process Mining, which aims to analyze software execution data
from a process-oriented perspective [RGVDA+07], [LvDAvdA16]. Software pro-
cess mining enables the extraction of knowledge from software execution data,
which helps software analysts better understand software behavior. One of the
first papers addressing this problem using process mining is [vdAKRV15]. For
the mining of software systems, the recorded events explicitly refer to parts of
the system (components, services, etc.). References to system parts facilitate
the generation of localized event logs. A generic process discovery approach is
proposed based on localized event logs. Experimental results show that location
information indeed helps to improve the quality of the discovered models. Lee-
mans and van der Aalst [LvdA15] analyze the operational processes of software
systems, and process mining techniques are applied to obtain precise and for-
mal models using real-life event logs. They propose to discover behavior models
using Inductive Miner [LFvdA13]. However, software event logs that are con-
structed by grouping events of the same software execution as cases may be
inaccurate and sometimes lead to imprecise and complex behavioral models.

Note that applications of process mining to software engineering artifacts
are not limited to the software execution data. Other types of artifacts derived
from software repositories, e.g., development data, bug tracker, version control
systems, can also be involved [GSP14], [PSVDB11].
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3.3 Component Identification from Software Exe-
cution Data

To overcome the limitations of existing execution-data-based component iden-
tification approaches in Section 3.2.1, we propose a general framework to iden-
tify components from software execution data by applying various community
detection algorithms (e.g., Newman’s spectral algorithm [New06]). Commu-
nity detection is one of the most useful techniques for complex networks anal-
ysis with an aim to identify communities. A software system can be viewed
as a complex network of classes, in which the component identification prob-
lem is naturally regarded as the community detection problem with modularity
maximization. More concretely, we first construct a class interaction graph by
exploiting the software execution data. Then, different community detection
algorithms are applied to partition the class interaction graph into a set of sub-
graphs. Classes that are grouped in the same sub-graph form components. Next,
a set of quality criteria are defined to evaluate the quality of the identified com-
ponents from an architectural point of view. Note that our framework definition
is generic and can be instantiated and extended to support various community
detection algorithms.

3.3.1 An Approach Overview of the Component Identification

Figure 3.1 shows an overview of the framework to identify components from
software execution data. It can be described in the following three steps:

• Class Interaction Graph Construction. Starting from the software exe-
cution data as defined in Definition 2.20, we construct a class interaction
graph (CIG) where a node represents a class and an edge represents a
calling relation among the two classes.

• Component Identification. By taking the constructed CIG as input, we
partition it into a set of sub-graphs using existing community detection
algorithms. An identified component consists of all nodes (classes) that
are grouped in the same sub-graph.

• Quality Evaluation of the Identified Components. After identifying a
set of components, we evaluate the quality of the identified components
against the original CIG.
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Figure 3.1: An Approach Overview of the Component Identification

3.3.2 Class Interaction Graph Construction

Given the software execution data, we first construct the class interaction graph
according to the following definition.

Definition 3.1 (Class Interaction Graph) Let SD be the software execution data
of a piece of software. G = (V ,E) is defined as the Class Interaction Graph (CIG) of
SD such that:

• V = {v ∈UC |∃m ∈ SD : �η(m) = v∨áη(c(m)) = v}; and

• E = {(vi,vj) ∈ V ×V |∃m ∈ SD : �η(m) = vi ∧áη(c(m)) = vj}.

According to Definition 3.1, a CIG contains (1) a set of classes, i.e., vertices;
and (2) a set of calling relations among them, i.e., edges. It is worth noting
that the calling relations among classes are obtained from the calling relations
among method calls. Consider the execution data of AISWorld software in Table
2.2 as an example. Its corresponding class interaction graph is shown in Figure
3.2. For example, we have a calling relation saying class MailingServer calls
class Member in Figure 3.2. This can be explained by the fact that m8 calls m9

as shown in Table 2.2.
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mainclass MailingServer

Member

Figure 3.2: A Class Interaction Graph Example

3.3.3 Component Identification

After constructing a CIG from the software execution data, we introduce how to
identify components by clustering vertices of the CIG. Essentially, the component
set is a division of the vertices of CIG into non-overlapping groups.

Definition 3.2 (Component Identification) Let SD be the software execution
data and G = (V ,E) be its CIG. COM ⊆P(V ) \ {;} is defined as the identified compo-
nent set such that:

•
⋃

C∈COM
C = V ; and

• ∀C1,C2 ∈ COM, we have C1 ∩C2 =;, i.e., classes of different components do
not overlap.

Definition 3.2 gives the general idea of component identification by defin-
ing clearly the input and output artifacts, based on which we can see that the
identification does not allow overlaps among components. Note that this def-
inition can be instantiated by any graph clustering and community detection
techniques. Without loss of generality, we instantiate the component identifi-
cation framework with three well-known community detection algorithms: (1)
Newman’s spectral algorithm [New06] and its MVM refinement [Sch14]; (2)
Louvain algorithm [BGLL08] and multi-level refinement [RN11]; and (3) Smart
Local Moving algorithm [WVE13].

1) Newman’s spectral algorithm and moving vertex method refinement

Newman’s spectral algorithm aims to determine whether there exists any nat-
ural division of the vertices in a graph/network into non-overlapping groups/-
modules, where these groups/modules may be of any size. This is addressed
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by defining a quantity called modularity Q to evaluate the division of a set of
vertices into modules. Q is defined as follows: Q = Fe−EFe where Fe represents
fraction of edges falling within modules and EFe represents expected fraction of
such edges in randomized graphs.

Modularity compares the number of edges within each group detected with
the expected number of edges in a random graph of the same size and same dis-
tribution of node degrees. The problem of finding the group structure in graph-
s/networks becomes an optimization problem of which the solution corresponds
to the partition of a network that maximizes Q. For more formal definitions of
Newman’s spectral algorithm, the reader is referred to [New06].

To further improve the quality of group structures inferred using the New-
man’s spectral algorithm, Newman introduced a refinement technique, called
Moving Vertex Method (MVM) [New06]. MVM works independently on top of
the results obtained by Newman’s spectral algorithm. It tries to move nodes
from one community to another community and checks the effect of the modifi-
cation on Q. The modification that leads to the largest increase in Q is accepted.
The MVM refinement procedure ends when no further modifications contribute
positively to the modularity of the network. For more explanations of the MVM
technique refinement, readers are referred to [New06] and [Sch14].

2) Louvain algorithm and multi-level refinement

The Louvain algorithm starts with each node in a network belonging to its own
community, i.e., each component consists of one node only. Then, the algorithm
uses the local moving heuristic1 to obtain an improved community structure.
Hence, individual nodes are moved from one community to another until no
further increase in modularity can be achieved. At this point, a reduced network
where each node refers to a community in the original network is constructed.
The Louvain algorithm proceeds by assigning each node in the reduced network
to its own singleton community. Next, the local moving heuristic is applied in
the reduced network in the same way as was done for the original network.
The algorithm continues in this way until a network is obtained that cannot be
reduced further. For more explanations of the Louvain algorithm, readers are
referred to [BGLL08].

An extension of the Louvain algorithm with multi-level refinement is intro-
duced in [RN11]. The refinement improves solutions found by the Louvain

1The idea of local moving heuristic is to repeatedly move individual nodes from one community
to another in such a way that each node movement results in a modularity increase.
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algorithm in such a way that they become locally optimal with respect to in-
dividual node movements. To achieve this, the local moving heuristic is used
to refine the final community structure. More explanations of the multi-level
refinement are discussed in [RN11].

3) Smart local moving algorithm

The smart local moving (SLM) algorithm starts with each node in a network
being its own community and it iterates over all communities in the present
community structure. For each community, a sub-network is constructed which
is a copy of the original network that includes only the nodes belonging to a
specific community of interest. The SLM algorithm then uses the local moving
heuristic to identify communities in the sub-network. Each node in the sub-
network is first assigned to its own singleton community, and then the local
moving heuristic is applied. After a community structure has been obtained
for each sub-network, the SLM algorithm constructs a reduced network. In the
reduced network, each node corresponds to a community in one of the sub-
networks. The SLM algorithm then performs an initial assignment of the nodes
to communities in the reduced network in such a way that nodes corresponding
to communities in the same sub-network are assigned to the same community.
The previous steps start over again for the reduced network until a network is
obtained that cannot be reduced any more. For more explanations of the SLM
algorithm, readers are referred to [WVE13].

3.3.4 Quality Metrics of Identified Components

A group of quality metrics to help evaluate the components identified by differ-
ent community detection techniques are introduced.

1) Size and Counting

To give a general overview of the identified components, we first introduce the
following metrics following [CC11]:

• The number of identified components (NoC) from the execution data of a
software system.

• The average size of identified components (AoC), i.e., the average number
of classes that each component involves.
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• The ratio of single class components (RSC). RSC represents the number
of classes in the single class components divided by the total number of
classes.

• The ratio of the largest component (RLC). RLC represents the number of
classes in the largest component divided by the total number of classes.

• The ratio of intermediate components (RIC). RIC represents the number of
classes in the intermediate components (neither single class components
nor the largest component) divided by the total number of classes.

According to [CC11], components with a very large number of classes (high
RLC) or a very small number of classes (high RSC) cannot be regarded as good
components. An ideal distribution is a normal distribution where quite many
components have a reasonable size (high RIC). Hence, we should try to avoid
the case of too many single class components as well as a single very large one.

2) Coupling

In component-based software systems, coupling represents how tightly one com-
ponent interacts with the others. The coupling metric between two arbitrary
components is defined as the ratio of the number of edges connecting them to
the maximal number of edges that can connect all their vertices.

Formally, let G = (V ,E) be a Class Interaction Graph and CS be the identified
component set. For any C1,C2 ∈ CS, the coupling metric between them can be
computed as follows:

coupl(C1,C2) = |CouEdge|
|C1|× |C2|

(3.1)

where CouEdge = E ∩ ((C1 ×C2)∪ (C2 ×C1)) Then, the coupling metric of all com-
ponents is defined as follows:

Coupling(CS) =

∑
i 6=j

coupl(Ci,Cj)

|CS|× (|CS|−1)
(3.2)

3) Cohesion

In component-based software systems, cohesion represents how tightly classes
in the same component are associated. The cohesion metric of a component is
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defined as the ratio of the number of its edges to the maximal number of edges
that can connect all its vertices (the number of edges in the complete graph on
the set of vertices).

For any C ∈ CS, its cohesion metric can be computed as follows:

cohes(C) = |CohEdge(C)|
|C|2 (3.3)

where CohEdge(C) = {(v1,v2) ∈ E|v1,v2 ∈ C} represents the set of edges that are
contained in component C. Then, the cohesion metric of all components is
defined as follows:

Cohesion(CS) =
∑

C∈CS
cohes(C)

|CS| (3.4)

4) Modularity Quality

The cohesion and coupling metrics measure the quality of the identification re-
sults from two opposite perspectives. A well-organized component-based archi-
tecture should be highly cohesive and loosely coupled. Modularity Quality (MQ)
aims to reward the creation of highly cohesive components and to penalize ex-
cessive coupling among them by combining cohesion and coupling metrics. It is
formally defined as follows:

MQ(CS) = Cohesion(CS)−Coupling(CS) (3.5)

MQ always lies in the [−1,1] interval and a higher MQ value normally means
a better architecture quality.

3.4 Component Behavioral Model Discovery

After identifying components, we show how to discover a behavioral model for
each component to help understand its runtime behavior.
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Figure 3.3: An Approach Overview of the Component Model Discovery

3.4.1 An Approach Overview of the Component Behavioral
Model Discovery

Figure 3.3 shows an approach overview to discover component behavioral mod-
els by taking as input software execution data and component configurations.
It consists of the following steps:

• Component Execution Data Construction. Software typically contains a
set of components. By taking as input software execution data and compo-
nent configurations, we first construct execution data for each component.

• Component Instance Identification. Starting from the software execution
data of each component, we propose a novel idea to identify component
instances. The identified instances serve as the basic case notion to gener-
ate a software event log for each component. Here, a component instance
refers to one independent instantiation of a software component.

• Hierarchical Software Event Log Construction. Because a software sys-
tem usually has a hierarchical structure represented as multi-level nested
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method calls, the discovered component behavioral model should depict
this hierarchy nature. To achieve this, we recursively transform the soft-
ware event log of each component to a hierarchical one using calling re-
lations among method calls.

• Component Behavioral Model Discovery. For each component, we dis-
cover a hierarchical behavioral model from its corresponding hierarchical
software event log. Given the hierarchy of a software event log, we only
need to traverse through different levels of the log and discover a pro-
cess model for each sub-log. Note that we can use any existing process
discovery approach in this step.

• Quality Measure of Component Behavioral Models. We evaluate the
quality of discovered component behavioral models in terms of multiple
quality criteria.

3.4.2 Component Instance Identification

Let UCO be the component universe where we have UCO =P(UC ) \ {;}, i.e., a
component is composed of a set of classes. Let COM ⊆UCO be the component set
of a piece of software, and for any Ci,Cj ∈ COM, Ci ∩Cj =; or Ci = Cj, i.e., there
is no class sharing among different components. In this thesis, we assume that
classes are uniquely identifiable by using packages as the prefix and components
of the same software cannot overlap. For the AISWorld case, it has three com-
ponents, i.e., Starter = {TestMail}, MailingServer = {IMailingServer,MailingServer}
and Member = {IMember,Member}.

From the software execution data, we obtain component execution data by
grouping method calls according to the belonging components.

Definition 3.3 (Component Execution Data) Let SD be the software execution
data of a piece of software and C ∈ COM be a component. The execution data of C
are defined as SDC = {m ∈ SD|�η(m) ∈ C}.

Consider the AISWorld software and execution data in Table 2.2 as an exam-
ple. The execution data of components Member, TestMail, and MailingServer are
SDMember ={m1,m2,m3,m9,m10,m11,m15,m16,m21,m22}, SDMailingServer = {m4,m5,
m6,m7 ,m8,m12,m13,m14,m17 ,m18,m19,m20,m23,m24} and SDTestMail = {m25} accord-
ing to Definition 3.3.

Given another example software, its execution data are shown in Table 3.2.
Assume that this example software has two components: Com1 = {Class1,Class2}
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Table 3.2: An Example of Software Execution Data

ID (Callee) Method (Callee) O Caller Method Caller O Start Time End Time
m1 Class2.init 5746e7cc MainClass.main mainclass 596125719 598919577
m2 Class1.init 3b7359cb MainClass.main mainclass 599017082 604900733
m3 Class2. setClass1 5746e7cc Class1.init 3b7359cb 602900733 603759460
m4 Class1.perform 3b7359cb MainClass.main mainclass 605174003 605478064
m5 Class2.work 5746e7cc Class1.perform 3b7359cb 605249270 605359460
m6 Class1.init 614b152d MainClass.main mainclass 605519974 605856752
m7 Class2.setClass1 5746e7cc Class1.init 614b152d 605552752 605759460
m8 Class1.perform 614b152d MainClass.main mainclass 605904521 605994627
m9 Class2.work 5746e7cc Class1.perform 614b152d 605910016 605959460

m10 MainClass.main mainclass – – 595746819 606052688

Note: each method is fully quantified by its method name and class name, O is short for Object, and – means
the value is unavailable.

and Com2 = {MainClass}. the execution data of components Com1 and Com2 are
SDCom1={m1,m2,m3,m4, ,m5,m6,m7 ,m8,m9}, and SDCom2 = {m10}.

A component instance represents one run of the component and the compo-
nent execution data may contain one or more interleaved component instances.
To identify component instances, we make the observation that for an object-
oriented software, a component instance starts when its first object are con-
structed. Based on this observation, a component instance initialized with the
construction of the first object that belongs to the component, and involves all
objects that interact (directly or indirectly) with the first constructed object.

To identify independent component instances from component execution
data, we propose to (1) construct an Object Interaction graph for the component
execution data; and (2) detect its weakly connected components which represent
different component instances.

Definition 3.4 (Object Interaction Graph) GC = (VC ,RC ) is the Object Interac-
tion (OI) graph of SDC such that:

• VC = {η(m)|m ∈ SDC } ⊆UO; and

• RC = {(o1,o2) ∈ VC ×VC |∃m ∈ SDC : η(c(m)) = o1 ∧η(m) = o2}.

According to Definition 3.4, an OI graph contains (1) a set of objects, i.e.,
vertices; and (2) a set of interaction relations among them, i.e., edges. It is
worth noting that interaction relations among objects are obtained from calling
relations among method calls. Given an OI graph oi, we use oi.V and oi.R to
represent its vertex and edge sets.
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Consider component Member of the AISWorld software, its OI graph, denoted
as oi0, is shown in Figure 3.4. It contains three objects, denoted as 1807567788,
1807970113 and 1488142454, with no interactions among them.

18079701131807567788 1488142454

Figure 3.4: OI Graph of Component Member of the AISWorld Software
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Figure 3.5: Examples of Object Interaction Graphs

For the example execution data of component Com1, its OI graph, denoted as
oi1, is shown in Figure 3.5(a). Its object set is oi1.V ={5746e7cc,3b7359cb,614b152d}
and its interaction relation set is oi1.R = {(3b7359cb,5746e7cc)(614b152d,5746e7cc)}.
If we modify SDCom1 to SD′

Com1 = {m1,m2,m4,m6,m7 ,m8,m9} by removing m3, its
object interaction graph, denoted as oi2, is shown in Figure 3.5(b). The ob-
ject set is oi2.R = {5746e7cc,3b7359cb,614b152d} and the interaction relation set
is oi2.V = {(614b152d,5746e7cc)}.

After constructing an OI graph, the set of vertices (objects) included in each
weakly connected component corresponds to a component instance. A weakly
connected component of a directed graph is a maximal group of vertices that are
mutually reachable by violating the edge directions. It can be easily obtained by
several iterative DFS-traverses of its corresponding undirected graph [NI08]. For
component Member of the AISWorld software, its OI graph in Figure 3.4 contains
three independent nodes (three weakly connected components), which means
that three component instances are involved in the execution data. Consider
for example the component execution data SDCom1 and its OI graph oi1 in Fig-
ure 3.5(a), it has one weakly connected component, which indicates that this
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component execution data only involve one component instance. As for the
execution data SD′

Com1 and its OI graph oi2 in Figure 3.5(b), it has two weakly
connected components, which means this component execution data relates to
two component instances and will be split into two different ones.

Definition 3.5 (Component Instance) Let SDC be the component execution data
and GC = (VC ,RC ) be its corresponding OI graph. ΦC ⊆P(VC ) \ {;} is the component
instance set of SDC such that:

•
⋃

ϕ∈ΦC

ϕ=VC , i.e., all objects are included in the component instance set;

• ∀
ϕ1,ϕ2∈ΦC

ϕ1∩ϕ2 =;∧RC∩((ϕ1×ϕ2)∪(ϕ2×ϕ1))=;, i.e., there is no object shar-

ing among different component instances and no connections among objects
that belong to different component instances; and

• ØΦ′
C ⊆P(VC ) \ {;} such that

–
⋃

ϕ′∈Φ′
C

ϕ′ =VC ;

– ∀
ϕ1,ϕ2∈Φ′

C

ϕ1 ∩ϕ2 =;∧RC ∩ ((ϕ1 ×ϕ2)∪ (ϕ2 ×ϕ1))=;; and

– |Φ′
C | > |ΦC |.

By applying Definition 3.5 to the component execution data, we can identify
all instances of this component. The component instance function π : SDC →ΦC

is a mapping from a method call to its corresponding component instance. For
any m ∈ SDC , we have η(m) ∈π(m).

To enable the discovery of software component behavior using process dis-
covery techniques, software event logs of different components are required as
input. A software event log is composed of a set of cases that each describes
one component instance. The formal definition of component event log is given
as follows.

Definition 3.6 (Component Event Log) Let SDC be the component execution
data. A component event log L ⊆C contains a set of cases. For any case ϕ ∈ L,
#trace(ϕ) ∈ SD∗

C such that for any m1,m2 ∈ #trace(ϕ), we have π(m1) =π(m2).

According to Definition 3.6, a component event log is constructed by group-
ing method calls in the component execution data based on the identified com-
ponent instances, i.e., each case is defined as a fully ordered sequence of soft-
ware events (refer to method calls) that belong to the same component instance.
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3.4.3 Hierarchical Software Event Log Construction

The software event log of a component contains a set of cases, each describing
one component instance, based on which we can discover the component be-
havioral model. Because a component usually has a hierarchical structure repre-
sented as multi-level nested method calls, the discovered component behavioral
models should be able to depict such a feature. After obtaining a software event
log, we recursively transform it to a hierarchical one using the calling relations
among method calls. To define the hierarchical structure, we first define its root
that we call main (or top-level) event log. The main log is composed of a set of
events whose caller classes do not belong to the current component, i.e., they
are invoked by other components.

Definition 3.7 (Main Event Log) Let C ∈ COM be a component, and L be its
software event log. ME(L) = {m ∈UM |∃ϕ ∈ L : m ∈ϕ ∧áη(c(m)) ∉ C} is the main event
set of L. mLog0 = {ϕ�ME(L) |ϕ ∈ L} is the main event log of L.

Consider the example software event log of Com1, its main event set is
{m1,m2,m4,m6,m8}. To introduce the nesting relationships in the hierarchical
structure, we define the nested event set and events invoked by each nested
event in the following.

Definition 3.8 (Nested Event Set) NE(L) = {m ∈UM |∃ϕ ∈ L : m,m′ ∈ϕ ∧m = c(m′)}
is the nested event set of L.

Definition 3.9 (Invoked Event Set) Let L be a software event log, and NE(L)
be its nested event set. The event set of L invoked by ne ∈ NE(L) is defined as:
IE(ne,L) = {m ∈UM |∃ϕ ∈ L : m ∈ϕ∧ c(m) = ne}.

Based on Definitions 3.8-3.9, the nested event set of Com1 is {m2,m4,m6,m8}
and the invoked event set of m2 is {m3}.

Given a software event log L and mLog0 is its main event log, NE(mLog0)
is the nested event set of mLog0 and NEC (mLog0) = {m̂|m ∈ NE(mLog0)} is the
nested method set of mLog0.

Definition 3.10 (Hierarchical Software Event Log) Let L be a software event
log. HL(L) = (mLog0,HL(mLog0)) is defined as the hierarchical software event log
of L where: mLog0 is the main event log of L; and

• HL(mLog0) =; if NE(mLog0) =;; otherwise
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• HL(mLog0) = {(nec, ILognec,HL(ILognec))|nec ∈ NEC (mLog0)} where ILognec =⋃
ne∈NE(mLog0)

{ϕ�IE(ne,L) |ϕ ∈ L∧ n̂e = nec} is the invoked event log of L by nec.

call

m1 m2 m4 m8m6

call call call

m5 m9m7m3

Figure 3.6: Hierarchical Structure of the Example Software Event Log

According to Definition 3.10, given a software event log we construct its hi-
erarchical software event log by recursively constructing the software event log
for each nested method. Taking the software event log of Com1 as an exam-
ple. Its hierarchical structure is shown in Figure 3.6. According to Definitions
3.7-3.8, its main event log is mLog0 = [〈m1,m2,m4,m6,m8〉], its nested event set
is NE(mLog0) = {m2,m4,m6,m8}, and its nested event class set is NEC (mLog0) =
{class1.init,class1.perform}. Then, software event logs invoked by class1.init and
class1.perform are ILogclass1.init = [〈m3〉,〈m7〉] and ILogclass1.perform = [〈m5〉,〈m9〉].
The recursive definition stops at this level as the invoked event logs of class1.init
and class1.perform do not contain any nested events.

3.4.4 Component Behavioral Model Discovery

Given the hierarchy of a software event log, we need to discover a hierar-
chical process model to explicitly show the behavior. For this step, we can
recursively apply existing process discovery techniques such as the Inductive
Miner [LFvdA13]. Instead of obtaining a normal Petri net, the discovered Petri
net is extended with a set of nested transitions.

Definition 3.11 (Petri net with Nested Transitions) A Petri net with nested
transitions is a 2-tuple PNN = (PN ,N ) such that:

• PN = (P,T ,F , l) is a labeled Petri net; and

• N : T → {A, N } is a mapping function, such that ∀t ∈ T , N (t ) = A represents
t is an atomic transition and N (t ) = N represents t is a nested transition.

Given a PNN , we denote by Ta = {t ∈ T | N (t) = A} the atomic transition set
and Tn = {t ∈ T | N (t) = N} the nested transition set. In the following, we will
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m n

Figure 3.7: An Example of Petri Net with Nested Transitions

use the notation Ta0 and Tn0 for PNN0. The former is used to represent atomic
method calls (without calling others) while the latter represents nested method
calls. Figure 3.7 shows a simple example of Petri net with nested transitions
where an atomic transition is drawn using single-line rectangle (e.g., m) and a
double-line rectangle (e.g., n) is used to draw a nested transition.

Based on calling relations, the hierarchical Petri nets are defined in a recur-
sive manner as follows.

Definition 3.12 (Hierarchical Petri net) HPN= (PNN0,HPN(PNN0)) is defined
as a hierarchical Petri net where: PNN0 is the top-level Petri net with nested transi-
tions; and

• HPN(PNN0) =; if Tn0 =;; otherwise

• HPN(PNN0) = {(ti,PNNi,HPN(PNNi))|ti ∈ Tn0} where PNNi is a Petri net with
nested transitions that is called by ti.

Note that the hierarchical Petri net defined in Definition 3.12 is a novel type
of Petri net that supports hierarchies, i.e., sub-process invocations. The compo-
nent behavioral model discovery approach takes a hierarchical software event
log as input, and discovers a hierarchical Petri net. Because the hierarchical
software event log already has the notion of hierarchies, we only need to (1)
traverse different levels of software event log to discover its PNN and (2) con-
struct the mapping from each nested transition (refers to a nested method) to
its corresponding PNN .

Definition 3.13 (Discovery) Let UHL be the universe of hierarchical software
event logs and UHPN be the universe of hierarchical Petri nets. D : UHL →UHPN

is a discovery function such that for each HL(L) ∈UHL, D(HL(L)) =HPN is defined
as following:

• PNN0 = (PN0,N0) such that: PN0 =α(mLog0) where α represents a process
discovery algorithm; and ∀t ∈ T0, N0(t) = N if ∃nec ∈ NEC (mLog0) : l(t) = nec,
N0(t) = A otherwise; and

• HPN(PNN0) =; if Tn0 =;; otherwise
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• HPN(PNN0) = {(ti,PNNi,HPN(PNNi))|ti ∈ Tn0} where PNNi = (PNi,Ni) such that
PNi =α(ILognec) where nec ∈ NEC (mLog0) and nec = l(ti); and ∀t ∈ Ti, Ni(t)=N
if ∃nec′ ∈ NEC (ILognec) : l(t) = nec′,Ni(t) = A otherwise.

Member.init Member.update

Figure 3.8: Behavioral Model of component Member of the AISWorld Software

For component Member of the AISWorld software, its behavioral model is
shown in Figure 3.8. It is a flat model with no hierarchy. Based on Figure 3.8,
we see that the execution of component Member starts with the initialization of
Member class, and followed by its Member.update method.

class2.init class1.init class1.perform

class2.setClass1 Class2.work

PNN1 PNN2

Figure 3.9: An Example Hierarchical Petri Net

An example of a hierarchical Petri net is shown in Figure 3.9. It is dis-
covered from the software event log of C1. The top-level PNN contains one
normal transition (class2.init) and two nested transitions each referring to a
classical Petri net. More specifically, nested transition class1.init refers to PNN1

and class1.perform invokes PNN2. Because both PNN1 and PNN2 do not contain
any nested transitions, the recursive definition stops at this level. Note that the
discovery approach allows users to set the discovery depth, and therefore, the
discovered models are limited to a reasonable range. For example, a flat Petri
net that includes the top-level behavior is returned if the discovery depth is 1.

3.4.5 Quality Metrics of Component Behavioral Models

To measure the quality of a hierarchical Petri net, we need to first transform it
to a flat Petri net. In this way, existing quality metrics can be effectively applied.
The transformation is not so simple for general Petri nets, and this chapter is
focused on a type of block-structured Petri nets as introduced in Section 2.7. A
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transformation example is shown in Figure 3.10, based on which the transfor-
mation rule is described as follows: (1) a nested transition t is transformed to
two normal transitions, denoted as ts and tc, and a place pe is used to connect
them them with arcs (ts,pe) and (pe, tc); and (2) arcs (ts,ps) and (pc, tc) are added
to connect ts and tc.

t ts tcsource source sinksink

ps pc pcps

pe

PNe

Figure 3.10: Transformation Example from a Hierarchical Petri Net to a Petri Net

Figure 3.11 shows the corresponding flat Petri net transformed from the
hierarchical one in Figure 3.9. Each nested transition in Figure 3.9 is trans-
formed to two normal transitions. For example, nested transition class1.perform
is transformed to class1.performs and class1.performc. Specifically, class1.performs

represents the start of method class1.perform and class1.performc represents its
completion. class2.work is invoked after the start of class1.perform and com-
pleted before the completion of class1.perform.

Class2.init Class1.initS Class1.performS

Class2.setClass1 Class2.work

Class1.initC Class1.performC

Figure 3.11: The Flat Petri Net Transformed from the Hierarchical Petri Net in Figure 3.9

Once we transform hierarchical Petri nets to flat ones, existing well-defined
metrics, e.g., complexity, can be applied to measure the quality of the discovered
component behavioral models.

Complexity. To quantify the complexity of the discovered component behav-
ioral models, we use the following two complexity metrics with the assumption
that the component behavioral models are represented by Petri nets [LvdA09].
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• Extended Cardoso metric (ECaM). The ECaM metric measures the struc-
tural complexity of the model by counting the various splits (XOR,OR and
AND) in the net and gives each of them a certain penalty.

• Extended Cyclomatic metric (ECyM). The ECaM metric measures the
behavioral complexity of the model by analyzing its reachability graph.

ECaM focuses on the syntax (structure) complexity of the model itself and
ECyM focuses on the resulting behavior. The complexity metric is defined as the
harmonic mean of ECaM and ECyM metrics. A low complexity value normally
indicates that the component behavior is simple.

Complexity = 2×ECaM ×ECyM

ECaM +ECyM
(3.6)

3.5 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the quality of component identification approaches
presented in Section 3.3 and the component behavioral model discovery ap-
proach presented in Section 3.4. The experimental setting which includes the
subject software systems and software execution data is first introduced in Sec-
tion 3.5.1. Then, we compare the quality of different community detection
algorithms for component identification in Section 3.5.2. Next, we evaluate the
quality of component behavioral model discovery approaches in Sections 3.5.3-
3.5.4 using both synthetic and open-source software systems. Finally, Section
3.5.5 analyzes the main threats that may affect the validity of experimental
results.

3.5.1 Experimental Setting

For our experiments, we use the execution data that were collected from four
open-source software systems2. These systems are selected as (1) their source
code are free available; (2) they are extensively studied in the literature as sub-
ject software; and (3) there exists ground truth knowledge that can be used for
further evaluation. Table 3.3 shows the detailed statistics of the software exe-
cution data collected, including the number of classes/methods that are loaded
during execution and the number of method calls analyzed. More specifically,
Lexi 0.1.1 3 is a Java-based open-source word processor. Its main function is

2https://doi.org/10.4121/uuid:ca1b0690-d9c5-4626-a067-525ec9d5881b
3http://essere.disco.unimib.it/svn/DPB/Lexi%20v0.1.1%20alpha/
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Table 3.3: Statistics of Subject Software Execution Data

Software System #Packages #Classes #Methods #Method Calls
Lexi 0.1.1 5 68 263 40688

JHotDraw 5.1 5 93 572 392164
JUnit 3.7 3 47 213 727896

JGraphx 3.5.1 10 62 712 267627

to create documents, edit texts, save files, etc. The format of exported files is
compatible with Microsoft Word. JHotDraw 5.14 is a GUI framework for tech-
nical and structured 2D Graphics. Its design relies heavily on some well-known
GoF design patterns. JUnit 3.75 is a simple framework to write repeatable tests
for java programs. It is an instance of the xUnit architecture for unit testing
frameworks. JGraphx 3.5.16 is an open-source family of libraries that provide
features aimed at applications that display interactive diagrams and graphs.

Note that the execution data of Lexi 0.1.1, JGraphx 3.5.1 and JHotDraw 5.1
are collected by monitoring typical execution scenarios of the software system.
For example, a typical scenario of the JHotDraw 5.1 is: launch JHotDraw, draw
two rectangles, select and align the two rectangles, color them blue, and close
JHotDraw. For the JUnit 3.7, we monitor the execution of the project test suite
with 259 independent tests provided in the MapperXML7 release.

3.5.2 Evaluation of Component Identification Approaches

The five component identification approaches described in Section 3.3.4 are
evaluated with respect to the ground truth knowledge. The packages that are
defined in the source code are assumed as components manually classified by
software developers in the design stage, and are used as the ground truth knowl-
edge in the following experiments. The first approach identifies components
by the Newman’s spectral algorithm (denoted as NSA). The second approach
identifies components by Newman’s spectral algorithm with MVM refinement
(denoted as NSA-R). The third one creates a component based on smart local
moving algorithm (denoted as SLM). The fourth approach identifies compo-
nents by the Louvain algorithm (denoted as LA). Finally, the last one identifies

4http://www.inf.fu-berlin.de/lehre/WS99/java/swing/JHotDraw5.1/
5http://essere.disco.unimib.it/svn/DPB/JUnit%20v3.7/
6https://jgraph.github.io/mxgraph/
7http://essere.disco.unimib.it/svn/DPB/MapperXML%20v1.9.7/
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components by the Louvain algorithm with multi-level refinement (denoted as
LA-R).

More specifically, we first identify components for the four software systems
using NSA, NSA-R, SLM, LA and LA-R. Afterwards, the quality of components
is measured and compared in terms of size and modularity metrics that are de-
fined in Section 3.3.4. In addition, the time performance of different approaches
are also compared.

The number of identified components (NoC) and the average size of compo-
nents (AoC) for the four open-source software systems based on NSA, NSA-R,
SLM, LA, LA-R, and the ground truth are shown in Table 3.4. The AoC value
decreases as the NoC value increases for each software system. This is because
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Figure 3.12: Size Comparison
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Table 3.4: The Number and Average Size of Identified Components

Approaches
Lexi 0.1.1 JHotDraw 5.1 JUnit 3.7 JGraphx 3.5.1

NoC AoC NoC AoC NoC AoC NoC AoC
NSA 20 3.4 13 7.1 9 5.2 11 5.6

NSA-R 3 22.3 5 18.6 4 10.2 1 62
SLM 5 13.6 6 15.5 5 9.4 5 12.4
LA 5 13.6 6 15.5 5 9.4 5 12.4

LA-R 5 13.6 7 13.3 5 9.4 5 12.4
Ground Truth 5 13.6 7 13.3 3 15.6 9 6.9

the AoC is computed as the total number of classes divided by NoC. In general,
the NoC/AoC values of NSA-R, SLM, LA and LA-R are similar with the ground
truth while the NoC/AoC value of NSA is much higher than others, i.e., too
much components are identified by NSA for each software system.

Figure 3.12 shows the size (i.e., RSC, RLC and RIC) metric evaluation results
for Lexi 0.1.1, JHotDraw 5.1, JUnit 3.7 and JGraphx 3.5.1 based on NSA, NSA-R,
SLM, LA, LA-R, and the ground truth. Normally, a higher RIC (or low RSC and
RLC) value indicates that the identified components are better-organized than
those with lower RIC (or high RSC and RLC) values. Generally speaking, the
RIC values of SLM, LA and LA-R are much higher than those of NSA and NSA-R
as well as the ground truth. As for the SLM, LA and LA-R, they have almost the
same results. This can be explained by the fact that all these three approaches
are based on the local moving heuristic. Different from this general conclusion,
there are some exceptions. Consider for example the JGraphx 3.5.1. The RIC
value of the ground truth is much higher than those of SLM, LA and LA-R. This
indicates that the package structure of the JGraphx 3.5.1 is better-organized
than those of other software systems.

Figure 3.13 shows the evaluation results in terms of the MQ for the four
software systems. This metric measures the quality of the identified components
from an architectural point of view. A higher MQ value normally indicates that
the identified components lead to a better software architecture quality than
those with lower MQ values. Generally speaking, the MQ values of SLM, LA
and LA-R are much higher than those of NSA and NSA-R as well as the ground
truth. In addition, NSA-R always performs better than NSA for the four software
systems. The rationale behind this is that NSA-R refines the results of NSA with
the aim to improve the overall modularity.

Figure 3.14 shows the time performance comparison results in terms of mil-
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liseconds for the four software systems. An approach with a lower performance
value indicates that it is more efficient than that with a higher value. Generally
speaking, SLM, LA and LA-R are more efficient than NSA and NSA-R according to
Figure 3.14. As for LA and LA-R, LA is always more efficient than LA-R because
LA-R requires a further refinement step on top of the results of LA.

In summary, compared with NSA, NSA-R, SLM and LA, LA-R can efficiently
(from a performance point of view) identify components with high MQ values,
which can help reconstruct the software architecture with better quality. Based
on the experimental evaluation, we recommend to apply the LA-R to identify
components for architecture recovery from software execution data.
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Figure 3.13: Modularity Comparison
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3.5.3 Evaluation of Component Behavioral Model Discovery
Approaches by Synthetic Software Systems

We now evaluate the effectiveness of our component behavioral model discov-
ery approach by comparing it with the state-of-the-art process discovery tech-
nique, i.e., Inductive Miner (IM) [LFvdA13] and StateChart Workbench (SW) [Lv-
dAvdB18], First, we use three synthetic software systems in Section 3.5.3, after
which we use the real-life data used for component identification in Section
3.5.2. The advantage of using synthetic software is that their source codes
are available and easy to understand, hence, we can compare and analyze the
results with respect to our background knowledge. The real-life data further
shows applicability of our work.

For each synthetic software example, two components, denoted as Com1
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and Com2, are included. Com1 contains Class1 whose source code is shown in
Listing 3.1 and Com2 contains the other class. In the following, Com2 is assigned
to different classes to construct different examples. Note that the focus of the
following evaluation is on the the behavior discovery for Com1.

1 public class Class1 {
public void do() {}
public void run() {}

} �
Listing 3.1: Class1.java

For Synthetic 1, Com2 is assigned to IIMain1 with its source code shown in
Listing 3.2. According to Listing 3.2, IIMain1 contains the main method which
performs a loop three times. For each loop, Class1 is first initialized, and then
do and run methods are invoked sequentially.

1 public class IIMain1 {
public static void main (String [] args)
{

for(int i=0;i<3;i++)
{

6 Class1 class1 = new Class1();
class1 .do();
class1 .run();

}
}

11 } �
Listing 3.2: IIMain1.java

Table 3.5: Execution Data of Synthetic 1 Com1

Run (Callee) Method (Callee) O Caller Method Caller O ...
1 Class1.init lting9045 IMain1.main – ...
1 Class1.do lting9045 IMain1.main – ...
1 Class1.run lting9045 IMain1.main – ...
1 Class1.init xingy1101 IMain1.main – ...
1 Class1.do xingy1101 IMain1.main – ...
1 Class1.run xingy1101 IMain1.main – ...
1 Class1.init pingg1508 IMain1.main – ...
1 Class1.do pingg1508 IMain1.main – ...
1 Class1.run pingg1508 IMain1.main – ...
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Table 3.6: Event Log of Synthetic 1 Com1 for IM and SW

Case ID (Callee) Method (Callee) O Caller Method Caller O ...
1 Class1.init lting9045 IMain1.main – ...
1 Class1.do lting9045 IMain1.main – ...
1 Class1.run lting9045 IMain1.main – ...
1 Class1.init xingy1101 IMain1.main – ...
1 Class1.do xingy1101 IMain1.main – ...
1 Class1.run xingy1101 IMain1.main – ...
1 Class1.init pingg1508 IMain1.main – ...
1 Class1.do pingg1508 IMain1.main – ...
1 Class1.run pingg1508 IMain1.main – ...

The execution data of Synthetic 1 is shown in Table 3.5. By taking the exe-
cution data of Synthetic 1 as input, we first transform these data to event logs to
prepare input for different approaches. Table 3.6 shows the event log for both
IM and SW. Note that the required input log for both IM and SW are identical.
In addition, SW is an extension of IM for hierarchical behavior (sub-processes).
If the log does not contain hierarchy, IM and SW return the same results. By
taking this log as input, the discovered behavioral model of Com1 using IM and
SW is shown in Figure 3.15(a). According to Figure 3.15(a), this model con-
tains a loop and each loop execution starts with the initialization of Class1 and

Class1.init

Class1.do

Class1.run

(a)

Class1.init

Class1.do

Class1.run

(b)

Class1.init

Class1.do

Class1.run

(c)

Class1.init

Class1.do

Class1.run

(d)

Figure 3.15: Behavioral Models of Com1 (These models are discovered by tools and re-
drawn to improve readability.)
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followed by do and run methods. However, this is not the case. As indicated
by the source code in Listing 3.1, each execution of Com1 sequentially calls
the constructor, do and run methods of Class1. The loop structure is attributed
to the fact that one execution of the software (i.e., an invocation of the main
method) involves multiple sequentially executed instances of Com1 and these
instances are wrongly grouped in the same case to build the log for discovery as
shown in Table 3.6.

Differently, Table 3.7 shows the event log for our component behavioral
model discovery approach. By taking this event log as input, our discovery
approach returns the behavioral model of Com1 as shown in Figure 3.15(b). It
clearly shows that each execution of Com1 starts with initialization of Class1 and
followed by do and run methods, which totally agrees with what is described
in the source code. The rationale behind this is that our approach refactors
the original execution data in such a way that each case in the log refers to an
independent component instance.

For Synthetic 2, Com2 contains IIMain2 whose source code is shown in List-
ing 3.3. According to Listing 3.3, IIMain2 contains the main method with two
loops. The first one initializes a random number of Class1 objects, and the sec-
ond loop sequentially invokes do and run methods of each Class1 object.

public class IIMain2 {
public static void main (String [] args)
{

4 ArrayList<Class1> list =new ArrayList<Class1>();
for(int i=0;i<3;i++)
{

Class1 class1 = new Class1();
list .add(class1);

9 }
for (int i=0; i< list . size(); i++)
{

list .get(i) .do();
list .get(i) .run();

14 }
}

} �
Listing 3.3: IIMain2.java

The execution data of Synthetic 2 is shown in Table 3.8. Then, we transform
these data to event logs to prepare input for different approaches. Table 3.9
shows the event log for both IM and SW. By taking this log as input, the dis-
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Table 3.7: Event Log of Com1 for Component Behavioral Model Discovery

Case ID (Callee) Method (Callee) O Caller Method Caller O ...
1 Class1.init lting9045 IMain1.main – ...
1 Class1.do lting9045 IMain1.main – ...
1 Class1.run lting9045 IMain1.main – ...
2 Class1.init xingy1101 IMain1.main – ...
2 Class1.do xingy1101 IMain1.main – ...
2 Class1.run xingy1101 IMain1.main – ...
3 Class1.init pingg1508 IMain1.main – ...
3 Class1.do pingg1508 IMain1.main – ...
3 Class1.run pingg1508 IMain1.main – ...

Table 3.8: Execution Data of Synthetic 2 Com1

Run (Callee) Method (Callee) O Caller Method Caller O ...
1 Class1.init lting9045 IMain1.main – ...
1 Class1.init xingy1101 IMain1.main – ...
1 Class1.init pingg1508 IMain1.main – ...
1 Class1.do lting9045 IMain1.main – ...
1 Class1.run lting9045 IMain1.main – ...
1 Class1.do xingy1101 IMain1.main – ...
1 Class1.run xingy1101 IMain1.main – ...
1 Class1.do pingg1508 IMain1.main – ...
1 Class1.run pingg1508 IMain1.main – ...

covered behavioral model of Com1 using IM and SW looks like the one shown
in Figure 3.15(c). According to Figure 3.15(c), this model contains two loops.
The first one initializes a group of objects of Class1, and the second one triggers
sequential execution of do and run methods multiple times. However, this is not
consistent with the behavior indicated by the source code. Each instantiation of
Com1 sequentially calls the constructor, do and run methods of Class1 according
to the source code. These loop structures can be explained by the fact that one
execution of the software (i.e., the main method) involves multiple sequentially
executed instances of Com1 and these instances are wrongly grouped in the
same case for discovery as shown in Table 3.9.

The event log for our component behavioral model discovery approach is
constructed and shown in Table 3.7. By taking this event log as input, our
discovery approach returns the behavioral model of Com1 as shown in Figure
3.15(b). It clearly demonstrates that each execution of Com1 starts with ini-
tialization of Class1 and followed by do and run methods, which agrees with
the source code. This can be explained by the fact that our approach refactors
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Table 3.9: Event Log of Synthetic 2 Com1 for IM and SW

Case ID (Callee) Method (Callee) O Caller Method Caller O ...
1 Class1.init lting9045 IMain1.main – ...
1 Class1.init xingy1101 IMain1.main – ...
1 Class1.init pingg1508 IMain1.main – ...
1 Class1.do lting9045 IMain1.main – ...
1 Class1.run lting9045 IMain1.main – ...
1 Class1.do xingy1101 IMain1.main – ...
1 Class1.run xingy1101 IMain1.main – ...
1 Class1.do pingg1508 IMain1.main – ...
1 Class1.run pingg1508 IMain1.main – ...

the original execution data in such a way that each case in the log refers to an
independent component instance.

For Synthetic 3, Com2 contains IIMain3 with its source code shown in Listing
3.4. According to Listing 3.4, IIMain3 contains the main method which has
three loops. The first one initializes a random number of Class1 objects, the
second one invokes the do methods for each Class1 object, and the third one
invokes the run methods for each Class1 object.

public class IIMain3 {
public static void main (String [] args)
{

4 ArrayList<Class1> list =new ArrayList<Class1>();
for(int i=0;i<3;i++)
{

Class1 class1 = new Class1();
list .add(class1);

9 }
for (int i=0; i< list . size(); i++)
{

list .get(i) .do();
}

14 for (int i=0; i< list . size(); i++)
{

list .get(i) .run();
}

}
19 } �

Listing 3.4: IIMain3.java

The execution data of Synthetic 3 is shown in Table 3.10. Then, we transform
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Table 3.10: Execution Data of Synthetic 3 Com1

Run (Callee) Method (Callee) O Caller Method Caller O ...
1 Class1.init lting9045 IMain1.main – ...
1 Class1.init xingy1101 IMain1.main – ...
1 Class1.init pingg1508 IMain1.main – ...
1 Class1.do lting9045 IMain1.main – ...
1 Class1.do xingy1101 IMain1.main – ...
1 Class1.do pingg1508 IMain1.main – ...
1 Class1.run pingg1508 IMain1.main – ...
1 Class1.run lting9045 IMain1.main – ...
1 Class1.run xingy1101 IMain1.main – ...

Table 3.11: Event Log of Synthetic 3 Com1 for IM and SW

Case ID (Callee) Method (Callee) O Caller Method Caller O ...
1 Class1.init lting9045 IMain1.main – ...
1 Class1.init xingy1101 IMain1.main – ...
1 Class1.init pingg1508 IMain1.main – ...
1 Class1.do lting9045 IMain1.main – ...
1 Class1.do xingy1101 IMain1.main – ...
1 Class1.do pingg1508 IMain1.main – ...
1 Class1.run lting9045 IMain1.main – ...
1 Class1.run xingy1101 IMain1.main – ...
1 Class1.run pingg1508 IMain1.main – ...

these data to event logs for different approaches. Table 3.11 shows the event
log for both IM and SW. By taking this log as input, the discovered behavioral
model of Com1 using IM and SW is shown in Figure 3.15(d). In Figure 3.15(d),
this model contains three loops. The first one initializes multiple objects of
Class1, the second one triggers do for a couple of times, and the third one
executes run multiple times. However, this does not agree with the behavior
indicated by the source code. According to the source code, each execution of
Com1 sequentially calls the constructor, do and run methods of Class1. These
loop structures are attributed to the fact that one execution contains multiple
interleaved instances of Com1, and these instances are wrongly grouped to the
same case for discovery as indicated in Table 3.11.

The event log for our component behavioral model discovery approach con-
structed from the execution data is shown in Table 3.7. By taking this event
log as input, our discovery approach returns the behavioral model of Com1 as
shown in Figure 3.15(b), which is consistent with the behavior indicated by the
source code.
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3.5.4 Evaluation of Component Behavioral Model Discovery
Approaches by Real-life Software Systems

In this section, we evaluate our approach and compare it with IM and SW by
using execution data generated from the four real-life software systems as in-
troduced in Section 3.5.1.

For these four real-life software systems, the development documents are
typically incomplete, out-of-data, or even unavailable. Hence, we need to iden-
tify components (groups of classes) from software execution data. The com-
ponent identification problem can be handled by various clustering and com-
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Figure 3.16: Complexity Comparison
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munity detection algorithms. According to 3.5.2, the Louvain algorithm with
multi-level refinement, denoted as LA-R, can guarantee that the identified com-
ponents have the best modularity quality. Therefore, components identified by
the LA-R are used in the following experiments.

By taking the execution data of these software systems and the identified
component configurations as input, component behavioral models represented
by hierarchical Petri nets are discovered. To evaluate the quality of component
behavioral models, hierarchical Petri nets are transformed to flat ones. In this
way, the quality metrics, e.g., complexity, are evaluated. Similarly, we use the
IM and SW with default settings to discover a Petri net for each component, and
the quality of the discovered models are evaluated in the same way.

Note that fitness and precision are widely used to measure the quality of
a discovered process model against its input log. However, these two metrics
are not suitable here. This is because the input component event log of our
approach is constructed by refactoring the original component event log based
on the identified component instances. On the contrary, IM and SW directly take
the original component event log as input. Therefore, they are not comparable.

Figure 3.16 shows the evaluation results in terms of the complexity for the
four software systems. The complexity metric quantifies the understandability
of the discovery component behavioral models. A low complexity value nor-
mally means that the component behavior is simple and easy to understand. In
general, the complexity values of our approaches are much lower than those
of IM and SW. This is because our approach finds more structured models by
performing instance identification and hierarchy detection. Different from the
general conclusion, there are some exceptions. Consider for example compo-
nent Com5 of JGraphx as shown in Figure 3.16 (b). The complexity values of
our approach is a bit higher than that of IM, but still better than that of SW.
We have closely inspected the models discovered by these three different ap-
proaches, and found out that the reason for this exception is that IM discovers
a flower-like model that is structurally simple but with low quality.

In summary, compared with the state-of-the-art discovery algorithms IM and
SW, our proposed approach can discover component behavioral models that are
easy-to-understand and with high quality.

3.5.5 Threats to Validity

In this section, we discuss the main threats that may affect the validity of our
experimental results.
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• Similar to other dynamic analysis techniques, the quality of the proposed
approach heavily depends on the completeness of the execution data. If
the execution data contain separate fractions of the software’s behavior
(i.e., the initial class interaction graph is disconnected), the results would
be unreliable. This will be addressed by conducting a pre-check of the
execution data in the future.

• The quality of discovered component behavioral models heavily relies on
the input component configurations. The results may be biased if the
identified components have a low modularity.

3.6 Conclusion

By exploiting the tremendous amounts of software execution data, we identify
a set of components for a given software system. The advantage and usabil-
ity of our approaches are demonstrated by applying them to a set of software
execution data generated from both synthetic and real-life software systems.

This chapter provides a concrete step to reconstruct the architecture from
software execution data by identifying a set of components. If the execution
data does not cover certain parts of the software, our approach fails to iden-
tify interaction between classes. In this scenario, a combination of the static
analysis techniques (i.e., source code) and dynamic analysis techniques (i.e.,
execution data) is desired. Another future challenge is to discover how compo-
nents interact with each other via interfaces as well as reconstructing the overall
software architecture. In addition, we will conduct an empirical evaluation to
compare the quality of the recovered architectural models using different com-
ponent identification techniques (e.g., [ASS09, ASSV10, QYC09]) and interface
identification techniques (e.g., [LvDAvdA18a]).





Chapter 4
Interface Discovery

4.1 Introduction

In a component-based software system, components interact through interfaces.
Typically, an interface is defined as a set of related methods that work together
to provide a clear function that is used by interfaces of other components. This
chapter considers the problem of identifying interfaces for components that are
clearly defined, i.e., our starting point is the results obtained in Chapter 3 on
component identification from object-oriented software systems, referred to as
component configurations.

Given the component configuration of a piece of software, we propose to
identify interfaces of a component by taking as input the software execution
data. This provides rich information on how software components are executed
and are interacting with each other. The analysis of the software execution
data allows us to detect all interactions of a component and to discover dif-
ferent functionally related methods that will be extracted as interfaces of the
component. Concretely, we first propose an approach to identify interfaces by
grouping methods that are called by the same method. To improve the flexibil-

This chapter is based on the following publications:

• Cong Liu, Boudewijn van Dongen, Nour Assy, Wil van der Aalst. "Component Interface
Identification and Behavior Discovery from Software Execution Data", 26th International
Conference on Program Comprehension (ICPC 2018), pp. 97-107, 2018.
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ity of the approach, we introduce a threshold that allows merging the identified
interfaces to a desired level of granularity. In addition, when an interface is
used by a component, the execution of its methods should follow a specific con-
tract. This contract defines the behavior of the interface by explicitly specifying
in which order the methods should be invoked. After identifying the method set
of an interface, we discover a behavioral model using process mining techniques
to help understand how this interface actually works.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 reviews the re-
lated work. Section 4.3 provides the approach overview. In Section 4.4, we
show how to identify candidate interfaces from software execution data. Sec-
tion 4.5 provides a detailed explanation of interface behavioral model discovery
approach. Section 4.6 introduces a set of quality metrics to measure the qual-
ity of the identified interfaces as well as their behavioral models. Experimental
results for the proposed approaches are given in Section 4.7. Section 4.8 con-
cludes this chapter.

4.2 Related Work

Given a component, the identification of interfaces can be achieved by cluster-
ing its methods. Existing interface identification approaches, e.g., [ASSF11],
[SSSH14], can be classified into structure-oriented and function-oriented ones.
The input of these two approaches can be either source code or execution data.
More specifically, structure-oriented approaches (e.g., [ASSF11]) identify in-
terfaces by grouping methods that belong to the same class. However, these
approaches focus too much on the internal structure of components, and there-
fore, cannot identify interfaces that represent typical functions of the compo-
nent [LvDAvdA18a].

Differently, function-oriented approaches address this limitation by analyz-
ing the interactions among components recorded in software execution data.
Existing function-oriented approaches (e.g., [SSSH14]) identify interfaces by
grouping methods that are called by the same component. However, these ap-
proaches identify interfaces in a coarse-grained way which often wrongly groups
unrelated methods to the same interface and results in complex interfaces [Lv-
DAvdA18a]. In addition, existing interface definition is rigid and cannot be
adapted according to the user’s desired level of inspection (i.e., fine-grained
versus coarse-grained). This chapter presents a novel approach to help identify
fine-grained functional-oriented interfaces in a flexible manner.
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4.3 Approach Overview

Figure 4.1 shows an overview of the interface discovery approach which consists
of the following two phases:

Interface

Identification

Merged Interfaces

1. Interface Identification

Candidate 

Interface Merge

Candidate Interfaces

1(a)

1(b)

Component Execution Data

2(a)

2. Interface Model Discovery

Interface Contract Model

2(b)

Interface Log 

Construction

Model 

Discovery

Interface Event Log

… …

User Input

Figure 4.1: Approach Overview of the Interface Discovery

Phase 1: Interface Identification. Starting from the software execution
data of each component, we identify a set of interfaces for each component in
two steps. The input of this step is component execution data that are obtained
from the original execution data and component configuration, and the output
is a set of identified interfaces for each component.

• (a) Candidate Interface Identification. For each component, we identify
a set of candidate interfaces by grouping methods with respect to their
caller methods; and

• (b) Similar Interface Candidate Merge. To improve the flexibility of the
interface identification approach as well as solving the method duplication
among candidate interfaces within the same component, we merge sim-
ilar candidates in a way such that the overlap of shared methods among
interfaces is limited to a reasonable range. The duplication threshold is
an input parameter from the user.
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Phase 2: Interface Contract Model Discovery. For each identified interface,
we discover its contract (a behavioral model) to represent the actual behavior
using process mining techniques in two steps.

• (a) Interface Event Log Construction. To enable the discovery of inter-
face contract models using process mining techniques, we construct an
event log from the software execution data for each identified interface.

• (b) Interface Contract Discovery. For each interface, we discover a be-
havioral model from its corresponding interface event log using process
mining techniques.

4.4 Interface Identification

By taking as input the software execution data and component configuration as
defined in Chapter 3, we identify interfaces for each component. Consider the
software execution data in Table 2.2 which are generated by one independent
run of the AISWorld software as introduced in Section 1.3. According to Defini-
tion 3.3, the execution data of components MailingServer, TestMail, and Member
are SDMember = {m1,m2,m3,m9,m10,m11,m15,m16,m21,m22}, SDTestMail = {m25}, and
SDMailingServer ={m4,m5,m6,m7 ,m8,m12,m13,m14,m17 ,m18,m19,m20,m23,m24}.

Generally speaking, interfaces are defined based on the functional aspects of
a component. The set of all functional aspects that are provided by a component
are represented by its top-level (or exposed) method set. The rationale behind
this is that the top-level methods are methods that are exposed to the outside
and are directly called by other components to fulfill some functions.

Definition 4.1 (Top-level Method Set of a Component) Let C ∈ COM be a com-
ponent and SDC be its execution data. MSC = {n ∈UN |∃m ∈ SDC : m̂ = n∧áη(c(m)) ∉
C } is the top-level method set of C.

For interface discovery, we only consider the top-level methods and do not
consider the inner methods as they are just implementation of top-level ones.
The top-level method sets of components Member and MailingServer are MSMember

={Member.init, Member.update} and MSMailingServer = {MailingServer.init, Mail-
ingServer.register, MailingServer.notifyMembers, MailingServer.unregister}.

When a component interacts with another component, it means that it re-
quires one or more functions that are provided by the latter. A trivial solution
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to interface discovery is to identify a unique interface which includes all top-
level methods of a component. This means that other components can only use
this single interface regardless of the functionality they require. This definition
of interface is too general and hinders the understanding of the relationships
between components. Instead, we propose to analyze all interactions of a com-
ponent in order to define different functions each represented by a set of meth-
ods and extracted as an interface of the component. To do so, we first identify
candidate interfaces and then merge them based on a user specified similar-
ity threshold. Candidate interfaces are obtained by grouping top-level methods
with respect to their caller methods, i.e., methods of the same interface candi-
date are called by the same method and methods in different candidate inter-
faces are called by different methods. The rationale behind this is that if a set of
methods are called by the same method of another component, they probably
share the same function or need to work together to fulfill a function. We name
these methods functionally related methods.

Formally, the definition of candidate interfaces of a component is given in
the following.

Definition 4.2 (Candidate Interface Set of a Component) Let C ∈ COM be a
software component, SDC be its execution data and MSC be top-level method set.
Ĩn

C ⊆ MSC is a candidate interface whose top-level methods are called by n ∈UN if
and only if Ĩn

C = {x ∈ MSC |∃m ∈ SDC : m̂ = x∧ �c(m) = n}. ĨSC = {Ĩn
C ⊆ MSC |n ∈UN } is

the candidate interface set of C.

According to Definition 4.2, the candidate interface set of component Member
is ĨSMember ={Ĩ1

Member , Ĩ2
Member} where we have Ĩ1

Member ={Member.init} and Ĩ2
Member =

{Member.update}, and the candidate interface set of component MailingServer is
ĨSMailingServer ={Ĩ1

MailingServer} where Ĩ1
MailingServer ={MailingServer.init,MailingServer.

register,MailingServer.notifyMembers,MailingServer.unregister}.
The candidate interfaces obtained by only considering their caller methods

may cause duplication, i.e., some methods may be included in different candi-
dates. To better demonstrate the duplication issue, we give another software
example. This software has three classes such that each forms an independent
component, i.e., Starter with class M, Com1 with class C1 and Com2 with class
C2. An excerpt of its execution data are given in Table 4.1, based on which we
can see (1) C1.init, C1.a and C1.b are invoked by M.main from Starter; and (2)
C1.init and C1.a are invoked by C2.m from Com2. Therefore, we obtain two
candidate interfaces Ĩ1

E = {C1.init,C1.a,C1.b} and Ĩ2
E = {C1.init,C1.a} for Com1. In

this case, methods C1.init and C1.a are duplicated in both of them. Severe
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Table 4.1: Another Example of Software Execution Data

Run ID (Callee) Method (Callee) Object Caller Method Caller Object ...
1 m′

1 C1.init 613lcaixy M.main mainclass ...
1 m′

2 C1.a 613lcaixy M.main mainclass ...
1 m′

3 C1.b 613lcaixy M.main mainclass ...
1 m′

4 C2.init 1314xyalc M.main mainclass ...
1 m′

5 C2.d 1314xyalc M.main mainclass ...
1 m′

6 C1.init 520xinglc C2.d 1314xyalc ...
1 m′

7 C1.a 520xinglc C2.d 1314xyalc ...
... ... ... ... ... ... ...

duplication may lead to an excessive number of identified interfaces with sim-
ilar functions, therefore it should be handled. There are many possible ways
to merge interfaces and resolve the duplication problem, we choose to use a
similarity-based merging strategy in this chapter. More specifically, we propose
a heuristic to merge similar candidate interfaces in a way such that the shared
methods among interfaces are limited to a reasonable range.

The similarity between two interfaces are measured using the Jaccard dis-
tance based on their method sets.

Definition 4.3 (Similarity of Candidate Interface) Let C ∈ COM and ĨSC be a
set of the candidate interfaces of C. For any Ĩ1

C , Ĩ2
C ∈ ĨSC , Sim(Ĩ1

C , Ĩ2
C ) = |Ĩ1

C ∩ Ĩ2
C |/|Ĩ1

C ∪ Ĩ2
C |

is defined as the similarity between Ĩ1
C and Ĩ2

C .

After measuring the similarity between two candidate interfaces, then we
introduce a threshold to support the merging.

Definition 4.4 (Candidate Interface Merging) Let C ∈ COM be a software com-
ponent, ĨSC be a set of the candidate interfaces of C, and δ be a threshold satisfying
0 < δ≤ 1. For any two candidate Ĩ1

C , Ĩ2
C ∈ ĨSC , they are merged to a new one, denoted

as Ĩ•C = Ĩ1
C ∪ Ĩ2

C if Sim(I1
C , I2

C ) ≥ δ.

According to Definition 4.4, the pairwise merging is non-deterministic, i.e.,
the order of merging influences the results. After merging all candidates in a
pairwise manner, we obtain a set of candidate interfaces such that the similarity
between any two is lower than the similarity threshold.

Definition 4.5 (Interface Set of a Component) Let C ∈ COM be a software com-
ponent and δ be a threshold satisfying 0 < δ≤ 1. ISC ⊆P(MSC ) \ {;} is the interface
set of C such that:
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• ISC 6= ;; and

• for any I1
C , I2

C ∈ ISC (I1
C 6= I2

C), we have Sim(I1
C , I2

C ) < δ.

For example, the similarity between candidate interfaces Ĩ1
C1 and Ĩ2

C1 of C1

is Sim(Ĩ1
C1, Ĩ2

C1) = 0 as they do not share any methods. Similarly, the similarity
between candidate interfaces Ĩ1

E and Ĩ2
E can be computed as: Sim(Ĩ1

E , Ĩ2
E ) = 0.67.

Consider the candidate interfaces Ĩ1
C1 and Ĩ2

C1 of Com1, if we set δ= 0.5 we
can get the interface set of component Com1 as ISC1 = {I1

C1, I2
C1}. This is because

Sim(Ĩ1
C1, Ĩ2

C1) < δ, therefore, the interfaces are not merged. If we consider the
candidate interfaces Ĩ1

E and Ĩ2
E and set δ= 0.5, we will get one merged interface

with methods C1.init, C1.a and C1.b as Sim(Ĩ1
E , Ĩ2

E ) > δ. Differently, if we set
δ= 0.8 which is greater than the similarity value, Ĩ1

E and Ĩ2
E are returned without

merging and methods C1.init and C1.a are duplicated in both interfaces.
Setting a low threshold may lead to the merged interface contains function-

ally unrelated methods and may involve multiple functions. One extreme case
is that all candidate interfaces of a component are merged to a single interface
if the similarity threshold is set too low. This interface may become too general
and whatever functions are needed it will be used. On the other hand, set-
ting a high threshold may lead to an excessive number of duplicated interfaces.
Therefore, users should be very careful with the similarity threshold setting to
find a reasonable balance between the duplication and the functional generality
of interfaces.

4.5 Interface Contract Model Discovery

Normally, when an interface is called by a component, the execution of its meth-
ods should follow a specific contract. This contract defines the behavior of the
interface by explicitly specifying in which order its methods should be invoked.
In this section, we discover a behavioral model to represent the contract for each
identified interface using process mining techniques. To do so, an event log is
made for each interface and process mining techniques are used to discover the
behavioral models.

From the component execution data and interface set, we obtain interface
execution data which record the execution behavior of a single interface.

Definition 4.6 (Interface Execution Data) Let C ∈ COM be a software compo-
nent, ISC be an interface set of C and SDC be the software execution data of C . For
each I ∈ ISC , SDI = {m ∈ SDC |m̂ ∈ I∧ áη(c(m)) ∉ C} is the execution data of interface I,
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i.e., SDI contains all method calls referring to methods of interface I and are called
by methods of other components.

The basis of process mining is an event log (see Section 2.3). Within an
event log, events are typically grouped by cases and totally ordered. To obtain
an event log from software execution data for each interface, the notion of case
is required to relate different method calls in the interface execution data which
correspond to events in the event log. In the following, we identify independent
interface instances as cases.

An interface instance represents one concrete occurrence/instantiation of the
interface contract. The execution data of an interface may contain one or more
interleaved interface instances. For object-oriented software, an interface in-
stance involves a number of interacting objects. To facilitate the identification
of interface instances, we (1) construct an Object Interaction graph for the in-
terface execution data; and (2) detect its weakly connected components which
represent different interface instances.

Definition 4.7 (Object Interaction Graph) Let SDI be the execution data of in-
terface I. GI = (VI ,RI ) is the Object Interaction (OI) graph of SDI such that:

• VI = {η(m)|m ∈ SDI }; and

• RI = {(o1,o2) ∈ VI ×VI |∃m ∈ SDI : η(c(m)) = o1 ∧η(m) = o2}.

An OI graph is a directed graph where vertices represent objects and edges
represent interactions among them. The interaction relation among objects is
obtained from the calling relation among method calls. After constructing an
OI graph, the set of vertices included in each weakly connected component cor-
responds to an interface instance. A weakly connected component of a directed
graph is a maximal group of vertices that are mutually reachable by violating
the edge directions [NI08]. It can be obtained by several iterative DFS-traverses
of its corresponding undirected graph.

Definition 4.8 (Interface Instance) Let SDI be the interface execution data and
GI = (VI ,RI ) be its OI graph. ΦI ⊆P(VI ) \ {;} is the interface instance set of SDI such
that:

•
⋃

ϕ∈ΦI

ϕ=VI , i.e., all objects are included in the interface instance set;

• ∀
ϕ1,ϕ2∈ΦI

ϕ1 ∩ϕ2 = ;∧RI ∩ ((ϕ1 ×ϕ2)∪ (ϕ2 ×ϕ1))=;, i.e., there is no object

sharing among different interface instances and no connections among ob-
jects that belong to different interface instances; and
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• ØΦ′
I ⊆P(VI ) : |Φ′

I | > |ΦI | such that

–
⋃

ϕ′∈Φ′
I

ϕ′ =VI ; and

– ∀
ϕ1,ϕ2∈Φ′

C

ϕ1 ∩ϕ2 =;∧RC ∩ ((ϕ1 ×ϕ2)∪ (ϕ2 ×ϕ1))=;.

By applying Definition 4.10 to the interface execution data, we identify all
instances of this interface. The interface instance function ξ : SDI →ΦI is a map-
ping from a method call to its corresponding interface instance. For any m ∈ SDI ,
we have η(m) ∈ ξ(m).

To enable the discovery of interface behavior using process discovery tech-
niques, software event logs of different interfaces are required as input. The
formal definition of interface event log is given as follows.

Definition 4.9 (Interface Event Log) Let SDI be the interface execution data. An
interface event log L ⊆C contains a set of cases. For any case ϕ ∈ L, #trace(ϕ) ∈ SD∗

I
such that for any m1,m2 ∈ #trace(ϕ), we have ξ(m1) = ξ(m2).

According to Definition 4.9, an interface event log is constructed by grouping
method calls in the interface execution data based on the identified interface in-
stances, i.e., each case is defined as a fully ordered sequence of software events
(refer to method calls) that belong to the same interface instance. After con-
structing an event log for each interface, we discover a model to describe its
actual behavior. Theoretically, we can use any existing process discovery ap-
proach. In this thesis, we use Inductive Miner (IM) [LFvdA13] which is known
as a state-of-the-art process discovery approach. By taking the event log of an
interface as input, IM returns a behavioral model in terms of workflow net as
defined in Definition 2.29.

Consider the example software execution data in Table 4.1. If we set the sim-
ilarity threshold δ= 0.8, the discovered interface behavioral models are shown
in Figure 4.2 (a). We get two interfaces (I1

E and I2
E) and methods C1.init and

C1.a are duplicated in both of them. This is because Sim(I1
E , I2

E ) < δ, therefore the
interfaces are not merged. Differently, if we set the similarity threshold δ= 0.5,
the discovered interface behavioral model is shown in Figure 4.2 (b). We get
only one interface IM by merging method sets of I1

E and I2
E as Sim(I1

E , I2
E ) > δ. For

the interface behavioral model in Figure 4.2 (b), transitions represent methods
and arcs together with places control the execution flow of methods. Silent
transitions represented as black rectangles do not refer to methods, and are
only used for control behavior. The place with a token (black dot) in it means
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(a)  d = 0.8
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(b) d = 0.5

...

Figure 4.2: Interface Behavioral Models Discovered from Table 4.1

the starting point of the model. The behavior can be interpreted as: it starts
with the initialization of C1 and followed by C1.a. Then, C1.b can be executed
or skipped.

According to the interface behavioral models in Figure 4.2, we can see that
(1) I1

E and I2
E each provide an independent function, say function1 and function2;

and (2) IM is a general interface that provides functions of both I1
E and I2

E . Even
though the duplication and the number of interfaces are reduced when using
IM as the interface of component Com1, the function that IM represents is more
general. Whenever function1 or function2 are required by other components,
interface IM will be used.

4.6 Quality Metrics of Identified Interfaces

To evaluate the quality of the discovered interfaces, we use the following three
different quality criteria [LvDAvdA18a]:

• Functional consistency of the identified interfaces. Does the approach
correctly group functionally related methods to the same interface? Does
the approach correctly separate functionally unrelated methods to differ-
ent interfaces? It is desirable to identify interfaces that neither wrongly
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group nor wrongly separate methods. This metric is detailed in Section
4.6.1

• Functional inter-dependency of the identified interfaces. Does the ap-
proach identify interfaces that are highly inter-dependent on others? Do
the identified interfaces help to recover a software architecture with high
quality? It is desirable to identify interfaces with low inter-dependency
and help to recover architectures of high quality. This metric is detailed in
Section 4.6.2

• Complexity of the discovered interface behavioral models. Does the
approach discover simple interface behavioral models? It is desirable to
identify interfaces that are simple and easy-to-understand. This metric is
detailed in Section 4.6.3

Based on these quality criteria, we define the following three quality metrics.

4.6.1 Functional Consistency

Generally speaking, interfaces represent functional aspects of a component. An
interface is functionally consistent if all functionally related methods are cor-
rectly grouped into it. Manually identifying functionally related methods is
labour-intensive and highly subjective. Therefore, we use the following obser-
vations to objectively quantify the functional relatedness of methods. If methods
are called by the same component, we consider these methods as functionally
related from the component point of view. Similarly, if methods are called by
the same method, we consider these methods as functionally related from the
method point of view. The former defines functionally related methods in a rel-
atively coarse-grained way while the latter defines a more fine-grained function-
ally related methods. Based on the above observations, we define the following
metrics to measure the functional consistency of interfaces.

• PMC quantifies the proportion of methods that are correctly grouped into
one interface according to the caller components. It is defined as the pro-
portion of methods of an interface that are called by one of its caller com-
ponents. We take the average of all caller components for each interface.
This metric is borrowed from [SSSH14].

• PMM quantifies the proportion of methods that are correctly grouped into
one interface according to the caller methods. It is defined as the propor-
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tion of methods of an interface that are called by one of its caller methods.
We take the average of all caller methods for each interface.

• PCC quantifies the proportion of methods that are wrongly separated
across interfaces according to the caller components. It is defined as the
maximal proportion of methods that are called by the same component
and that are grouped into the same interface. We take the average of all
caller components of the interfaces identified for one component.

• PCM quantifies the proportion of methods that are wrongly separated
across interfaces according to the caller methods. It is defined as the max-
imal proportion of methods that are called by the same method and that
are grouped into the same interface. We take the average of all caller
methods of the interfaces identified for one component.

Let C ∈ COM be a software component, SDC be its execution data, and ISC

be an interface set. To define PMC, PMM, PCC, and PCM, we first introduce
the following notations. According to Definition 4.2, assume that we have a
candidate interface Ĩ called by n ∈UN . For any n′ ∈ Ĩ we define ω(n′, Ĩ) = {n} is
the caller method set of n′ in Ĩ, i.e., it is a set of methods where n′ in Ĩ is called.
ζ(n′, Ĩ) = {C ∈UCO|∃m∈SDC : �c(m)=n∧ áη(c(m))∈C} is the caller component set of
n′ in Ĩ, i.e., it is a set of components where n′ in Ĩ is called.

Definition 4.10 (Caller Method Set and Caller Component Set) Let I ∈ ISC be
an interface obtained by merging candidate interfaces Ĩ1 and Ĩ2. For any n ∈ I, its
caller method set is defined as follows:

ω(n, I ) =


ω(n, Ĩ1)∪ω(n, Ĩ2) if n ∈ Ĩ1 ∩ Ĩ2

ω(n, Ĩ1) if n ∈ Ĩ1 ∧n ∉ Ĩ2

ω(n, Ĩ2) if n ∈ Ĩ2 ∧n ∉ Ĩ1

Similarly, for any n ∈ I, its caller component set is defined as follows:

ζ(n, I ) =


ζ(n, Ĩ1)∪ζ(n, Ĩ2) if n ∈ Ĩ1 ∩ Ĩ2

ζ(n, Ĩ1) if n ∈ Ĩ1 ∧n ∉ Ĩ2

ζ(n, Ĩ2) if n ∈ Ĩ2 ∧n ∉ Ĩ1

For any I ∈ ISC , CM(I) = ⋃
n∈I

ω(n, I) is its caller method set and CC(I) = ⋃
n∈I

ζ(n, I)

is its caller component set. CMS = ⋃
I∈ISC

CM(I) is the caller method set of compo-
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nent C and CCS = ⋃
I∈ISC

CC(I) is the caller component set of component C. Then,

PMC, PMM, PCC, and PCM are computed as follows:

PMC =

∑
I∈ISC

∑
C∈CC(I)

|MC (C, I)|
|I|

|CC(I)|
|ISC |

(4.1)

where MC (C, I) is the set of methods in I that are called by C.

PMM =

∑
I∈ISC

∑
n∈CM(I)

|MM (n, I)|
|I|

|CM(I)|
|ISC |

(4.2)

where MM (n, I) is the set of methods in I that are called by n.

PCC =

∑
C∈CCS

max{|MC (C, I)||I ∈ ISC }

| ⋃
I∈ISC

MC (C, I)|

|CCS| (4.3)

PCM =

∑
n∈CMS

max{|MM (n, I)||I ∈ ISC }

| ⋃
I∈ISC

MM (n, I)|

|CMS| (4.4)

PMC and PMM measure to what extent functionally related methods are
put together in the same interface. A high PMC/PMM indicates that the in-
terface methods are called by all the interface caller components/methods and
therefore are correctly grouped into one interface. A low PMC/PMM indicates
that the interface methods are functionally unrelated and are wrongly grouped
into the same interface. On the other hand, PCC and PCM measure the func-
tional quality of separating methods across different interfaces. A high PC-
C/PCM means that a high proportion of methods that are not called by the
same component/method are correctly separated into multiple interfaces while
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a low PCC/PCM indicates that a high proportion of methods that are called by
the same component/method are wrongly separated into multiple interfaces.

To handle the multiplicity of the metrics, we summarize these four metrics
as the Functional Consistency (FC) as follows: (1) compute the harmonic mean
of PCM and PMM as PM based on Equation 4.5; (2) compute the harmonic
mean of PMC and PCC as PC based on Equation 4.6; (3) compute the harmonic
mean of PM and PC as FC based on Equation 4.7. Please note that PM and
PC measure the functional consistency of interfaces from both component and
method perspectives.

PM = 2×PCM ×PMM

PCM +PMM
(4.5)

PC = 2×PMC ×PCC

PMC +PCC
(4.6)

FC = 2×PC ×PM

PC +PM
(4.7)

4.6.2 Functional Inter-dependency

The functional inter-dependency (FI) metric indicates how tightly one interface
interacts with the others. It is very similar to the coupling metric as defined
in Section 3.3.4, which is an indicator of the quality of the recovered software
architecture. Normally, a low FI value means that the quality of the architecture
is high. The FI of an interface is defined as the ratio of the number of interfaces
it interacts with to the total number of interfaces (ignoring itself) in the software
system. Given an interface I, its FI metric can be computed as follows:

FI(I) = Interacting(I)

(
∑

C∈COM
|ISC |)−1

(4.8)

where Interacting(I) represents the number of interfaces that interacts with I and∑
C∈COM

|ISC | is the total number of identified interfaces in the software system.
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4.6.3 Complexity

The complexity of the identified interface behavioral models plays an impor-
tant role in the comprehension and maintenance of the software architecture. A
simple model allows a quick understanding of the interface behavior, and there-
fore a better and more time-efficient maintenance. To quantify the complexity
of the discovered interface behavioral models, we use the following two com-
plexity metrics with the assumption that the interface behavioral models are
represented by workflow nets [LvdA09].

• Extended Cardoso metric (ECaM). The ECaM metric measures the struc-
tural complexity of the model by counting the various splits in the net and
gives each of them a certain penalty.

• Extended Cyclomatic metric (ECyM). The ECaM metric measures the
behavioral complexity of the model by analyzing its reachability graph.

ECaM focuses on the syntax (structure) complexity of the model itself and
ECyM focuses on the resulting behavior. The complexity metric is defined as the
harmonic mean of ECaM and ECyM metrics. A low complexity value indicates
that the interface behavior is simple.

Complexity = 2×ECaM ×ECyM

ECaM +ECyM
(4.9)

Note that FC, FI and Complexity metrics are provided for each component
by taking their average for all the interfaces in the following experiments.

4.7 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we compare the quality of the interfaces discovered by different
approaches based on the quality metrics introduced in Section 4.6. First, we
introduce the experimental setting which includes the subject software systems
and the compared approaches (see Section 4.7.1). Then, we evaluate the im-
pact of different similarity thresholds on the quality of identified interfaces (see
Section 4.7.2). Next, we show the advantages and applicability of our approach
by comparing it with three existing approaches (see Section 4.7.3).
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Table 4.2: Basic Statistics of the Software Execution Data

Software #Package #Class #Method #Method Call
Google Sheet 7 22 57 3180
JGraphx 5.3.1 10 88 712 267627
JHotDraw 5.1 5 102 572 392164

4.7.1 Experimental Setting

For our experiments, we use three software systems from different application
domains. Google Sheets (formerly called the Google Spreadsheets API) is an
open-source library that lets users develop client applications that read and
modify worksheets and data in Google Sheets. JGraphx 5.3.1 is an open-source
family of libraries that provides features aimed at applications that display in-
teractive diagrams and graphs. JHotDraw 5.1 is a Java GUI framework for tech-
nical and structured 2D Graphics.

Table 4.2 shows some descriptive statistics for these software systems, in-
cluding the number of packages/classes/methods that are loaded during execu-
tion and the number of method calls analyzed. The data is publicly available
online1.

We compare our approach with three interface discovery approaches. The
first approach (denoted as A1) is a naive baseline that simply suggests a single
interface that includes all methods of the component. The second approach
(denoted as A2) is proposed by Allier et al. [ASSF11] and is structure-oriented.
This approach identifies interfaces by grouping methods that belong to the same
class, i.e., one interface is created for each class if the class has methods that
are used by other components. The third one (denoted as A3) is presented
by Seriai et al. [SSSH14] and is function-oriented. It identifies the interfaces
by grouping methods that are called by the same component, i.e., each set of
methods called by the same components forms one interface. Our approach
that is also function-oriented is denoted as A4. The main differences between
these four interface identification approaches are summarized in Table 4.3.

4.7.2 Similarity Threshold Evaluation

In this section, we study how the similarity threshold affects the quality of our
discovered interfaces. As discussed in Section 4.4, even though our approach

1https://doi.org/10.4121/uuid:ca1b0690-d9c5-4626-a067-525ec9d5881b
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Table 4.3: Comparison of Interface Identification Approaches

Approach Interface Identification Strategy
A1 Interfaces are identified by grouping all methods of the

component.
A2

[ASSF11] Interfaces are identified by grouping methods of the
same class.

A3
[SSSH14] Interfaces are identified by grouping methods that are

called by the same component.
A4 Interfaces are first identified by grouping methods that

are called by the same method of another component,
and then similar interfaces are merged based on a user
specified threshold to improve the flexibility.

(A4) can discover more meaningful interfaces than existing approaches it may
suffer from the problem of duplicated methods in multiple interfaces. To solve
this issue, we propose to merge similar interfaces in such a way that the shared
methods among interfaces are limited to a reasonable range. As discussed in
Section 4.4, the similarity between interfaces is measured by the Jaccard dis-
tance of their method sets and only interfaces whose similarity is above a certain
threshold can be merged. The interface merging allows reducing the method
duplication ratio among interfaces of the same component.

Given a component C and its interface set ISC , the duplication ratio among
interfaces of C is computed as follows:

DR(C) =

∑
1≤i<j≤|ISC |

Sim(Ii, Ij)

|ISC |× (|ISC |−1)
(4.10)

where Sim(Ii, Ij) represents the similarity between Ii and Ij as defined in Defini-
tion 4.3.

For the three open-source software systems, we first construct their compo-
nent configurations by using the default package information that are known as
the ground truth knowledge, i.e., classes of the same package are grouped as
a component. Then, we identify interfaces for each component of GoogleSheet,
JGraphx and JHotDraw using A4 with similarity threshold values 0.2, 0.4, 0.6,
0.8, and 1.0. Afterwards, the quality of discovered interfaces is measured us-
ing the quality metrics introduced in Section 4.6. By exploring the interfaces
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identified from GoogleSheet, we found that there is no duplication among them.
Therefore, this software system cannot be used to measure the effect of simi-
larity threshold. The evaluation results of JGraphx and JHotDraw are shown in
Figures 4.3-4.4.

Figures 4.3a and 4.4a show the results of duplication ratio for JGraphx and
JHotDraw. We see that the duplication ratio per component decreases as the
similarity threshold value decreases. This is because with the decrease of sim-
ilarity threshold, more and more duplicated interfaces can be merged. Excep-
tionally, we can see that there is no duplication for components com1, com2,
com3, com5, and com6 of JGraphx and component com4 of JHotDraw. There-
fore, their FC, FI and complexity values of different similarity thresholds keep
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unchanged. On the other hand, the FC values in Figures 4.3b and 4.4b show
that, in general, the functional consistency decreases (or the proportion of func-
tionally unrelated methods per interface increases) as the similarity threshold
value decreases. As for the FI and complexity metrics, they increase as the sim-
ilarity threshold value decreases as shown in Figures 4.3c, 4.3d, 4.4c, and 4.4d.
The rationale behind this is that the more interfaces are merged, the more func-
tionally unrelated methods each interface contains, and therefore the FI and
complexity values per interface also increase.

Different from the general conclusion that FC decreases as the similarity
threshold value decreases, there are some exceptions. Consider for example
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component com2 of JHotDraw as shown in Figure 4.4b. There is an increase of
the FC value from similarity threshold 0.4 to similarity threshold 0.2. To explain
the reason of such type of exception, we need to understand the meaning of FC.
It is a compound metric of PMC, PMM, PCC, and PCM according to Equations
4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4. After closely inspecting the values of PMC, PMM, PCC, and
PCM for each component of JHotDraw as shown in Figure 4.5, we find out that
the exceptional behavior of FC in Figure 4.4b is caused by the abnormal change
of PMC. There is a sudden increase of the PMC value from similarity threshold
0.4 to similarity threshold 0.2 for com2 as shown in Figure 4.5a. The reason
for this sudden increase is that the merged interfaces have the same caller com-
ponent, thus the proportion of functionally related methods from component
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point of view does not decrease as expected. This also explains the exceptions
of com3 from similarity threshold 0.4 to similarity threshold 0.2 and com5 from
similarity threshold 0.6 to similarity threshold 0.4.

In summary, there is a clear trade-off between reducing duplication among
interfaces, and ensuring a high quality of identified interfaces. Event though
similarity threshold equal to 1 can maintain the best quality of identified inter-
faces, but it leads to the highest duplication ratio compared with other similarity
thresholds. The use of similarity threshold makes our approach more flexible
and applicable in real-life scenarios. It helps users to find a balance between the
duplication among interfaces, as well as the functional consistency, functional
inter-dependency and complexity of discovered interfaces.

4.7.3 Comparative Evaluation of Different Approaches

In this section, we compare the quality of the interfaces identified by different
approaches. More specifically, we first identify interfaces for each component
of the three software systems using approaches A1-A4 presented in Table 4.3.
For A4, we set the similarity threshold value to 0.8 because this value provides
a good trade-off between the quality and duplication according to our previous
discussion. Afterwards, the quality of identified interfaces is measured using the
metrics defined in Section 4.6. Detailed evaluation results are shown in Figures
4.6, 4.7, and 4.8.

Figure 4.6 shows the evaluation results in terms of functional consistency
(FC) for GoogleSheet, JGraphx and JHotDraw. In general, A1 has the lowest val-
ues. The FC values of A2 are much better than A1 but not better than those of
A3-A4 because A2 is structure-oriented and A3-A4 are behavior-oriented. Ex-
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ceptionally, we can see that the FC values of A1-A4 are the same for components
com1, com2, com6 and com7 of GoogleSheet and component com1 of JGraphx.
This is because these components only have one method. The lower values ob-
served by A1-A2 can be explained by the fact that these two approaches define
interfaces based on the internal structure of components (i.e., belonging com-
ponent/class) rather than based on their functional aspects. Compared with A1-
A2, A3-A4 can guarantee relatively high FC values as these two approaches are
more function-oriented. More specifically, A3 identifies interfaces by clustering
functionally related methods from a component point of view while A4 identi-
fies interfaces by clustering functionally related methods from method point of
view. Therefore, A3 can guarantee a perfect PC (i.e., all methods of the same
interface are functionally consistent from the component point of view) and A4
can guarantee a perfect PM (i.e., all methods of the same interface are func-
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Table 4.4: Quality Comparison of Different Approaches

A1 A2 A3 A4
FC low low relatively high high
FI high high relatively low low

Complexity high low high low

tionally consistent from the method point of view). As for the FC values, A4
slightly outperforms A3 as shown in Figure 4.6. This can be explained by the
fact that some methods that are considered functionally related from the com-
ponent point of view are not really related if we look from the method point of
view.

Figure 4.7 shows the functional inter-dependency (FI) metric results for the
three software systems. A high FI value means a high coupling among the iden-
tified interfaces which indicates a low architecture quality. Generally speaking,
A1 has the highest FI values. The FI values of A2 are lower than A1 but not
lower that those of A3-A4. This observation is in line with the observation that
we made earlier for FC values. Therefore, a high/low FC is usually correlated
with a low/high FI. As for A3 and A4, A3 always lead to higher FI values than
A4. This can be explained by the fact that the functionality of the identified
interfaces based on A3 are more general, and therefore interacting with more
interfaces than A4.

Figure 4.8 shows the complexity evaluation results for GoogleSheet, JGraphx
and JHotDraw. This metric measures the complexity of the discovered interface
behavioral models. A low complexity value means that the interface has a sim-
ple behavior. Generally speaking, the complexity values of A1 and A3 are much
higher than those of A2 and A4. This is because A2 and A4 define interfaces
based on some fine-grained heuristics (i.e., caller method and belonging class)
while the heuristics used for A1 and A3 are much coarse-grained (i.e., caller/-
belonging component). As for A2 and A4, A2 leads to more complex interfaces
than those of A4 for most of the cases because method-level heuristics are often
more fine-grained than class-level ones.

Table 4.4 summarizes the comparison results of these four approaches in
terms of FC, FI, and complexity. In summary, compared with existing interface
identification approaches A1-A3, our approach can (1) discover interfaces that
are more functionally consistent and simple; and (2) help to reconstruct the
software architecture with better quality.
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4.7.4 Visual Comparison of Interface Behavioral Models

A1-A3 only return the method set of each identified interface without demon-
strating how this interface actually behaves. After identifying interfaces, we
discover a behavioral model to help visualizing its behavior. By taking the exe-
cution data and the identified interfaces as input, our discovery technique can
return the interface behavioral models. In addition, our discovery technique
also supports the discovery of behavioral models for interfaces that are identi-
fied by other approaches. In this section, we visually compare interfaces identi-
fied by A3 and A4 which are more function-oriented.

Figure 4.9 shows the behavioral model of an interface (denoted as I0) in
component Com1 of JHotDraw discovered by A3. The discovered models are re-
drawn to improve readability. By manually inspecting the discovered model, we
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are able to identify different drawing functions, e.g., figure decoration, figure
resize and figure position location, that are encapsulated in I0. More specifically,
I1 refers to the highlighted branch using green and it provides a text figure set-
ting function. I2 (highlighted in yellow) is used to get value from a text figure.
I3 (highlighted in purple) is used to resize a figure and locate the position of
a polyline figure. I4 (highlighted in blue) provides a factory to initialize line
figures and text tools. I5 (highlighted in red) is used to decorate a polyline fig-
ure. Using our approach, we are able to discover the five interfaces (denoted as
I1-I5). Figure 4.10 shows the behavioral models of the five interfaces.

Compared with I1-I5, I0 contains many methods that are functionally unre-
lated (from the method point of view). In addition, the complexity of I0 is much
higher than those of I1-I5. This further supports our conclusion in Section 4.4
stating that A4 leads to interfaces with higher functional consistency and lower
complexity compared with A3.
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4.7.5 Threats to Validity

In this section, we discuss the main threats that may affect the validity of our
interface identification approach.

• Similar to other dynamic analysis techniques, the quality of the proposed
approach heavily depends on the completeness of the software execution
data. Therefore, the suitability of the selected monitoring scenarios di-
rectly influence the quality of the analysis results [NLH17].

• The quality of the identified interfaces also heavily relies on the quality of
the component configuration. The results may be biased if the identified
components are not function-oriented. More investigations are needed to
empirically measure the functional consistency of component configura-
tions and find the best solution for each specific software system.

4.8 Conclusion

Each component provides a couple of interfaces that can be used to interact
with other components. This chapter presents a novel approach to identify in-
terfaces by taking as input component configurations and software execution
data. An identified interface is described as a group of methods. In addition, we
also present to discover a behavioral model to describe the contract of the inter-
face. This contract specifies the method execution order of this interface. The
advantages and applicability of the proposed approaches were demonstrated by
applying it to a set of software execution data generated by three different soft-
ware systems as well as comparing it with three existing interface identification
approaches.

This chapter provides initial results in the area of inter-component interac-
tion by discovering a set of interfaces for each component. It answers questions
like what functions are provided by a certain component. A future challenge
that will be addressed in the next section is to discover how components inter-
act with each other during execution in real-life applications.



Chapter 5
Software Architectural Model
Discovery

5.1 Introduction

A component-based software system is composed of a set of components where
a component provides a set of interfaces [LvDAvdA18f]. When a component
interacts with other components, it requires one or more interfaces that are
provided by others. The execution of software involves the component exe-
cution and interactions among components. To help understand the execution
behavior of a piece of software, an architectural model that describes its runtime
behavior is required.

Generally speaking, a software architectural model aims to present high-
level views from low-level data [SD09]. The low-level data can be source code,
execution data, development documents, etc. The discovery of an architectural

This chapter is based on the following publications:

• Cong Liu, Boudewijn van Dongen, Nour Assy, Wil van der Aalst. "Formal Specification and
Discovery of Software Architectural Model: An Approach based on Multi-instance Petri Net",
Software and Systems Modeling, under review.

• Cong Liu, Boudewijn van Dongen, Nour Assy, Wil van der Aalst. "Software Architectural
Model Discovery from Execution Data", 13th International Conference on Evaluation of Novel
Approaches to Software Engineering (ENASE 2018), pp. 3-10, 2018.
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model by taking the execution data as input typically consists of the following
steps: (1) defining high-level architectural elements, such as components, inter-
faces, and connectors/interactions; (2) mapping the execution behavior in the
execution data to the identified high-level architectural elements; and (3) cre-
ating a representation of the resulting architectural model. For object-oriented
software systems, a component is defined as a set of classes. The identification
of components from software execution is detailed in Chapter 3 using various
community detection algorithms. Given a component, the identification of its
interfaces are achieved by clustering its methods as introduced in Chapter 4.

This chapter deals with the problem of discovering an architectural model
from execution data with the assumption that components and interfaces are
clearly defined, i.e., our starting point is the results obtained by existing work
on component and interface identification. More specifically, we focus on the
interaction behavior discovery by exploiting the execution data. This provides
rich information on how components are interacting with each other. Exist-
ing architectural models represent interactions by simply binding interfaces in
a static manner, which neglects the behavioral aspects. To support the precise
specification of interaction behavior, we introduce a new type of software ar-
chitectural model with clearly defined formal semantics based on Multi-instance
Petri Net (MPN). In addition, we also propose an approach to discover such an
architectural model from the software execution data.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 reviews
the related work. Section 5.3 specifies our software architectural model. Sec-
tion 5.4 formalizes the architectural model based on Multi-instance Petri nets.
Section 5.5 details the architectural model discovery approach from software
execution data. Section 5.6 presents a comparative evaluation of the proposed
approaches using a case study. Finally, Section 5.7 concludes the chapter and
presents further research directions.

5.2 Related Work

Reverse engineering techniques can facilitate the discovery of software models.
As defined by Chikosky and Cross [CC+90], reverse engineering is the process of
analyzing a software system to (1) identify its components and their interrela-
tionships; and (2) create representations of the system in another form or at a
higher level of abstraction. Discovering software behaviors (or structures) and
representing them appropriately have been one of the major challenges in the
area of reverse engineering. Many techniques and tools have been developed
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for mining software behaviors and specifications. Existing work mainly focuses
on program behavior discovery [LMP09], [MWM06] and software architecture
reconstruction [SD09], [ISAM11], [ASSF11], [SSSH14].

Program behavior discovery is used to understand the behavior of software
(program) by exploiting its execution data. Lo et al. [LMP09] propose to gen-
erate automaton-based models using different variants of the K-Tail algorithm.
However, these techniques cannot discover concurrency explicitly, resulting in
the so-called state explosion problem. Other techniques, for example [MWM06],
visualize software execution traces as sequence diagrams. However, each se-
quence diagram only describes the behavior of a single run (execution). Given
software execution data referring to multiple runs, sequence diagram-based ap-
proaches will lead to an excessive number of models rather than a compact
model for the whole data. More recently, Leemans el al. [LvdAvdB18] propose
to explore the program behavior by analyzing the event data using process min-
ing techniques. The discovered program behaviors are visualized by a type of
hierarchical state charts which support both cancelation and recursion struc-
tures. However, this work is limited to sequential/single-threaded programs.

Software architecture reconstruction aims to abstract, identify, and present
high-level views from low-level data to help understand the structure of soft-
ware [JSB97], [SD09], [LvDAvdA18f]. The input can be source code, devel-
opment documents, software execution data, etc., and the output are a set
of architectural views, normally represented as well-established architectural
models. Simon et al. [ASSF11] propose to discover an architectural model from
source code to help understand the behavior of a software system. The compo-
nents are extracted as a set of classes, the interfaces are identified by grouping
methods of the same classes, and the interactions among components are rep-
resented by binding interfaces in a static way. Differently, Seriai et al. [SSSH14]
also present an approach to discover architectural model in which interfaces of
a component are identified by grouping methods that are called by the same
component. By taking execution data as input, Dragomir and Lichter [DL13]
try to present an architectural description by visualizing object-level interac-
tions based on sequence diagrams. However, object-level interactions are too
fine-grained and are not understandable for large-scale software systems.

In summary, program behavior discovery approaches focus mainly on the
internal behavior of programs and do not consider architectural elements (e.g.,
components and connectors). However, existing architecture reconstruction ap-
proaches either focus on too fine-grained object-level interaction or simply dis-
cover interactions by binding interacting interfaces. The former may lead to
cumbersome architectural views while the latter lacks precise description for
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the interaction behavior.

5.3 Software Architectural Model

In this section, the formal definition of software architecture model is pre-
sented. The example software introduced in Section 3.4 is used as an illustrat-
ing case. It starts from MainClass.main, and then Class1.init and Class1.perform
are invoked multiple times. One possible sequence diagram is shown in Fig-
ure 5.1 where Class1.init and Class1.perform are invoked twice. Assume that
this piece of software has three components, i.e., C1 = {Class1}, C2 = {Class2} and
CM = {MainClass}. In addition, we have one interface (I1

CM = {MainClass.main})
for CM , one interface (I1

C1 = {Class1.init,Class1.perform}) for C1, and three inter-
faces (I1

C2 = {Class1.init}, I2
C2 = {Class2.setClass1}, I3

C2 = {Class2.work}) for C2. Note
that the component and interface configurations for this example software are
obtained using domain knowledge.

Based on the identified components and interfaces, an architectural model
is constructed by statically binding interfaces using existing approaches (e.g.,
[ASSF11], [SSSH14]) as shown in Figure 5.2. This architectural model pays
attention to component-level descriptions of the software but the internal be-
havior of each component is simply treated as a black box. In addition, the inter-
action behavior (i.e., how interfaces are executed) is totally neglected, e.g., the
execution behavior of I2

C2 and I3
C2 when invoked by I1

C1 is not explicitly specified
in Figure 5.2.

To handle these limitations, we propose an extension of the classical soft-
ware architectural model that includes not only structural bindings, but also
specifies interaction behavior among components. Figure 5.3 shows our soft-
ware architectural model for the example software. Generally speaking, compo-
nent behavior represents the behavior of each component and it is represented
by component models where each component model is composed of a set of
interface behavioral models. For example, Figure 5.3 contains three component
models (CM , C1 and C2), and C2 contains three interface behavioral models (I1

C2,
I2

C2 and I3
C2) that each is represented by a workflow net.

Interaction behavior represents interactions among components and it is de-
fined based on interaction methods, connector models, and cardinality infor-
mation according to Figure 5.3. An interaction method is defined as a method
that invokes methods (interfaces) of other components. For example, the execu-
tion of MainClass.main from CM invokes Class2.init from C2, and Class1.init and
Class1.perform from C1. Therefore, MainClass.main is an interaction method of
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the example software. According to the interface definition, Class2.init is in-

MainClass Class2 Class1

init()

Init()

init()

5746e7cc

3b7359cb

setClass1()

5746e7cc

perform()

work()

3b7359cb
5746e7cc

Class1

614b152d

setClass1()

work()

perform()

5746e7cc

5746e7cc 614b152d

Class1

Figure 5.1: Sequence Diagram of the Example Software
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Figure 5.2: Architectural Model of the Example Software By Statically Binding Interfaces
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cluded in I1
C2 and Class1.init and Class1.perform are included in I1

C1, therefore
the execution of MainClass.main will invoke interfaces I1

C2 and I1
C1.

To represent the execution behavior of interfaces that are invoked by an in-
teraction method, we use connector models. A connector model describes the
behavior of all invoked interfaces and it is represented by a workflow net where
a transition represents an invoked interface. For example, the connector model
of interaction method MainClass.main is denoted as Connector1 in Figure 5.3.
The execution of an interaction method invokes a connector model, which is re-
ferred to as a simple invocation. The simple invocation between MainClass.main
and Connector1 is represented as a dashed red arrow. Connector1 indicates that
I1

C2 and I1
C1 are invoked in sequence by MainClass.main.

Each transition (interface) in the connector model invokes the correspond-
ing interface behavioral model one or multiple times. This invocation is called
multi-instance invocation and can have cardinality 1 (exactly one interface in-
stance will be invoked) or cardinality + (one or multiple instances will be in-
voked). Note that an interface instance represents one concrete occurrence
(instantiation) of the interface. The interface instance cardinality reveals the
instance level relationships between the interaction method and the invoked
interfaces. Consider for example Connector1, transition I1

C2 is referred to an

ICM
1

MainClass.main()

CM

Class1.init() Class1.perform()

IC1
1

C1

Class2.setClass1()

Class2.work()

Class2.init()

IC2
1

IC2
2

IC2
3

C2

1

+

1

1

Connector1

Connector2
Connector3

IC2
3

IC2
1

IC1
1

IC2
2

Figure 5.3: Architectural Model of the Example Software with Component and Interac-
tion Behavior
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interface behavioral model labeled with I1
C2 in C2 by a solid red arc with cardi-

nality 1 and I1
C1 is referred to an interface behavioral model labeled with I1

C1 in
C1 by a solid red arc with cardinality +, i.e., the execution of MainClass.main
first invokes interface I1

C2 once and then invokes interface I1
C1 multiple times.

Note that a multi-instance invocation is totally different from a loop. Generally,
a loop means simply re-doing the same instance for multiple times in sequence.
Differently, a multi-instance invocation indicates that multiple instances are cre-
ated and executed, and these instances can be in parallel (but do not need to
be).

Formally, the interaction model is defined as follows.

Definition 5.1 (Interaction Model) Let m ∈UN be an interaction method. The
interaction model of m is a 3-tuple InM = (CN , IA,c) such that:

• CN ∈UW is a connector model;

• IA ⊆ T CN × ISm is a set of invocation arcs where T CN is the visible transition
set of CN (i.e., ∀t ∈ T CN : l(t) ∈ rng(l)\{τ}) and ISm ⊆UW is a set of interface
behavioral models that is invoked by m; and

• c : IA → {1,+} is a function that maps an invocation to its instance cardinality.

The interaction model of MainClass.main as shown in Figure 5.3 can be de-
scribed as follows: once the interaction method is called, it will invoke the con-
nector model which defines the execution behavior of interfaces. The execution
of each interface (transition) will invoke its corresponding interface behavioral
model one or multiple times, i.e., it will instantiate one or multiple interface
instances, as indicated by the instance cardinality.

After defining component models and interaction models, the definition of
software architectural model comes into reach. Essentially, a software behav-
ioral model is a combination of both as defined below.

Definition 5.2 (Software Architectural Model) The architectural model of a
piece of software is defined as 2-tuple SAM = (CMS, InMS) where:

• CMS ⊆P(UW) is a set of component models; and

• InMS is a set of interaction models among these components.

A software behavioral model is composed of (1) a set of interface behav-
ioral models, normally grouped as component models, which are represented as
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workflow nets; and (2) a set of interaction models. An interaction model is com-
posed of a set of interaction method invocations (actually simple invocations) of
connector behavioral models and interface invocations (actually multi-instance
invocations) of interface behavioral models. Note that both the interface be-
havioral models and the connector models are represented by block-structured
workflow nets that are guaranteed to be sound [vdA16]. Therefore, the correct-
ness of our software architectural model is guaranteed by definition.

The notational elements of the software behavioral model are summarized
in Figure 5.4. The notation borrows most elements of workflow nets, and in
this way, transitions (methods) are represented by rectangles and routings are
represented by circles and arcs. There are several notational extensions. Nested
transitions have a double border to indicate that they refer to a sub-process that
is represented as a workflow net. Simple invocations represented as dashed
red arrows are used to relate nested transitions and sub-processes. Invocations
can also have multiple instances; in this case, multi-instance invocations are
represented by solid red arrows with cardinality label 1 or + above.

According to the architectural model in Figure 5.3, the behavior of the ex-
ample software can be described as: it starts with MainClass.main and its ex-
ecution invokes Connector1. The firing of transition I1

C2 in Connector1 invokes
one instance execution of its interface behavioral model in C2 as the instance
cardinality is 1. Similarly, the execution of transition I1

C1 in Connector1 invokes
its interface behavioral model in C1 multiple times as the instance cardinality

+

Place

Transition

Nested 
Transition

Sub-process

Multi-instance 
invocation (+)

Simple 
invocation 

flow

1 Multi-instance 
invocation (1)

Figure 5.4: Basic Notations of Software Behavioral Model
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is +. For each instance execution of I1
C1, Class1.init and Class1.perform are exe-

cuted in sequence. In addition, both of them are interaction methods and their
interaction behavior is described by Connector2 and Connector3. The software
finishes when all invoked interfaces are finished.

5.4 Formal Semantics of Software Architectural
Model

The software architectural model defined in Section 5.3 provides an easy-to-
understand way for users to understand software behavior, however, it lacks rig-
orous execution semantics especially for the invocation related elements, e.g.,
simple and multi-instance invocation arcs. In the following, we introduce the
semantic interpretation of the software architectural model using Multi-instance
Petri Net which is a type of extended Petri nets with distinguishable tokens as
defined in the following.

5.4.1 Multi-instance Petri Net

Tokens of classical Petri nets (or workflow nets) are undistinguishable, there-
fore they cannot represent a process with multiple different instances explicitly.
Based on the Petri net, we define our Multi-instance Petri Net (MPN) with the fol-
lowing extensions: (1) tokens are distinguishable for MPN, i.e., each token has
a unique identifier; and (2) tokens can be produced (like ν-net [RVdFE08]) and
consumed during the net execution and each newly produced token explicitly
refers to its parent token. The definition of MPN is formalized as follows.

Definition 5.3 (Multi-instance Petri Net) A Multi-instance Petri Net is defined
as a 6-tuple MPN = (P,T ,F , l,W ,Γ), satisfying:

• (P,T ,F , l) is a Petri net;

• W : F→{1,+} is a cardinality function for arcs;

• Γ : T →{ν,ω,ε} is a type function for transitions, i.e., ν represents transitions
that produce new tokens, ω represents transitions that consume existing to-
kens, and ε represents normal transitions;

• ∀t ∈ T , if Γ(t) = ν then ∀p ∈•t : W ((p, t)) = 1 and ∀p1,p2 ∈ t• : W ((t,p1)) =
W ((t,p2)); and
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• ∀t ∈ T , if Γ(t) ∈ {ω,ε} then ∀p1 ∈•t : W ((p1, t)) = 1 and ∀p2 ∈ t• :W ((t , p2)) = 1.

Before describing the formal execution semantics of a MPN , we first in-
troduce some useful notations. Whenever we define MPN , we assume Tε,
Tν, Tω to be defined as follows: Tε={t ∈T |Γ(t)=ε} is the normal transition set,
Tν={t∈T |Γ(t)=ν} is ν-transition set, and Tω={t∈T |Γ(t)=ω} is ω-transition set
such that Tε∪Tν∪Tω=T , Tε∩Tν=;, Tν∩Tω=; and Tε∩Tω=;.

Figure 5.5 shows an example of MPN and it can be formalized as follows
according to Definition 5.3: P={source,p1,p2,p3,sink}, T={a,b,c}, F={(source,a),
(a,p1), (a,p2), (p1,b), (p2,c), (c,p3), (p3,b), (b,sink)}, W={W ((source,a))=1,W ((a,p1))
=+,W ((a,p2)) =+,W ((p1,b)) = 1,W ((p2,c)) = 1,W ((c,p3)) = 1,W ((p3,b)) = 1,W ((b,
sink)) = 1}, and Γ={Γ(a)=ν,Γ(b)=ω,Γ(c)=ε}. Graphically, a ν-transition is repre-
sented by a rectangle colored with green, a ω-transition is represented by a
rectangle colored with red and an ε-transition is represented by a rectangle col-
ored with white.

After defining the syntax structure and basic notation of MPN, we define its
execution semantics.

Let I be the universe of token identifiers. κ : I→P(I) is a function from parent
identifiers to children identifiers, such that i1, i2 ∈ I, i1 6= i2: κ(i1)∩κ(i2) =;. The
token identifiers and their parent-children relationships form a tree structure,
named token identifier tree. Formally, it is a 2-tuple Tree = (I ,E) where (1) I ⊆ I is
the set of nodes; and (2) E = {(i1, i2) ∈ I × I|i2 ∈ κ(i1)} is the set of edges. Especially,
⊥∈ I is the root token identifier of a tree and it does not have a parent, i.e.,
Øi1 ∈ I : ⊥∈ κ(i1).

A path in the tree is a sequence of nodes i1, i2, . . . in such that in+1 ∈ κ(in)
where n ∈N. The path from i1 to in is denoted as i1 → in. Specially, for any
i1 ∈ I, i1 6= ⊥ : ⊥→ i1, i.e., there is always a path from the root to i1.

Figure 5.6 shows an example token identifier tree and it can be formalized
as follows: I = {⊥,m,n}, κ(⊥) = {m,n} and κ(m) = κ(n) =;.

b

c

a

source sinkp1

p2 p3

+

+

{source{^}}  G(a) = v   G(b) = w

 G(c) =e

Figure 5.5: An MPN Example
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Definition 5.4 (Marking) A marking of MPN is a function m : P →P(I) from
places to token identifiers. The set of all markings is denoted as M.

For the example MPN in Figure 5.5, its initial marking is m0 such that
m0(sour ce) = {⊥}. In the following, we simply denote m0={source{⊥}}.

Definition 5.5 (Enabledness) A transition t∈T is enabled at marking m ∈ M for
i ∈ I if and only if the following conditions hold:

• ∀p ∈• t : i ∈ m(p) if t ∈ T \ Tω; and

• ∀p ∈•t : κ(i) ⊆ m(p) if t ∈ Tω.

According to Definition 5.5, transition a in Figure 5.5 is enabled at m0. An
enabled transition t can fire, thereby changing the marking m to a new marking
m′ ∈ M . If an enabled transition fires, it consumes tokens from each of its input
places and produces tokens to each of its output places. The transition firing
rules are explained in the following definition.

Definition 5.6 (Firing Rule) Given a transition t∈T , it is enabled at marking
m ∈ M for i ∈ I. The firing of t yields a new marking m′ ∈ M, satisfying:

• for any place p ∈•t ,

– if t ∈ T \ Tω, m′(p) = m(p) \ {i}; and

– if t ∈ Tω, m′(p) = m(p) \κ(i).

• for any place p ∈ t•,

– if t ∈ T \ Tν, m′(p) = m(p)∪ {i}; and

– if t ∈ Tν, m′(p) = m(p)∪κ(i).

^

m n

 k(^)={m,n}

k(m)=Æ k(n)=Æ

Figure 5.6: A Tree Example
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Given a MPN and its initial marking, we want to know more about its be-
havior with respect to the firing rules as defined in Definition 5.6. Consider the
MPN example in Figure 5.5, the token identifier relationships in Figure 5.6, and
its initial marking m0 = {source{⊥}}. Transition a is enabled at m0 and the firing of
a will consume token ⊥ from source and produce two tokens m and n to both p1
and p2. As shown in Figure 5.7, the marking after firing transition a is denoted
as m1 = {p1{m,n},p2{m,n}}. Then, transition c is enabled and can be fired until all
tokens in p2 are moved one by one to p3 reaching marking m4={p1{m,n},p3{m,n}}.
After this, transition b is enabled. The firing of b will consume all tokens in p1
and p3, and produce their parent token ⊥ to sink. As depicted in Figure 5.7,
m5 = {sink{⊥}} is reached finally.

5.4.2 MPN-based Semantics of Software Architectural Model

As the software behavioral model SAM is defined on the basis of workflow net
with simple and multi-instance invocations, we define the transformation rules
for these two types of invocations to their MPN constructs.

m0={source{^}}

m1={p1{m,n}
, p2{m,n}}

m3={p1{m,n}
, p2{n}

, p3{m}}m2={p1{m,n}
, p2{m}

, p3{n}}

a

c

c

c

c

b

m4={p1{m,n}
, p3{m,n}}

m5={sink{^}}

Figure 5.7: One Example Reachability Graph
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Figure 5.8: MPN based Semantics

Rule 1 (Simple Invocation Transformation) Given a simple invocation of a
SAM with t be the interaction method and SP be the connector model where ps

is the source place and pc is the sink place. The transformation from this simple
invocation to its corresponding MPN is defined as follows:

• t is transformed to two transitions, denoted as ts and tc, and a place pe is
used to connect them with arcs (ts,pe) and (pe, tc);

• arcs (ts,ps) and (pc, tc) are added to connect ts and tc as well as the invoked
connector model; and

• Γ(ts) = ε and Γ(tc) = ε.
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Figure 5.8(a) gives an example of a simple invocation and its transformation
to an MPN. More specifically, interaction method t invokes connector model PNe,
and its execution semantics can be interpreted based on its corresponding MPN
construct where ts and tc represent the start and completion of t. Let’s assume
that its initial marking is m0={source{⊥}}. ts is enabled at m0 and the firing of ts

consumes token ⊥ from source and produces token ⊥ to both pe and ps. Then,
the connector model is enabled and can be executed once reaching marking
m1 = {p{⊥}

e ,p{⊥}
c } by moving token ⊥ from ps to pc. After the connector model is

finished, tc is enabled and fired indicating the completion of t.

Rule 2 (Multi-instance Invocation Transformation) Given a multi-instance in-
vocation of a SAM with t be the interface transition in the connector behavior
model, and SP be the invoked interface behavioral model where ps is the source
place and pc is the sink place, and c((t,SP)) be the instance cardinality. The trans-
formation from this multi-instance invocation to its corresponding MPN is defined
as follows:

• t is transformed to two transitions, denoted as ts and tc, and a place pe is
used to connect them with arcs (ts,pe) and (pe, tc);

• arcs (ts,ps) and (pc, tc) are added to connect ts and tc as well as the invoked
interface behavioral model; and

• the following weight and type functions are given for transitions and arcs:

– Γ(ts) = ν and Γ(tc) =ω if c((t,SP)) = 1; and

– Γ(ts) = ν, W ((ts,pe)) =+, W ((ts,ps)) =+, and Γ(tc) =ω if c((t,SP)) =+.

The multi-instance invocation can be classified into two types according to
the interface cardinality, i.e., the cardinality is 1 or +. Figure 5.8(b) gives an ex-
ample of a multi-instance invocation with cardinality 1 and its transformation to
MPN. More specifically, interface transition t invokes interface behavioral model
PNe by creating exactly one new instance and its operational semantics can be
interpreted using its corresponding MPN construct where ts and tc represent the
start and completion of t. Let’s assume that its initial marking is m0={source{⊥}}.
ts is enabled at m0 and the firing of ts consumes token ⊥ from source and pro-
duces a new token, denoted as i (i.e., κ(⊥) = {i}), to both pe and ps reaching
marking m1 = {p{i}

e ,p{i}
s }. Then, the interface behavioral model is enabled and

can be executed once moving token i from ps to pc. After the interface behav-
ioral model is finished, tc is enabled and fired which means the completion of t.
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The firing of tc consumes token i in both pe and pc, and produces their parent
token ⊥ to sink, i.e., reaching marking m2 = {sink{⊥}}.

Similarly, Figure 5.8(c) gives an example of a multi-instance invocation with
cardinality + and its transformation to MPN. Interface transition t invokes in-
terface behavioral model PNe by creating one or multiple new instances and its
operation semantics can be interpreted using its corresponding MPN construct
where ts and tc represent the start and completion of transition t. Let’s assume
that its initial marking m0 = {source{⊥}}. ts is enabled at m0 and the firing of ts

will consume token ⊥ from source and produce a set of tokens to both pe and
ps, denoted as κ(⊥). Without loss of generality, we assume that κ(⊥) = {m,n}.
The marking after firing ts is denoted as m1={p{m,n}

e ,p{m,n}
s }. Then, the interface

behavioral model is enabled and can be executed multiple times until all tokens
in ps are moved one by one to pc reaching marking m2 = {p{m,n}

e ,p{m,n}
c }. After

the interface behavioral model is finished, tc is enabled and fired which means
the completion of t. The firing of tc will consume all tokens in pe and pc, and
produce their parent token ⊥ to sink, i.e., reaching marking m3 = {sink{⊥}}.

a bsource sink

p3p2

p1

{source
{1, 2, 3, 4}

}

c

(a) Multi-instance Structure with Multiplicity 1

a bsource sink

p3p2

p1

{source
{1, 2, 3, 4}

}

c

+

+

(b) Multi-instance Structure with Multiplicity +

Figure 5.9: Two MPN Examples
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5.4.3 CPN Tool Support for Multi-instance Petri Nets Basic
Constructs

After formalizing the semantics of multi-instance Petri nets, we introduce the
tool support for its simulating and analyzing. Generally, property analysis and
simulation of multi-instance Petri nets can be fully supported by the well-known
Colored Petri Nets Tools (CPN Tools: http://cpntools.org/). Basic routing
structures of MPN, such as sequence, choice, concurrency and loop, as well as
their semantic interpretations are fully supported by Colored Petri nets.

In the following, basic multi-instance constructs and their corresponding
CPN Tool support are introduced. As an illustrative example, the colored Petri
net models of the two MPNs in Figure 5.9 are shown in Figure 5.10 where Figure
5.10 (a) involves a multi-instance structure with multiplicity 1, and Figure 5.10
(b) contains a multi-instance structure with multiplicity +. Transitions and
places are related to the same labels. The main tricks for the multi-instances
construct are explained as follows: the ν-transition a is related to a mapping
from its input token id to a (list of) elements that are labeled as the children
tokens. The correspondence relation is stored in a so-called fusion place which
is used as a global reference. The ω-transition b takes the mapping in the fusion
place as input and relates all children tokens generated from a to its parent
token id. For more technical details of CPN, readers are referred to [vdAS11]
and [Jen13].

5.5 Software Architectural Model Discovery

This section details the main approach to discover an architectural model from
software execution data. We assume that components and interfaces (as well as
their behavioral models) are well-prepared based on previous chapters. More
specifically, the input of our approach are (1) software execution data; and (2)
component and interface configurations.

5.5.1 An Approach Overview of Interaction Model Discovery

To discover architectural models from software execution data, one of the main
challenges is to discover interaction models. According to Definition 5.1, an
interaction model is composed of (1) a connector model that describes the in-
terface execution behavior; and (2) interface cardinality information. A com-
ponent can interact with other components by interaction models. Figure 5.11

http://cpntools.org/
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shows an overview of the interaction model discovery process which consists of
the following three steps:

• Interaction Method Identification. An interaction method is a method
that can invoke methods of other components. It can be identified by
taking as input the software execution data and interface set.

(a) CPN Support of Multi-instance Structure with Multiplicity 1

(b) CPN Support of Multi-instance Structure with Multiplicity +

Figure 5.10: CPN Support of the MPN Examples in Figure 5.9
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Method 
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Interaction method set

Interface Cardinality

Connector Model

Interface Configuration

Figure 5.11: An Approach Overview of Interaction Model Discovery

• Connector Model Discovery. For each interaction method, we first gen-
erate its interaction log where each event refers to an interface. Then, a
connector model represented as a workflow net can be discovered from
this interaction log using process discovery techniques.

• Interface Cardinality Identification. Interface instance cardinality in-
formation reveals the instance level relationships between the interac-
tion method and the invoked interfaces. The cardinality information for
each interface can be obtained by investigating the number of interface
instances that is invoked by one instantiation of the interaction method
within the same software run.

5.5.2 Interaction Method Identification

Let CS ⊆UCO be the component set of a piece of software. For any C ∈ CS,
ι(C) ∈P(UI ) is its interface set. IS = ⋃

C∈C S
ι(C ) is the interface set of the soft-

ware. For any interface I ∈ IS, λ(I) ∈P(UN ) is its method set, co(I) ∈UCO is its
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belonging component and ψ(I) ∈UW is its behavioral model that is represented
by workflow nets. For example, component C1 contains interface I1

C1, and its
behavioral model should look like the one shown in Figure 5.3 and its method
set is λ(I1

C1) = {Class1.init,Class1.perform}.
To discover connector models from execution data, we need to identify inter-

action methods and their invoked interfaces. An interaction method is a method
that invokes methods (interfaces) of other components directly or indirectly. To
define the direct or indirect invocation relations among two arbitrary method
calls, we first introduce the method calling graph, based on which we can check
invocation relations among method calls in the execution data.

Definition 5.7 (Method Calling Graph) Let SD be the execution data of a piece
of software. G = (V ,R) is the method calling graph of SD such that

• V = SD, i.e., a set of method calls; and

• R = {(v1,v2) ∈ V ×V |∃v1,v2 ∈ SD : c(v2) = v1}, i.e., a set of calling relations among
method calls.

Consider the example software execution data in Table 3.2, its method call-
ing graph G is given in Figure 5.12. We have m2 is directly invoked by m10, and
m3 is indirectly invoked by m10 (via m2). Then, we define the invocation relation
between two method calls as follows: for any m1,m2 ∈ SD, IR(m1,m2,G) = true if
there exists a directed path from m1 to m2 in G; otherwise IR(m1,m2,G) = false.

After defining invocation relations among method calls, interaction methods
are identified as follows.

Definition 5.8 (Interaction Method) For any I ∈ IS, n ∈λ(I), Φ(n, I) = {I ′ ∈ IS|
∃m,m′ ∈ SD,m 6= m′ : m̂ = n∧m̂′ ∈λ(I ′)∧co(I) 6= co(I ′)∧IR(m,m′,SD) = true} is defined
as the interface set invoked by n, i.e., the set of interfaces that are directly/indirectly

call

m6

call call call

m10

m1 m2 m4 m8

call call call

m3 m5 m9m7

call call

Figure 5.12: An Example Method Calling Graph
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invoked by n. n is an interaction method if Φ(n, I) 6= ;, i.e., it invokes interfaces of
other components. IMS is the set of all interaction methods of the software.

During the execution of an interaction method, one or more interfaces can
be instantiated. According to Definition 5.8, MainClass.main is an interaction
method and it invokes interfaces I1

C1 and I1
C2.

5.5.3 Connector Model Discovery

For each interaction method, we discover a connector model to describe the ex-
ecution behavior of its invoked interfaces using process discovery techniques
(e.g., [LFvdA13], [WWvdA+09]). As introduced in Section 5.3, a connector
model is represented as a WF-net where each transition represents an inter-
face. For example, interfaces I1

C1 and I1
C2 are executed in sequence according to

Connector1 in Figure 5.3.
To discover such a connector model, an event log describing the interface

execution behavior is required. Within an event log, events are typically sorted
by cases and are totally ordered [VBVDvdA11]. The event log for each interac-
tion method is named interaction log where an event is referred to an interface
execution and all interfaces that are invoked by the same interaction method
execution are sorted as a case. To construct an interaction log, we need to iden-
tify events that record interface executions from the software execution data. To
this end, we extract for each interface its execution data from SD according to
Definition 4.6. Consider for example, the execution data of I1

C1 is {m2,m4,m6,m8}
and that of I1

C2 is {m1}.
Then, we create the interaction log from interface execution data. Each

event e in the interaction log has four attributes: (1) #case(e) is the case id; (2)
#Act (e) is the activity name, i.e., the interface name; (3) #trans(e) is the trans-
action information; and (4) #time(e) is the timestamp. Note that these are the
mandatory attributes for any process discovery algorithms [vdA16].

For any interaction method n ∈ IMS, we define R(SD,n) = {r (m)|m ∈ SD∧m̂ = n}
is the set of software runs (executions) of n recorded in the execution data, i.e.,
the interaction log of n contains |R(SD,n)| cases. For example, the set of software
executions for interaction method MainClass.main in the example software exe-
cution data in Table 3.2 is {1}, i.e., only one case is included in the interaction log
of MainClass.main. For any r ∈ R(SD,n), I ∈ IS, θ(r,SDI ) = {m ∈ SDI |r (m) = r} is the
set of all method calls of interface I that are invoked in execution r. θ(r,SDI ) 6= ;
means that I is invoked by interaction method n in execution r. Consider inter-
face I1

C1 as an example, {m2,m4,m6,m8} is its method call set that are invoked in
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execution 1.
Next, we create two events, denoted as es and ec, to represent the start and

complete of an interface execution. Detailed attributes of these two events are
set as follows:

• #case(es) = #case(ec) = r are the case ids, i.e., the case id is defined by the
software execution;

• #Act (es) =#Act (ec) = I are the activity names of es and ec, i.e., the activity
name represents the name of the interface;

• #trans(es) = start and #trans(ec) = complete are the transaction types of es and
ec; and

• #time(es) = Min(θ(r,SDI )) and #time(ec) = Max(θ(r,SDI )) are their timestamps.

Let SDI ⊆UM be the execution data of interface I. We define (1) Min(SDI ) is
the start time of I such that Min(SDI ) = ts(m) iff m ∈ SDI : Øm′ ∈ SDI , ts(e′) < ts(e),
e.g., the start time of I1

C1 is 18911599017082; and (2) Max(SDI ) is the complete
time of I such that Max(SDI )= te(m) iff m ∈ SDI : Øm′ ∈ SDI , te(m′) > te(m), e.g., the
complete time of I1

C1 is 18911605994627.
For example, the two events created for interface I1

C1 based on the example
software execution data in Table 3.2 are described as follows:

• #case(es)= #case(ec) = 1;

• #Act (es)=#Act (ec) = I1
C1;

• #trans(es) = start and #trans(ec) = complete; and

• #time(es) = 18911599017082 and #time(ec) = 18911605994627.

After obtaining the interaction log of an interaction method, we discover
its connector model. Theoretically, we can use any existing process discovery
approaches. In this paper, we use Inductive Miner (IM) [LFvdA13] which is
known as the state-of-the-art process discovery approach. In addition, the IM
guarantees that all discovered connector models are sound WF-nets.

5.5.4 Interface Cardinality Identification

Each transition in the connector model refers to an interface behavioral model
as defined in Section 4.5. The interface cardinality reveals the number of inter-
face instances that are invoked during one execution of an interaction method.
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An interface instance represents one run (or execution) of the interface and
the invocation of an interaction method may invoke one or more interleaved
instances of the same interface. To obtain the cardinality information for each
interface, we need to investigate the interface execution data and identify the
number of instances.

For object-oriented software, an interface instance involves a number of in-
teracting objects. Therefore, the interface cardinality identification problem is
essentially the identification of different groups of interacting objects from the
execution data. To facilitate the identification of all groups of interacting ob-
jects, we (1) first construct an Object Interaction graph for each interface run
in the interface execution data following Definition 4.7; and (2) then detect
all weakly connected components that each represents an independent interface
instance.

Definition 5.9 (Object Interaction Graph Per Interface Run) For any execution
r ∈ R(SD,n), θ(r,SDI ) is the execution data of SDI in execution r. GI = (VI ,RI ) is its
Object Interaction (OI) graph such that

• VI = {η(m)|m ∈ θ(r,SDI )}; and

• RI = {(o1,o2) ∈ VI ×VI |∃m ∈ SDI : η(c(m)) = o1 ∧η(m) = o2}.

After constructing the OI graph, the interface instance set of θ(r,SDI ) is defined
as follows below.

Definition 5.10 (Interface Instance Set) Φ(I ,r)⊆ P(VI ) \ {;} is the interface in-
stance set of θ(r,SDI ) such that:

•
⋃

ϕ∈Φ(I ,r )
ϕ=VI ;

• ∀
ϕ1,ϕ2∈Φ(I ,r )

ϕ1∩ϕ2=; ∧ RI ∩((ϕ1×ϕ2)∪(ϕ2×ϕ1))=;, i.e., there is not overlap

between any two instances; and

• ØΦ′(I ,r)⊆P(VI ) \ {;} such that

–
⋃

ϕ′∈Φ′(I ,r )
ϕ′ =VC ;

– ∀
ϕ1,ϕ2∈Φ′(I ,r )

ϕ1 ∩ϕ2 =;∧RC ∩ ((ϕ1 ×ϕ2)∪ (ϕ2 ×ϕ1))=;; and

– |Φ′(I ,r)| > |Φ(I ,r)|.
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According to Definition 5.10, each interface instance is represented by a set
of objects that are connected with each other. Consider the execution data of
interface I1

C1 with execution id 1. Its OI graph contains two separated vertices
(3b7359cb and 614b152d), and therefore we identify two interface instances for
this interface execution. Based on the identified interface instances, we obtain
the interface cardinality that indicates the number of interface instances that
are invoked by one interaction method execution.

Definition 5.11 (Interface Cardinality) C : IS → {1,+} is the instance cardinal-
ity function of an interface such that for any I ∈ IS, C(I) = 1 if |Φ(I ,r)| = 1 for all
r ∈ R(SD,n) whereΦ(I ,r) is the instance set of I; C(I) =+ if ∃r ∈ R(SD,n): |Φ(I ,r)| > 1.

Consider interfaces I1
C1 and I1

C2 that are invoked by MainClass.main, their
cardinalities are 1 and +. The interaction model can be constructed based on
the obtained connector model and interface cardinality information. The in-
teraction model of MainClass.main as shown in Figure 5.13 can be described
as follows: once the interaction method is called, it will invoke the connec-
tor model which defines the execution behavior of interfaces. The execution
of each interface (transition) will invoke its corresponding interface behavioral
model one or multiple times as indicated by the instance cardinality. Note that
each time an interface is invoked, it will instantiate one or multiple interface
instances.

MainClass.main()

Class1.init() Class1.perform()

IC1
1

Class2.init()

IC2
1

IC2
1

IC1
1

1

Connector 1

+

Figure 5.13: An Interaction Model Example

After discovering all component models and all interaction models, the ar-
chitectural model can be constructed. The discovered architectural model of the
example software from the execution data in Table 3.2 should look like the one
shown in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.14: A Simplified Architectural View of the Example Software

Besides a detailed architectural model with interface behavioral models,
cardinality information and connector behavioral models, we provide multi-
ple views to allow users navigate from fined-grained architectural models to
coarse-grained ones by hiding unimportant information. Consider for example,
Figure 5.14 shows a simplified view of the architectural model in Figure 5.3
by hiding the interface behavior models. Compared with the original one, the
architectural view in Figure 5.14 is much simpler and easy for users to under-
stand. However, the simplified architectural view lost some information that
may cause ambiguity. For example, the invocation order of Connector 2 and
Connector 3 is unclear when invoked by interface I1

C1. Similarly, we can go fur-
ther to hide the connector models as well as the cardinality information. All in
all, the use of multi-view mechanism provides a flexible manner to present the
discovered software architecture, and users should make a reasonable balance
between the simplicity and the analysis requirements.

5.6 Comparative Evaluation

In this section, we compare our software architectural discovery approach with
existing approaches by taking the AISWorld software software in Section 1.3 as
a case study.

As ground truth knowledge, we know this software contains three compo-
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nents, denoted as Starter, Member and MailingServer. Based on the interface
identification approaches presented in Section 4, we identify one interface (de-
noted as I0) for Starter, two interfaces (denoted as I1 and I3) for Member, and
one interface (denoted as I2) for MailingServer. Note that each interface repre-
sents a clear function that can be used by other components. For example, I1

is responsible for updating news, and I2 is responsible for registering members,
delegating news updates, and un-registering members.

Based on the identified components and interfaces, we construct an architec-
tural model by statically binding interfaces using existing architecture models,
e.g., [ASSF11], [SSSH14]. The constructed architectural model looks like the
one shown in Figure 2.4. According to Figure 2.4, we can see that it focuses
on the component-level description of the software architecture but each com-
ponent is simply treated as a black box and its internal behavior is unclear. In
addition, the interaction behaviors are simply represented by the static binding
of interfaces, which is over simplified. More precisely, it does not provide any
insights on (1) the interaction behavior of the interfaces (i.e., how interfaces
are executed); and (2) the invocation cardinality of each invoked interface. For
example, the execution behavior as well as the cardinality of I1 and I2 when
invoked by I0 is not clear based on Figure 2.4.

By taking the execution data and identified components and interfaces as
input, the architectural model of the AISWorld software based on our discovery
approach is shown in Figure 5.15. Note that this model is re-drawn to improve
readability. According to Figure 5.15, we can see that (1) it contains three com-
ponent models and two interaction models; (2) each component model is rep-
resented by a set of interface behavioral models rather than simply a black box;
and (3) each connector model is represented by a workflow net that describes
the behavior of all invoked interfaces. For example, the interaction model of
TestMail.main shows that it will invoke a parallel execution of I1 and I2. In
addition, I2 is executed once and I1 is instantiated multiple times during the
execution as indicated by the instance cardinality.

As a conclusion, our approach supports the discovery of more precise soft-
ware architectural models compared with existing approaches, which provides
more insights for software architecture comprehension and re-engineering.

5.7 Conclusion

To overcome the limitations of existing architectural models, a new type of soft-
ware architectural model was presented in this chapter. The proposed soft-
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Figure 5.15: Architectural Model of the AISWorld Software Discovered by Our Approach

ware architectural models can describe inter-component interactions and inter-
nal component behavior, which takes advantages of both (1) existing program
comprehension approaches that focus on detailed program behavior description
while neglecting architectural interaction information; and (2) existing soft-
ware architecture reconstructing approaches that emphasize high-level compo-
nent interaction description but omit the internal behavior of each component.
Then, the multi-instance Petri net is presented by extending classical Petri nets
to formalize its semantics. After that, a novel approach is proposed to discover
architectural models by exploiting tremendous amounts of software execution
data. Besides a detailed architectural model, we provide multiple views to allow
users navigate from fined-grained architectural models to coarse-grained ones.
The effectiveness of our proposed approaches was validated by a comparative
software case study.
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Chapter 6 We present a general framework to support design pattern de-
tection by taking as input the source code and software execution data. This
chapter is based on the publication [LvDAvdA18d].

Chapter 7 We present a general framework to support design pattern de-
tection from software execution data, i.e., without requiring the source code as
input. This chapter is based on the publications [LvDAvdA18c], [LvDAvdA19].





Chapter 6
Design Pattern Detection from
Source Code and Execution
Data

In Chapters 3-5, we analyzed software execution data to obtain models of soft-
ware behavior in the form of Petri nets. However, when designing software,
engineers think in terms of design patterns. In Chapters 6-7, we focus on the
detection of design patterns used in software.

6.1 Introduction

Design patterns are descriptions of communicating objects and classes that are
customized to solve a general design problem in a particular context [Gam95].
The proper use of design patterns leads to the construction of well-structured,
maintainable and reusable software systems [TCSH06]. The detection of im-
plemented design pattern instances during reverse engineering can be useful to

This chapter is based on the following publication:

• Cong Liu, Boudewijn van Dongen, Nour Assy, Wil van der Aalst. "A General Framework to
Detect Behavioral Design Patterns", 40th International Conference on Software Engineering
(ICSE 2018), pp. 234-235, 2018.
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facilitate the understanding of design decisions and architectures of the under-
lying software systems [LvDAvdA18d].

A design pattern is a tuple of software elements, such as classes and meth-
ods, conforming to a set of constraints. Generally speaking, constraints can
be described from both structural and behavioral aspects. The former defines
classes and their inter-relationships while the latter specifies how classes and
objects interact with each other. Many techniques have been proposed for the
detection of design patterns in the past decades. In general, these techniques
can be categorized as static analysis techniques, dynamic analysis techniques,
and the combination of both.

• Static analysis techniques take the source code as input and only consider
structural connections among classes of the patterns. Therefore, the pat-
tern instances that are detected based on static analysis techniques only
satisfy structural constraints.

• Dynamic analysis techniques take software execution data as input and
consider sequences of the method calls and interactions of the objects.

• Combined analysis techniques take the candidate design pattern instances
(detected by static analysis techniques) and software execution data as
input, and check whether the candidate pattern instances conform to the
behavioral constraints. Therefore, the identified pattern instances using
combined techniques match both structural and behavioral constraints.

Compared with single static or dynamic analysis techniques, the combined
techniques have the following advantages: (1) the false positives caused by
static techniques can be eliminated because the candidate pattern instances are
examined with respect to the behavioral constraints based on the execution
data; and (2) the search space explosion problem caused by dynamic analy-
sis techniques for large-scale software systems with big execution data can be
reduced because the static techniques help narrow down the search scope of
execution data to those only related to the detected candidates. Even though
the combined techniques have a lot of advantages, existing approaches and
tools that support these techniques suffer from the following problems: incom-
plete description of design pattern instances, inaccurate behavioral constraint
checking, and inability to support novel design patterns, as discussed in [Lv-
DAvdA18d].

This chapter presents a general framework to support the detection of design
patterns by addressing the problems that existing work cannot handle. Given
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an incomplete candidate pattern instance detected by static techniques, we pro-
pose to discover missing roles before checking the behavioral constraints. In
addition, to ensure the correctness of behavioral constraints checking for exe-
cution data that involve multiple pattern instance invocations, we precisely de-
fine the notion of pattern instance invocation and propose a refactoring of the
execution data in such a way that each refactored data represents a pattern in-
stance invocation. The framework definition is generic and can be instantiated
to support new patterns (or new pattern variants). In this chapter, we introduce
the instantiation of the framework for typical behavioral and creational pat-
tern, such as the observer pattern, state pattern, strategy pattern, and singleton
pattern, to demonstrate the effectiveness and applicability.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 presents
the related work. Section 6.3 formalizes the general framework to detect design
patterns by taking as input source code and execution data. Section 6.4 takes
the observer pattern as an example to illustrate an instantiation of the proposed
framework. In Sections 6.5-6.6, we illustrate the generic nature of the frame-
work by using the state, strategy and singleton patterns. Section 6.7 presents
the experimental evaluation. Finally, Section 6.8 concludes this chapter.

6.2 Related Work

In this section, we discuss related work on design pattern detection for object-
oriented software systems. Generally speaking, existing approaches can be clas-
sified as static analysis-based approaches, dynamic analysis-based approaches
and combined analysis-based approaches according to their inputs and tech-
niques. Static analysis-based approaches, e.g., [NSW+02], [SO06], [TCSH06],
[DZS09], take as input source code and identify design patterns by syntax pars-
ing techniques. Dynamic analysis-based approaches, e.g., [APRR10], [APRR09],
[LvDAvdA18c], take as input execution data and identify design patterns by an-
alyzing typical structures extracted from execution data. Differently, combined
analysis-based approaches, e.g., [HHHL03], [VDMT10], [WO06], first identify
design patterns from source code, and then check the validity of detected pat-
terns against the execution data.

Table 6.1 summarizes some typical design pattern detection approaches by
considering the type of analysis (i.e., static, dynamic and the combination of
both), the description of pattern instances (i.e., what roles are used to describe
the pattern), tool support availability, and extensibility of the approach. Ac-
cording to Table 6.1, existing combined analysis techniques have the following
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Table 6.1: Summary of Design Pattern Detection Approaches

Reference Analysis Type Pattern Instance Tool Extensibility
[NSW+02] static analysis class 3/7 7

[SO06] static analysis class 3 3

[TCSH06] static analysis class & method 3 7

[DZS09] static analysis class 3/7 7

[DLDGR09b] static analysis class 3/7 7

[FZ11] static analysis class 3 7

[BCDL14] static analysis class 3 7

[DMT15] static analysis class 3 7

[BCDR+15] static analysis class 3 7

[APRR10]
[APRR09] dynamic analysis – 7 7

[LvDAvdA18c] dynamic analysis class & method 7 7

[HHHL03] combined analysis class & method 7 7

[WO06] combined analysis class & method 7 7

[VDMT10] combined analysis class 3/7 7

[NGA10] combined analysis class 7 7

[DLDGR09a] combined analysis class 3/7 7

Note that: – means the pattern instance is unclear based on the paper, and 3/7 means the tool is introduced
in the paper but is not available online or does not work any more because of the outdated dependencies.

problems that may limit their accuracy and applicability in the large:

• Incompleteness of detected pattern instances. A design pattern instance
is represented as a tuple of the participating classes and methods each act-
ing a certain role. Most existing combined techniques (e.g., [DLDGR09a],
[NGA10], [VDMT10]) only return entities in the key (class) roles of a de-
sign pattern instance while other roles are missing. For example, De Lucia
et al. [DLDGR09a] use the subject and observer class roles to represent
an observer pattern instance without considering any method roles. The
incomplete description of pattern instances may influence the accuracy of
behavioral constraint checking as some (method) roles that need to be
verified are missing. In addition, a lot of manual work is required to fully
understand the detected pattern instances if it is not complete [PLN10].

• Unclear definition of pattern instance invocation. To check the behav-
ioral constraints of a candidate pattern instance, both formal specification
of the design pattern and software execution data that characterize the ac-
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tual execution behavior of the candidate are needed. Normally, the behav-
ioral constraints are defined based on the notion of pattern instance invo-
cation that represents one independent execution of the pattern instance.
One needs to check the behavioral constraints against all pattern instance
invocations. Existing approaches (e.g., [DLDGR09a], [DLDGR10]) typi-
cally generate the execution data by monitoring a set of test cases with an
implicit assumption that one execution of a test case represents an invo-
cation of the candidate, i.e., each generated execution data represents an
invocation. However, the execution data that are generated by monitoring
the real execution of a software system normally contains multiple inter-
leaved pattern instance invocations. This may cause inaccurate behavioral
constraint checking results.

• Inability to support novel design patterns. An approach is extensible if
it can be easily adapted or extended to some novel design patterns rather
than only supporting a sub-group of existing design patterns. Existing
combined approaches do not provide effective solutions to support new
emerging design patterns with novel structures and behaviors. This will
limit the applicability of existing approaches in the large.

6.3 A General Framework to Detect Design Patterns
from Source Code and Execution Data

Figure 6.1 shows an overview of the framework to detect design patterns by
combining both static and dynamic analysis techniques. Design pattern spec-
ification, candidate pattern instances (detected from software source code),
and software execution data are required as the input artifacts. It involves
two main phases, i.e., complete pattern instance discovery, and behavioral con-
straint checking. The design pattern specification and the two involved phases
are detailed in the following.

6.3.1 Design Pattern Specification

A design pattern specification precisely defines how a design pattern should be
organized, which includes the role set that is involved in the design pattern, the
definition of pattern instance, a set of structural constraints, the definition of
pattern instance invocation, and a set of behavioral constraints.
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Incomplete Pattern Instances
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Execution Data Complete Pattern Instances

Figure 6.1: A General Overview of the Combination Pattern Detection Framework

Definition 6.1 (Design Pattern Specification) A design pattern is defined as
DP = (UP

R ,rs,sc,pii,bc) such that:

• Role set. UP
R ⊆UR is the role set of a design pattern where UR is the universe

of roles.

• Pattern instance. rs : UP
R → (UN ∪UC ) is a mapping from the roles to their

values (methods or classes). Essentially, it is a concrete implementation of
the design pattern.

• Structural constraints. sc : (UP
R →UN ∪UC ) →B where B= {true, false} is

used to check the structural constraints of a pattern instance.

• Pattern Instance Invocation Identification. pii :P(UM ) → P(P(UM )) is a
function that identifies a set of pattern instance invocations from the method
call set of a pattern instance.1

1Note that the way invocations are identified is specific to each pattern design.
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• Behavioral Constraints. bc :P(P(UM ))→B is used to check the behavioral
constraints of all invocations of a pattern instance.

Definition 6.1 presents a general specification of design patterns. For spe-
cific design patterns, e.g., the observer pattern, this definition should be further
detailed. According to Definition 6.1, a pattern instance is represented as a
tuple of the participants (classes and methods) each representing a particular
role. A pattern instance should satisfy both the structural constraints and the
behavioral constraints.

6.3.2 (Incomplete) Candidate Pattern Instances

Static analysis techniques (e.g., [SO06], [TCSH06]) take as input the source
code and return a set of candidate pattern instances by considering only the in-
formation extracted statically from the source code, for example the relationship
among classes. However, these approaches may result in a high false positive
rate (especially for behavioral design patterns) because of their inability to use
the actual runtime information. By taking the software source code as input, ex-
isting static analysis techniques can return a set of candidate pattern instances.
These statically detected candidate pattern instances may be incomplete and
contain false positives. Formally, crs : UP

R 9 (UN ∪UC ) is a partial function that
maps a sub-set of roles to its corresponding values. If there are no existing tech-
niques to detect such candidate pattern instances, we have dom(crs) =;, which
means in the discovery part we need to brute force all possibilities.

6.3.3 Complete Pattern Instance Discovery

Candidate pattern instances detected by existing static tools may be incom-
plete, e.g., some roles that are needed to do the behavioral constraint check-
ing are missing, and therefore, we need to discover the complete description
for those incomplete candidate pattern instances. In this chapter, software
execution data SD are used to complete the candidates in an exhaustive way.
Formally, cc : (UP

R 9(UN ∪UC ))→P(UP
R → (UN ∪UC )) is a function that maps an

incomplete candidate pattern instance to a set of complete pattern instances.
For any crs ∈ UP

R 9 (UN ∪UC ),rs ∈ cc(crs), we have sc(rs)=true, i.e., the structural
constraints should hold for each discovered complete pattern instance.
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6.3.4 Behavioral Constraint Checking

The complete pattern instance discovery takes as input a set of incomplete can-
didate pattern instances which may contain false positives, and therefore, the
discovered complete candidate pattern instances inevitably contain false posi-
tives. For each complete candidate pattern instance rs and its execution data
SD, we check if the behavioral constraints given in the specification are satisfied
with respect to all invocations of a pattern instance, i.e., bc(pii(SD)) = true. A
candidate pattern instance is valid if there exists at least one pattern instance
invocation that satisfies all constraints, otherwise, it is not valid according to
the execution data.

6.3.5 Framework Instantiation

Given a software system and a new design pattern, simply denoted as pattern
X, the framework needs to be instantiated to support the detection of pattern X.
To execute the framework, design pattern specification, (incomplete) candidate
pattern instances, and software execution data that cover the behavior of all
candidates are required. These execution data are collected by automatically
instrumenting method calls of classes that play a role in the detected candidate
pattern instances. This avoids generating too much data that are not relevant
to the candidate pattern instances that we are going to check. In principle, we
can also start from full execution data but this is often infeasible. To test the
applicability, we instantiate the proposed methodology to detect the observer,
singleton, state and strategy patterns. Detailed explanations of the applicability
to the observer pattern is given in the next section with a running example. For
the state and strategy patterns, their structures are identical and they differ only
in their runtime behavior, these two patterns are indistinguishable by existing
static tools [WO06].

6.4 Detection of the Observer Design Pattern

This section takes the observer pattern as an example to demonstrate the in-
stantiation of the proposed framework in Section 6.3.
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6.4.1 Introduction of the Observer Pattern

The observer design pattern [Gam95] defines a one-to-many dependency be-
tween objects so that when one object changes state, all its dependents are
automatically notified. The structure of the observer design pattern is shown
in Figure 6.2. The key participants of this pattern are Subject and Observer. In
this pattern, there are many Observer objects which are observing a particular
Subject object. Observers are interested and want to be notified when the Subject
undergoes a change. Therefore, they register themselves to that Subject. When
an Observer loses interest in the Subject they simply unregister from it. This
pattern is also referred to as the Publish-Subscribe pattern.

The observer pattern defines a Subject class that (1) keeps track of a list
of Observer references; (2) sends notifications to its registered observers on
state changes; and (3) provides interfaces for registering and unregistering Ob-
server objects. The Observer interface defines an update interface for objects
that should be notified when the subject changes. When the state of Subject is
changed, it invokes the notify method that implements a sequential call of the
update methods on all registered Observer objects.

The following naming conventions refer to roles that act in the observer
pattern. Note that this naming convention is only used for explanations and our
approach does not rely on these names.

• Observer is an interface that defines an updating interface for objects that
should be notified of changes;

+register()

+unregister()

+notify()

Subject
+update()

«interface»

Observer

+update()

ConcreteObserver

observes

foreach o in observers{

      0->update()     

}

Figure 6.2: Structure of the Observer Design Pattern
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• Subject is a class that stores the state of interest to Observer objects and
sends notifications to its interested objects when its state changes;

• notify is a method that is responsible for notifying the observers of a state
change in the Subject;

• update is a method implemented by the Observer objects and can be called
by the notify method;

• register is a method responsible for adding Observer objects to a Subject
object; and

• unregister is a method responsible for removing Observer objects from a
Subject object.

In the following discussion, we assume that register, unregister and notify are
contained in a single class and are not distributed in different hierarchies. This
is not an unnatural restriction but reflects object-oriented design principles.

6.4.2 Candidate Observer Pattern Instances

This section discusses how to prepare the candidate observer pattern instances
that are required to execute the detection based on the framework.

According to the Design Pattern Detection (DPD) tool2, we detect one ob-
server pattern instance by taking the source code of the AISWorld software as
input. This pattern instance can be described as: class Member plays the role of
Observer, class MailingServer plays the role of Subject, and method notifyMem-
bers plays the role of notify. Other roles, like update, register and unregister, are
not detected by the DPD tool.

6.4.3 Discovery and Checking of the Observer Pattern

Incomplete descriptions of candidate pattern instances are not enough to per-
form precise behavioral constraint checking. Therefore, we first need to discover
the missing roles of an incomplete candidate pattern instance, and then check
if it conforms to the behavioral constraints.

According to Definition 6.1, we first formalize the specification for observer
design pattern that includes role set, pattern instance definition, structural con-
straints description, behavioral constraints description, and the definition of
invocation.

2https://users.encs.concordia.ca/~nikolaos/pattern_detection.html

https://users.encs.concordia.ca/~nikolaos/pattern_detection.html
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Definition 6.2 (Role Set and Pattern Instance of Observer Pattern) Role set
of the observer pattern is defined as UO

R = UO
RC ∪UO

RM where UO
RC = {Sub,Obs} is a

set of class-level roles and UO
RM = {not,upd,reg,unr} is a set of method-level roles.

rso : UO
R → (UC ∪UN ) is a mapping from the role set of observer pattern to their

values such that ∀r ∈ UO
RC : rso(r) ∈UC and ∀r ∈ UO

RM : rso(r) ∈UN .

A pattern instance defines a binding from a set of roles to their values.
A candidate observer pattern instance may be incomplete, i.e., some roles do
not have a value. crso : UO

R 9UN ∪UC is a partial function that maps a subset
of roles of the observer pattern to their corresponding values. For the candi-
date observer pattern instance detected from the AISWorld software, we have
dom(crso) = {Sub,Obs,not}, rso(Sub) = MailingServer, rso(not) = notifyMembers, and
rso(Obs) = Member. The values of other roles are missing.

To discover missing values, we formalize the structural constraints of the ob-
server pattern. Some useful notations are introduced. pc : UN →P(UC ) defines
a mapping from a method to its parameter class set. ms : UC →P(UM ) defines a
mapping from a class to its method set. rc : UN →P(UM ) defines a mapping from
a method to its return class (type). iv : UN →P(UN ) defines a mapping from a
method to its invoked method set.

Definition 6.3 (Structural Constraints of Observer Pattern) For each observer
pattern instance rso, sco(rso) = true iff:

• rso(not) ∈ ms(rso(Sub)), i.e., notify is a method of Subject; and

• rso(reg) ∈ ms(rso(Sub)), i.e., register is a method of Subject; and

• rso(unr) ∈ ms(rso(Sub)), i.e., unregister is a method of Subject; and

• rso(upd) ∈ ms(rso(Obs)), i.e., update is a method of Observer; and

• rso(Obs) ∈ pc(rso(reg)), i.e., register should contain a parameter of Observer
type; and

• rso(Obs) ∈ pc(rso(unr)), i.e., unregister should contain a parameter of Ob-
server type; and

• rso(Obs) ∉ pc(rso(not)), i.e., notify should not contain a parameter of Ob-
server type; and

• rso(upd) ∈ iv(rso(not)), i.e., update should be invoked by notify; and
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Table 6.2: Two Discovered Observer Candidate Pattern Instances

Sub Obs not upd reg unr
rso

1 MailingServer Member notifyMember update register unregister
rso

2 MailingServer Member notifyMember update unregister register

• rso(reg) 6= rso(unr), i.e., register and unregister can not be the same method.

As the discovery aims to find missing values for incomplete pattern instances
using the structural constraints and the execution data, it will inevitably pro-
duce some false positives. For example, by taking (1) the incomplete observer
pattern instance detected from the AISWorld software, (2) the structural con-
straints of observer pattern in Definition 6.3, and (3) the execution data in Table
2.2 as input, we obtain two complete candidate observer pattern instances, de-
noted as rso

1 and rso
2, as shown in Table 6.2. For rso

1, we have rso
1(upd) = update,

rso
1(reg) = register and rso

1(unr) = unregister. For rso
2, we have rso

2(upd) = update,
rso

2(reg) = unregister, and rso
2(unr) = register. Please note that the methods that

play the roles of register and unregister are undistinguishable by only consider-
ing the structural constraints.

Because one or more invocations may be involved in the execution data, we
need to identify independent observer pattern instance invocations. Given an
observer pattern instance, not all method calls in software execution data are
relevant with this instance. Therefore, the invocation should be defined based
on the execution data of an observer pattern instance.

Definition 6.4 (Invocation of Observer Pattern Instance) Let rso be an observer
pattern instance and SD be the execution data. SDO = {m ∈ SD | ∃r ∈U O

R : rso(r) = m̂}
are the execution data of observer pattern instance rso. We define the invocation
set of rso as piio(SD) = piio(SDO) = {I1, I2, . . . , In} ⊆P(SDO) \ {;}, such that:

• for any Ii ∈ piio(SDO), m ∈ Ii where 1 ≤ i ≤ n, there exists o ∈UO and rso(Sub)
∈ ô such that:

– (m̂ = rso(reg)∨m̂ = rso(unr)∨m̂ = rso(not)) ∧(η(m) = o), i.e., the object
of each method call is the Subject object and the method should play
the roles of register, unregister or notify; or

– m̂ = rso(upd)∧η(c(m)) = o∧ rso(Obs) ∈ �η(m), i.e., the caller object of each
method call is the Subject object and the method should play the role of
update.
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• for any Ii, Ij ∈ piio(SDO), m ∈ Ii, m′ ∈ Ij where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n∧ i 6= j, there does not
exist o ∈UO and rso(Sub) ∈ ô such that (η(m) = o∨η(c(m)) = o)∧ (η(c(m′)) = o∨
η(m′) = o).

According to Definition 6.4, an observer pattern instance invocation starts
with the creation of one Subject object and involves all method calls such that:
(1) the method plays a role in the observer pattern instance; and (2) its object
is the Subject object or its caller object is the Subject object and the object is
an Observer object. The second condition in Definition 6.4 guarantees that the
invocation set is unique. Consider the execution data in Table 2.2, the execution
data of candidate observer pattern instance rso

1 is SDO={mi|5≤i≤14∧18 ≤ i ≤ 24}.
We have piio(SDO)={I1

O, I2
O} with IO

1 ={mi|5 ≤ i ≤ 14} and IO
2 = {mi| 18 ≤ i ≤ 24} be

the observer pattern instance invocation set.
After obtaining a set of complete candidate pattern instances and refactor-

ing execution data by invocation identification, we can check if a candidate
conforms to the behavioral constraints. To this end, we need to formally define
the behavioral constraints of the observer pattern. The following operators are
defined on the basis of each invocation.

Given an invocation I ⊆ SD, we define the following operators:

• For any n ∈UN , N(I ,n) = {m ∈ I|m̂ = n} is a set of method calls with n being
its method in I ;

• For any M ⊆ I, CO(M) = {o ∈UO|∃m ∈ M : η(m) = o} is the object set of M;

• For any n ∈UN , c ∈UC , PS(I ,n,c) = {o ∈UO| ∃m ∈ I : m̂ = n∧o ∈ p(m)∧ ô ∈ c}
is a set of (input) parameter objects of method calls with n being their
method and these objects are of class type c in I;

• For any m ∈UM , Iv(I ,m) = {m′ ∈ I|c(m′) = m} is the invoked method call set
of method call m in I; and

• For any m ∈UM , Pre(I ,m) = {m′ ∈ I|te(m′) < ts(m)} is the set of method calls
that are invoked before method call m in I.

Then, the behavioral constraints of the observer pattern are defined as fol-
lows:

Definition 6.5 (Behavioral Constraints of Observer Pattern) For each observer
pattern instance rso, the behavioral constraints bco(piio(SDO)) = true iff there exists
an invocation I ∈ piio(SDO) such that:
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• |N(I ,rso(not))| ≥ 1∧|N(I ,rso(upd))| ≥ 1∧|N(I ,rso(reg))| ≥ 1∧|N(I ,rso(unr))| ≥ 1,
i.e., for each observer pattern invocation, notify, update, register and unreg-
ister methods should be invoked at least once; and

• ∀
o∈PS(I ,rso(reg),rso(Obs))∪PS(I ,rso(unr),rso(Obs))

( ∃
m∈I

m̂ = rso(reg)∧o ∈ p(m))∧ ( ∀
m∈I

∃
m′∈I

m̂

= rso(reg)∧ m̂′ = rso(unr)∧o ∈ p(m)∧o ∈ p(m′)∧ te(m) < ts(m′)), i.e., for each
observer pattern invocation an observer object should be first registered to
the Subject object and then unregistered from it; and

• ∀
m∈I∧m̂=rso(not)

CO(N(Iv(I ,m),rso(upd))) = (PS(Pre(I ,m),rso(reg),rso(Obs))\

PS(Pre(I ,m),rso(unr),rso(Obs))), i.e., a notify method should invoke the up-
date methods of all Observer objects that are currently registered to the Sub-
ject object.

A candidate pattern instance is valid if there exists at least one invocation
that satisfies all behavioral constraints, otherwise, it is not valid. Consider the
candidate observer pattern instances in Table 6.2 and its corresponding invo-
cations IO

1 and IO
2 , rso

1 is a valid observer pattern instance but rso
2 is not. This

is because the second behavioral constraint is violated, i.e., some unregister
methods are invoked before the register methods for both invocations of rso

2.

6.5 Detection of State and Strategy Design Patterns

This section takes both the state and strategy patterns as examples to illustrate
the generic nature of the proposed framework. For state and strategy patterns,
their static structures are identical, and therefore, they cannot be distinguished
by existing static analysis techniques [WO06].

6.5.1 Introduction of State and Strategy Patterns

The state design pattern allows an object to change its behavior when its in-
ternal state changes [Gam95]. The structure of the state pattern is shown in
Figure 6.3. The key participants of this pattern are Context and State. Context
is a class that keeps a State object as its state and it has two methods. One is
the setState method that is used to update the current state of Context and the
other one is the request method that is responsible for delegating requests to the
current State object. State is an interface for handling the behavior, and handle
is the concrete method.
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+request()

Context

+handle()

«interface»
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+handle()
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state

state->handle()     

+handle()

ConcreteStateB

Figure 6.3: Structure of the State Design Pattern

As for the strategy design pattern, it is used when we have multiple algo-
rithms for a specific task and the client decides the actual implementation to be
used [Gam95]. The structure of the strategy pattern is shown in Figure 6.4. The
key participants of this pattern are Context and Strategy. Context is a class that
keeps a Strategy object and it has two methods. One is the setStrategy method
that is used to change the current strategy object and the other one is the con-
textInterface method that is responsible for delegating requests to the Strategy
object. Strategy is an interface for handling the behavior, and algorithmInterface
is the concrete implementation.

6.5.2 Candidate State and Strategy Pattern Instances

This section discusses how to prepare the candidate state and strategy pattern
instances and execution data that are required to execute the detection based
on the framework. We give two software examples that implement a state pat-
tern and a strategy pattern. The first one is a payment software system that
allows customers selecting to pay by cash or by card. It implements the strategy
pattern. The second one is a light control software system that can change the
light from on to off and vice visa. It implements the state pattern. We created
their execution data by monitoring 10 executions of these two software exam-
ples. Excerpts of the execution data of these two software are shown in Tables
6.16 and 6.17.

According to the DPD tool, we detect four candidate pattern instances by
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ConcreteStrategyB

Figure 6.4: Structure of the Strategy Design Pattern

taking the source code as input. The state and strategy patterns are indistin-
guishable at this stage, hence, we cannot tell exactly which candidate is a state
pattern instance and which candidate is a strategy pattern instance. The first
two candidates can be described as: class Payment plays the role of Context,
class PayMethod plays the role of State or Strategy, and method pay plays the role
of request or contextInterface. Similarly, the last two candidates can be described
as: class LightControl plays the role of Context, class LighStatus plays the role of
State or Strategy, and method switch plays the role of request or contextInterface.

6.5.3 Discovery and Checking of the State Pattern

For the state pattern, we introduce how to discover the missing roles of an in-
complete candidate state pattern instance, and check for each candidate whether
it conforms to the behavioral constraints.

Definition 6.6 (Role Set and Pattern Instance of State Pattern) The role set
of the state pattern is defined as US

R = US
RC ∪US

RM where US
RC = {Con,Sta} is a set of

class-level roles and US
RM = {req,han,setS} is a set of method-level roles. rss : U S

R →UC

∪UN is a mapping from the role set of state pattern to their values such that
∀r ∈ US

RC : rss(r) ∈UC and ∀r ∈ US
RM : rss(r) ∈UN .

A candidate state pattern instance may be incomplete. crss : US
R 9UC ∪UN

is a partial function that maps a sub-set of roles of the state pattern to their
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Table 6.3: Two Discovered Candidate State Pattern Instances

Con Sta setS req han
rss

1 Payment PayMethod setPayment pay concretePay
rss

2 LightControl LighStatus setStatus switch concreteSwitch

corresponding values. For both candidates, we have rng(crss) = {Con,Sta,req}.
Differently, we have rss(Con) = Payment, rss(Sta) = PayMethod, and rss(req) = pay
for the first candidate while rss(Con) = LightControl, rss(Sta) = LightStatus, and
rss(req) = switch for the second one.

To discover missing values, we formally define the structural constraints of
the state pattern.

Definition 6.7 (Structural Constraints of State Pattern) For each state pattern
instance rss, scs(rss) = true iff:

• rss(req) ∈ ms(rss(Con)), i.e., request is a method of Context; and

• rss(setS) ∈ ms(rss(Con)), i.e., setState is a method of Context; and

• rss(han) ∈ ms(rss(Sta)), i.e., handle is a method of State; and

• rss(Sta) ∈ pc(rss(setS)), i.e., setState should contain a parameter of State; and

• rss(han) ∈ iv(rss(req)), i.e., handle should be invoked by request.

Then, by taking (1) the incomplete state pattern instance, (2) the structural
constraints of state patterns, and (3) the execution data as input, we obtain two
complete candidate state pattern instances, denoted as rss

1 and rss
2, as shown in

Table 6.3. For rss
1, we have rss

1(setS) = setPayment and rss
1(han) = concretePay. For

rss
2, we have rss

2(setS) = setStatus and rss
2(han) = concreteSwitch. As the discovery

finds missing values for incomplete candidates based on structural constraints
only, it may result in false positives. Therefore, we need to check whether the
discovered candidates conform to the behavioral constraints for each invoca-
tion.

Definition 6.8 (Invocation of State Pattern Instance) Let rss be a state pattern
instance and SD be the execution data. The execution data of rss is SDS={m∈SD|∃r ∈
U S

R :rss(r)=m̂}. We define the invocation set of rss as piis(SD)=piis(SDS)={I1, I2, . . . , In}
⊆P(SDS) \ {;} such that:
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• for any Ii∈piis(SDS), m∈Ii where 1≤i ≤n, there exists o∈UO and rso(Con)∈ô
such that:

– (m̂=rss(req)∨m̂ = rss(setS))∧(η(m) = o), i.e., the object of each method
call is the Context object and the method should play the roles of request
or setState; or

– m̂ = rss(han)∧η(c(m)) = o∧ rss(Sta) ∈ �η(m), i.e., the caller object of each
method call is the Context object and the method should play the role
of handle.

• for any Ii, Ij ∈ piis(SDS), m ∈ Ii, m′ ∈ Ij where 1≤i, j≤n∧ i 6= j, there does not ex-
ist o∈UO and rss(Con) ∈ ô such that (η(m) = o∨η(c(m)) = o)∧ (η(c(m′)) = o∨
η(m′) = o).

According to Definition 6.8, a state pattern instance invocation starts with
the creation of a Context object and involves all method calls, such that (1) the
method plays a role in the state pattern instance; and (2) its object is the Context
object or its caller object is the Context object and the object is a State object.

To check if a candidate state pattern instance conforms to the behavioral
constraints, the behavioral constraints of the state pattern are required. Before
describing these constraints, we first introduce some useful operators. For any
I ⊆ SD, we define:

• For any n ∈UN , Fir(I ,n) is the first method call with n being its method in
I . Fir(I ,n) = m if there exists m ∈ I such that m̂ = n∧Øm′ ∈ I : ts(m′) < ts(m),
otherwise Fir(I ,n) = null;

• For any m ∈UM and c ∈UC , PO(m,c) = {o ∈UO| ô∈c∧ ∃o′∈p(m) :o′= o} is the
(input) parameter object set of m and these objects are of class type c; and

• For any m ∈UM , Suc(I ,m)={m′ ∈ I|ts(m′)>te(m)} is the method call set that
are invoked after m in I .

Definition 6.9 (Behavioral Constraints of State Pattern) For each state pat-
tern instance rss, the behavioral constraints bcs(piis(SDS)) =true iff there exists an
invocation I ∈ piis(SDS) such that:

• |N(I ,rss(req))| ≥ 1∧|N(I ,rss(han))| ≥ 1∧|N(I , rss(setS))| ≥ 1, i.e., for each state
pattern invocation, request, handle and setState methods should be invoked
at least once; and
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• ∀
m∈Suc(I ,Fir(I ,rss(req)))∧m̂=rss(setS)

àη(c(m))∈rss(Con) ∪rss(Sta), i.e., for each state pat-

tern invocation the state change can only be done by either the State or the
Context; and

• ∀
m∈I∧m̂=rss(setS)

∃
m′∈Suc(I ,m)

:m̂′=rss(req)∧PO(m,rss(Sta))=CO(N(Iv(I ,m′),rss(han))),

i.e., for each state pattern invocation, after each state change the handle
method of the new State object should be invoked by the request method.

Consider the candidates in Table 6.3, rss
2 is checked to be a valid state pattern

instance but rss
1 is not. This is because the second constraint is violated when

checking rss
1. If rss

1 is valid, the setPayment method should be invoked by either
the Payment class or the PayMethod class.

6.5.4 Discovery and Checking of the Strategy Pattern

Similar to the state pattern, we do the discovery and behavioral constraints
checking for the strategy pattern.

Definition 6.10 (Role Set and Pattern Instance of Strategy Pattern) Role set of
the strategy pattern is defined as UY

R =UY
RC ∪UY

RM where UY
RC = {Con,Str} is a set of

class-level roles and UY
RM={cont,alg,setS} is a set of method-level roles. rsy : U Y

R →UC

∪UN is a mapping from the role set of strategy pattern to their values such that
∀r ∈ UY

RC : rss(y) ∈UC and ∀r ∈ UY
RM : rsy(r) ∈UN .

A candidate strategy pattern instance may be incomplete. crsy : UY
R 9UC ∪UN

is a partial function that maps a sub-set of roles of the strategy pattern to their
values. For both candidates, we have rng(crsy) = {Con,Str,cont}. Differently, we
have rsy(Con) = Payment, rsy(Str)=PayMethod, and rsy(cont) = pay for the first
candidate while rsy(Con) = LightControl, rsy(Str)=LightStatus, and rsy(cont)=switch
for the second one.

To discover missing values, we formally define the structural constraints of
the strategy pattern.

Definition 6.11 (Structural Constraints of Strategy Pattern) For each strategy
pattern instance rsy, scy(rsy) = true iff:

• rsy(cont) ∈ ms(rsy(Con)), i.e., contextInterface is a method of Context; and

• rsy(setS) ∈ ms(rsy(Con)), i.e., setStrategy is a method of Context; and
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Table 6.4: Two Discovered Candidate Strategy Pattern Instances

Con Str setS cont alg
rs

y
1 Payment PayMethod setPayment pay concretePay

rs
y
2 LightControl LighStatus setStatus switch concreteSwitch

• rsy(alg) ∈ ms(rsy(Str)), i.e., algorithmInterface is a method of Strategy; and

• rsy(Str) ∈ pc(rsy(setS)), i.e., setStrategy should contain a parameter of Strat-
egy type; and

• rsy(alg) ∈ iv(rsy(cont)), i.e., algorithmInterface should be invoked by contex-
tInterface.

Then, by taking (1) the incomplete strategy pattern instances, (2) the struc-
tural constraints of strategy pattern in Definition 6.11, and (3) the execution
data as input, we obtain two complete candidate strategy pattern instances, de-
noted as rsy

1 and rsy
2, as shown in Table 6.4. For rsy

1, we have rsy
1(setS) = setPayment

and rsy
1(alg) = concretePay. For rsy

2, rsy
2(setS)=setStatus and rsy

2(alg)=concreteSwitch.
The next step is to check if the discovered candidates conform to the behavioral
constraints for each invocation.

Definition 6.12 (Invocation of Strategy Pattern Instance) Let rsy be a strategy
pattern instance and SD the execution data. SDY={m ∈ SD|∃r∈U Y

R :rsy(r)=m̂} are
the execution data of rsy. The invocation set of rsy is piiy(SD)=piiy(SDY )={I1, I2, . . . , In}
⊆P(SDY ) \ {;} such that:

• for any Ii ∈ piiy(SDY ), m ∈ Ii where 1 ≤ i ≤ n, there exists o ∈UO and rsy(Con) ∈
ô such that:

– (m̂=rsy(cont)∨m̂=rsy(setS))∧(η(m) = o), i.e., the object of each method
call is the Context object and the method should play the roles of con-
textInterface or setState; or

– m̂ = rsy(alg)∧η(c(m)) = o∧ rsy(Str) ∈ �η(m), i.e., the caller object of each
method call is the Context object and the method should play the role
of algorithmInterface.

• for any Ii, Ij ∈ piiy(SDY ), m ∈ Ii, m′ ∈ Ij where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n∧ i 6= j, there does not
exist o∈UO and rsy(Con) ∈ ô such that (η(m) = o∨η(c(m)) = o)∧ (η(c(m′)) = o∨
eta(m′) = o).
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According to Definition 6.12, a strategy pattern instance invocation starts
with the creation of one Context object and involves all method calls, such that
(1) the method plays a role in the strategy pattern instance; and (2) its object
is the Context object or its caller object is the Context object and the object is a
Strategy object.

To check if a candidate strategy pattern instance conforms to the behavioral
constraints, we formally define the behavioral constraints of the strategy pattern
as follows.

Definition 6.13 (Behavioral Constraints of Strategy Pattern) For each strat-
egy pattern instance rsy, the behavioral constraints bcy(piiy(SDY )) = true iff there
exists an invocation I ∈ piiy(SDY ) such that:

• |N(I ,rsy(cont))|≥1∧|N(I ,rsy(alg))| ≥ 1∧|N(I , rsy(setS))| ≥ 0, i.e., for each strat-
egy pattern invocation the contextInterface and algorithmInterface methods
should be invoked one or more times and the setStrategy method can be in-
voked zero or more times; and

• ∀
m∈I∧m̂=rsy (setS)

áη(c(m))∉ rsy(Con)∪ rsy(Str), i.e., for each strategy pattern invo-

cation the strategy change cannot be done by neither the Strategy nor the
Context; and

• ∀
m∈I∧m̂=rsy (setS)

∃
m′∈Suc(I ,m)

: m̂′=rsy(cont)∧PO(m,rsy(Str))=CO(N(Iv(I ,m′),rsy(alg))),

i.e., for each strategy pattern invocation, after the strategy change the algo-
rithmInterface method of the new Strategy object should be invoked by the
contextInterface method.

Consider the candidates in Table 6.4, rsy
1 is a valid strategy pattern instance

but rsy
2 is not. This is because the second constraint is violated when check-

ing rsy
2. If rsy

2 is valid, the setStatus method should be invoked by neither the
LightControl class nor the LightStatus class.

6.6 Detection of the Singleton Design Pattern

After introducing the instantiation of the framework for three typical behavioral
patterns, we demonstrate its usefulness for the singleton pattern which is know
as one of the simplest creational patterns.
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6.6.1 Introduction of Singleton Patterns

The singleton design pattern ensures a class only has one instantiation (or object)
and provides a global access to it [Gam95]. The key participants of this pattern
are Singleton and getInstance. Singleton is a class that is responsible to create
an object while making sure that only single object gets created. getInstance is
a method of the Singleton class, which provides a way to access its object.

6.6.2 Candidate Singleton Pattern Instances

This section discusses how to prepare the candidate singleton pattern instances
that are required to execute the detection based on the framework.

We first introduce an example piece of software that implements a singleton
pattern. This pattern is used to provide a global logging access point for all
components without being necessary to create an object each time a logging
operation is performed. Based on the DPD tool, one singleton pattern instance
is detected by taking the source code as input. This pattern instance is described
as: class Logger plays the role of Singleton. Note that the getInstance role cannot
be detected by the DPD tool. The execution data are created by monitoring 10
executions of the example software .

6.6.3 Discovery and Checking of the Singleton Pattern

This section discusses how to discover the missing roles of an incomplete can-
didate singleton pattern instance, and check for each candidate whether it con-
forms to the behavioral constraints or not. To do so, the formal specification
and structural constraints of the singleton pattern are defined.

Definition 6.14 (Role Set and Pattern Instance of Singleton Pattern) Role
set of the singleton pattern is defined as UG

R = UG
RC ∪UG

RM where UG
RC ={Sin} is

the class-level role set and UG
RM ={getI} is the method-level role set. rsg : UG

R →
UC ∪UN is a mapping from the role set of singleton pattern to their values such
that ∀r∈UG

RC : rsg (r) ∈UC and ∀r∈UG
RM : rsg (r) ∈UN .

A candidate singleton pattern instance may be incomplete. crsg : UG
R 9UC ∪UN

is a partial function that maps a sub-set of roles of the singleton pattern to its
corresponding values. For the detected candidate singleton pattern instance, we
have rng(crsg ) = {Sin}, i.e., rsg (Sin) = Logger.

To discover missing values, we formally define the structural constraints of
the singleton pattern.
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Table 6.5: A Discovered Candidate Singleton Pattern Instance

Sin GetI
rs

g
1 Logger getLogger()

Definition 6.15 (Structural Constraints of Singleton Pattern) For each single-
ton pattern instance rsg , scg (rsg )=true iff:

• rsg (getInstance) ∈ ms(rsg (Singleton)), i.e., getInstance is a method of Single-
ton; and

• rsg (Singleton)=rc(rsg (getInstance)), i.e., Singleton is the return (class) type of
getInstance.

By taking (1) the incomplete singleton pattern instances, (2) the struc-
tural constraints of singleton pattern in Definition 6.15, and (3) the execution
data as input, we obtain a complete candidate singleton pattern instances, de-
noted as rsg

1 , as shown in Table 6.5. For rsg
1 , we have rsg

1(Sin) = Logger and
rsg

1(GetI) = getLogger. As the discovery finds missing values for incomplete candi-
dates based on structural constraints only, it may result in false positives. There-
fore, we need to check if the discovered candidates conform to the behavioral
constraints for each invocation.

Definition 6.16 (Invocation of Singleton Pattern Instance) Let rsg be a single-
ton pattern instance and SD be the execution data. SDG = {m ∈ SD | rsg (Singleton) =�η(m)∨ rsg (Singleton) = �ro(m)} are the execution data of rsg . We define the invoca-
tion set of rsg as piig (SD) = piig (SDG) = {I1, I2, . . . , In} ⊆P(SDG) \ {;}, such that:

• for any I ∈ piig (SDG), mi,mj ∈ I, we have rid(mi) = rid(mj), i.e., method calls
in the same invocation are invoked by the same software execution; and

• for any Ii, Ij ∈ piig (SDG), m ∈ Ii, m′ ∈ Ij, we have rid(mi) 6= rid(mj), i.e., method
calls in different invocations are invoked by different software executions;
and

•
⋃

1≤i≤|piig (SDG)|
Ii = SDG∧∀Ii, Ij∈piig (SDG):Ii ∩ Ij =;, i.e., the invocation set if a

partition of the SDG.

To check if a candidate singleton pattern instance conforms to the behav-
ioral constraints, we rely on the behavioral constraints. Before describing the
behavioral constraints, we define the following operators for any I ⊆ SD:
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• For any c ∈UC , C(I ,c) = {m ∈ I|�η(m) = c} is a set of method calls with c being
its callee class in I ; and

• For any M ⊆ I, RO(M) = {o∈UO|∃m∈M : ro(m)=o} is the return object set of
M .

To validate each candidate singleton pattern instance, the behavioral con-
straints are defined as follows.

Definition 6.17 (Behavioral Constraints of Singleton Pattern) For each sin-
gleton pattern instance rsg , the behavioral constraints bcg (piig (SDG)) = true iff for
any invocation I ∈ piig (SDG) such that:

• |RO(N(I ,rsg (getInstance)))| = 1, i.e., all instantiations of getInstance have the
same return value; and

• |CO(C(I ,rsg (Singleton)))| = 1, i.e., all method calls with the Singleton as callee
class should have the same callee object.

The behavioral constraints ensure that only one instance of the Singleton
class exists during one execution of the software. Consider the singleton pat-
tern instance candidate in Table 6.5, rsg

1 is valid with respect to the behavioral
constraints.

6.7 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the proposed design pattern detection approaches
using both synthetic and open-source software systems that overall produce
around 1.000.000 method calls in the execution data.

6.7.1 Subject Software Systems and Execution Data

For our experiments, we use 8 synthetic software systems. Each system imple-
ments one or more design patterns. In addition, to show the applicability and
scalability of our approach in real-life setting, we use the execution data that
were collected from three open-source software systems. More specifically,

• Synthetic 1 is a calender software system that implements a state design
pattern instance;
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• Synthetic 2 is a testing software system that implements a state and a
strategy pattern instances;

• Synthetic 3 is a short message software system that implements an ob-
server design pattern instance;

• Synthetic 4 is a lights control software system that implements a strategy
design pattern instance;

• Synthetic 5 is a sensing alarm software system that implements an ob-
server design pattern instance;

• Synthetic 6 is a product management software system that implements an
observer pattern instance;

• Synthetic 7 is an object creation software system that implements a sin-
gleton pattern instance;

• Synthetic 8 is a windows frame application that implements a singleton
pattern instance;

• Lexi 0.1.13 is a Java-based open-source word processor. Its main function
is to create a document, edit text, save file, etc. The format of exported
files are compatible with Microsoft word.

• JUnit 3.74 is a simple framework to write repeatable tests for java pro-
grams. It is an instance of the xUnit5 architecture for unit testing frame-
works.

• JHotDraw 5.16 is a GUI framework for technical and structured 2D Graph-
ics. Its design relies heavily on some well-known GoF design patterns.

For each synthetic software system, we create its execution data by instru-
menting different execution scenarios. The advantages of using synthetic soft-
ware systems are that we have enough up-to-date knowledge to (1) collect exe-
cution data that cover all scenarios; and (2) evaluate the accuracy (in terms of
precision and recall) of our proposed approach. Different from synthetic soft-
ware systems that we have enough knowledge to guarantee that the execution

3http://essere.disco.unimib.it/svn/DPB/Lexi%20v0.1.1%20alpha/
4http://essere.disco.unimib.it/svn/DPB/JUnit%20v3.7/
5https://xunit.github.io/
6http://www.inf.fu-berlin.de/lehre/WS99/java/swing/JHotDraw5.1/
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Table 6.6: Statistics of Subject Software Execution Data

Software Systems #Packages #Classes #Methods #Method Calls

Synthetic

Synthetic 1 1 5 9 155
Synthetic 2 1 5 11 135
Synthetic 3 1 5 15 160
Synthetic 4 1 6 12 104
Synthetic 5 1 8 14 258
Synthetic 6 8 12 28 9728
Synthetic 7 1 4 7 220
Synthetic 8 1 2 7 170

Real-life
Lexi 0.1.1 5 68 263 20344
JUnit 3.7 3 47 213 363948

JHotDraw 5.1 7 108 549 583423

data cover all usage scenarios, we collected execution data by running these
software systems or monitoring their provided test suits. Specifically, the exe-
cution data of Lexi 0.1.1 and JHotDraw 5.1 are collected by monitoring typical
execution scenarios of the software systems. For example, a typical scenario of
the JHotDraw 5.1 is: launch JHotDraw, draw two rectangles, select and align
the two rectangles, color them as blue, and close JHotDraw. For the JUnit 3.7,
we monitor the execution of the project test suite with 259 independent tests
provided in the MapperXML7 release.

Table 6.6 shows the detailed statistics of execution data collected from these
software systems, including the number of packages/classes/methods that are
loaded during execution and the number of method calls analyzed. The source
code and execution data are publicly available online8.

6.7.2 Quality Metrics

To evaluate the accuracy of a design pattern detection approach, we use preci-
sion and recall metrics that are widely adopted in the information retrieval area.
As different approaches use different roles to describe a pattern instance, we ar-
gue that traditional precision and recall that are defined on instance-level are
too coarse-grained. Consider for example, one approach returns an observer
pattern instance that is described by the combination of Subject and Observer
class roles and the other approach returns the same pattern instance but with

7http://essere.disco.unimib.it/svn/DPB/MapperXML%20v1.9.7/
8https://doi.org/10.4121/uuid:ca1b0690-d9c5-4626-a067-525ec9d5881b
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some extra method roles (e.g., notify and update). According to the instance-
level precision and recall, these two approaches have the same quality measure.
However, these two detected pattern instances are different if we take their
method-level roles into consideration. To give a more accurate comparison of
different approaches, the precision and recall metrics are computed at two dif-
ferent levels, i.e., the instance-level and role-level.

The instance-level precision measures the percentage of the detected pattern
instances that are correct pattern instances while instance-level recall measures
the percentage of correct pattern instances that have been correctly detected.
These two metrics are computed based on the following formulas:

precisioni = |Correcti ∩Detectedi|
|Detectedi| (6.1)

recalli = |Correcti ∩Detectedi|
|Correcti| (6.2)

where Correcti refers to the set of actual design pattern instances imple-
mented in the software system, and Detectedi refers to the set of detected pat-
tern instances based on an approach. Note that we assume |Detectedi| 6= 0 and
|Correcti| 6= 0 for Equations 6.1-6.2.

On the other hand, the role-level precision measures the percentage of the
retrieved pattern instance roles that are correct roles while the role-level recall
measures the percentage of the correct pattern instance roles that have been
correctly retrieved. Note that the role-level measures are computed only for
those valid pattern instances. These two metrics can be computed based on the
following formulas:

precisionr = |Correctr ∩Detectedr |
|Detectedr | (6.3)

recallr = |Correctr ∩Detectedr |
|Correctr | (6.4)

where Correctr refers to the set of actual design pattern instance roles imple-
mented in the software system, and Detectedr refers to the set of detected pat-
tern instance roles based on an approach. Note that we assume |Detectedr | 6= 0
and |Correctr | 6= 0 for Equations 6.3-6.4.
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For the synthetic software systems, we have enough knowledge of the imple-
mentation, i.e., Correcti and Correctr are known. In addition, the execution data
can fully represent the behavior of all potential pattern instances. Therefore,
we can measure precision and recall of our approach for the synthetic software
systems. As Correcti and Correctr are not available for the open-source software
systems and the execution data that are collected by monitoring typical execu-
tion scenarios only cover a fraction of the software behavior, we are only able to
evaluate the precision. In the experiment, we manually validate each detected
pattern instance.

6.7.3 Static Analysis Tool Comparison

To support the detection of candidate pattern instances from source code, we
investigated the following state-of-the-art static tools:

• DPD [TCSH06]. It supports observer, state, strategy, composite, adapter,
command, template, prototype, decorator, singleton, and factory patterns.

• DP-Finder [BCDL14]. It supports observer, state, strategy, composite, adapter,
command, template, prototype, decorator, singleton, and factory patterns.

• DP-Miner [DZS09]. It supports state, strategy, composite, adapter, com-
mand, and bridge patterns.

• ePAD [DLDGR10]. It supports observer, state, strategy, composite, deco-
rator, bridge, and proxy patterns.

• FINDER [DMT15]. It supports the 23 GoF patterns.

• PINOT [SO06]. It supports the 23 GoF patterns.

By comparing these tools, we select the DPD tool for the experiment because:
(1) DP-Finder returns the detection results in natural language format, which is
hard to interpret and integrate with our behavioral constraint checking tool ; (2)
DP-Miner does not support the detection of observer and singleton patterns from
source code; (3) FINDER is implemented only for Linux while our experiment
is performed on Windows; and (4) ePAD and PINOT are not available or the
libraries they depend on are no longer available. For the ePAD, we contacted
the authors of the tool. The problem is that this plugin depends on several
very specific versions of Eclipse plugins (e.g., Graphical Modeling Framework
Runtime 1.4.0, Graphical Editing Framework 3.6.0). However, these versions
are not available right now.
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Table 6.7: Observer Pattern Instances Detected by DPD

# Subject Observer notify
1 GlobalClock GlobalClockObserver run()
2 Stock StockObserver notifyStockHolders()
3 PassiveSensorSystem PassiveAlarmLis soundTheAlarm()
4 ActiveSensorSystem ActiveAlarmLis soundTheAlarm()
5 CommentaryObject Observer notifyObservers()

Table 6.8: Observer Pattern Instances Detected by our Approach

#1 #4 #5
Subject GlobalClock ActiveSensorSystem CommentaryObject

Observer GlobalClockObserver ActiveAlarmLis Observer
notify run() soundTheAlarm() notifyObservers()
update periodPasses() alarm() update()
register attach() addAlarm() subscribe()

unregister detach() removeAlarm() unsubscribe()

6.7.4 Evaluation based on Synthetic Software Systems

In this section, we evaluate the design pattern detection results obtained by our
proposed approaches for the eight synthetic software systems.

By taking the source code of synthetic software 3, 5 and 6 as input, the
DPD tool detects five candidate observer pattern instances as shown in Table
6.7. Each candidate is represented by the combination of Subject, Observer and
notify roles. By taking the candidates and execution data as input, three valid
observer pattern instances are returned by our observer pattern detection ap-
proaches. Detailed information on the valid observer pattern instances is shown
in Table 6.8, based on which we can see that only candidates #1, #4 and #5 are
valid. By manually inspecting the rejected candidates and their execution data,
we found that (1) candidate #2 is invalid because there exists StockObserver
objects that are registered but not unregistered; and (2) candidate #3 is invalid
because there exists PassiveAlarmLis objects that are registered but not unregis-
tered. According to our behavioral specification, this is not allowed. Moreover,
our approach returns all missing roles of the valid pattern instances, which can
be used to enhance the software documentation.

Then, we consider the state and strategy patterns. By taking the source
code of synthetic software 1, 2 and 4 as input, the DPD tool detects three
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Table 6.9: State/Strategy Pattern Instances Detected by DPD

# Context State/Strategy request/contextInterface
6 RemoteControl Command pressButton()
7 TContext TS request()/contextInterface()
8 Context State writeName()

Table 6.10: State Pattern Instances Detected by our Approach

#7 #8
Context TContext Context

State TS State
setState setS() setState()
request request() writeName()
handle handle() write()

Table 6.11: Strategy Pattern Instances Detected by our Approach

#6 #7
Context RemoteControl TContext

State Command TS
setStrategy setCommand() setS()

contextInterface pressButton() contextInterface()
algorithmInterface execute() algorithmI()

candidate state/strategy pattern instances as shown in Table 6.9. Each can-
didate is represented by the combination of Context, State/Strategy and re-
quest/contextInterface roles. Because the structures of the state and strategy pat-
terns are identical, existing static analysis techniques cannot distinguish them.
Therefore, we treat the detected candidates as both state and strategy candi-
dates. Then, by taking the detected candidates and execution data as input,
two valid state pattern instances and two valid strategy pattern instances are
returned by our state and strategy pattern detection approaches. Detailed in-
formation on the valid state and strategy pattern instances is shown in Tables
6.10-6.11. Based on Tables 6.10-6.11, we can see that (1) candidate #6 is a
valid strategy because the setCommand method that plays the setStrategy role
is called neither by the Context nor the Strategy role; (2) candidate #7 is iden-
tified as two different pattern instances with different roles, i.e., one is a valid
state pattern instance and the other one is a valid strategy pattern instance; and
(3) candidate #8 is a valid state pattern instance because the setState method
that plays the setState role is called by the State role.
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Table 6.12: Singleton Pattern Instances Detected by DPD

# Singleton
9 SingletonObject

10 SingletonFrame

Table 6.13: Singleton Pattern Instances Detected by our Approach

#10
Singleton SingletonFrame

getInstance getInstance()

For the singleton pattern detection, we take the source code of synthetic
software 7 and 8 as input, the DPD tool detects two candidate singleton pattern
instances as shown in Table 6.12. Each candidate is represented only by the Sin-
gleton role. Then, by taking the detected candidates and execution data as input,
one valid singleton pattern instances are returned by our singleton pattern de-
tection approach. Detailed information on the valid singleton pattern instances
is shown in Table 6.13, based on which we can see that only candidates #10
is valid. By manually inspecting the rejected candidate #9 and its execution
data, we found that it is invalid because there exists multiple SingletonObject
objects in the same software execution. According to our behavioral specifica-
tion of singleton pattern, this is not allowed. Moreover, our approach returns
the getInstance role for the valid pattern instances.

The instance-level and the role-level precisions and recall of the eight syn-
thetic software systems are reported in Table 6.18. Based on Table 6.18 and
the ground truth knowkedge, we conclude that: (1) the proposed approaches
can rediscover all implemented patterns instances (i.e., without losing any true
positives) and do not include any false positives if all implemented pattern in-
stances can be detected by static tools and their behavior are recorded in the
execution data; and (2) the proposed approaches are capable to discover all the
missing roles that cannot be detected by static tools with 100% accuracy for
those valid pattern instances.

6.7.5 Evaluation based on Open-source Software Systems

In this section, we report the evaluation of our proposed approaches using three
open-source software systems to demonstrate its applicability in real-life set-
tings.
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To detect candidate pattern instances for observer, state, strategy, and sin-
gleton patterns, we first run the DPD tool by taking as input the source code
of the three software systems. The number of candidate pattern instances de-
tected from these software systems are reported in Table 6.14. Please note that
the state and strategy pattern instances cannot be differentiated only based on
static tools, hence, their numbers are set equally. In addition, these statically
detected pattern instances are not complete. For example, each observer pat-
tern instance is represented by the Subject, Observer and notify roles while other
method-level roles are still missing.

Table 6.14: Number of Candidate Pattern Instances Detected from Three Open-source
Software Systems Using DPD

Observer
Pattern

State
Pattern

Strategy
Pattern

Singleton
Pattern

Lexi 0.1.1 – 8 8 2
JUnit 3.7 4 3 3 –

JHotDraw5.1 7 67 67 2
Note: – means no such pattern instances is detected by DPD.

Then, we check if a candidate pattern instance conforms to the behavioral
constraints with respect to the execution data. By taking the software execu-
tion data and the detected candidate pattern instances as input, the number
of valid observer, state, strategy, and singleton pattern instances based on our
approaches are shown in Table 6.15. We have the following explanations for
the valid pattern instances: (1) all pattern instances are complete as all miss-
ing values are discovered from the execution data. For example, each observer
pattern instance is represented by the combination of Subject, Observer, notify,
request, register and unregister roles; and (2) all pattern instances are validated
based on the behavioral constraints against the execution data.

Table 6.15: Number of Valid Pattern Instances of Three Open-source Software Systems
Using our Approach

Observer
Pattern

State
Pattern

Strategy
Pattern

Singleton
Pattern

Lexi 0.1.1 – – 8 1
JUnit 3.7 2 2 – –

JHotDraw5.1 4 22 24 1
Note: – means no such pattern instance is valid according to DPDC.
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By manually inspecting the detected pattern instances, we found that all of
them are true positives, i.e., the precision (both from instance-level and the role-
level) is 1. This can be explained by the fact that our approach guarantees that
all pattern instances satisfy both structural and behavioral constraints. However,
the recall of our approach cannot be evaluated as we do not have the ground
truth for these open-source software systems.

6.7.6 Threats to Validity

This section discusses some of the main threats that may affect the validity of
our approach. We separate internal threats from external threats.

• Internal threats refer to the limitation of the framework itself. The preci-
sion and recall of the detection results heavily rely on the accuracy and
completeness of the design pattern specification. On the one hand, if the
pattern specification is over-defined (e.g., some unnecessary constraints
are included), this will cause low recall as some true positives may be
missing. On the other hand, if the pattern specification is under-defined
(e.g., some essential constraints are not included), this will cause low
precision as some false positives may be incorrectly detected. Consider-
ing for example the observer pattern, the requirement that all registered
observers need to be unregistered is a bit restrictive for some cases. This
constraint can be relaxed for some applications. In addition, a candidate is
valid if there exists one invocation that satisfies all behavioral constraints.
This restriction may be a bit weak, some other applications may require
that the behavioral constraints should be held for all invocations.

• External threats refer to the limitations of the input of our approach. Gen-
erally speaking, our approach relies on the execution data and candidate
pattern instances detected from source code.

– Similar to other dynamic analysis techniques, the quality of the pro-
posed approach heavily depends on the completeness of the execu-
tion data. If the data do not cover fractions of the software’s behavior
including all pattern candidates, the results are unreliable.

– In addition, the recall of our results also depends on the quality of
the static analysis techniques. If a candidate pattern instance is not
detected for some reasons, e.g., this type of design pattern is not
supported by the tool or the source code of the subject software is
not available, it is impossible to use our approach.
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6.8 Conclusion

Existing design pattern detection approaches generally return an incomplete
description of design pattern instances and have problems in performing accu-
rate behavioral constraint checking. This chapter proposes a general framework
to detect design patterns by combining static and dynamic analysis techniques.
To illustrate the applicability, the framework was instantiated for three typical
behavioral design patterns and one creational pattern. By experiments based
on both synthetic and open-source software systems, the applicability of the
approaches are evaluated.

This work opens the door for several research directions. The detection of
other typical behavioral design patterns (e.g., command pattern, visitor pat-
tern) will be included in our framework. For large-scale software projects, they
inevitably produce big software execution data. Therefore, the performance of
our behavioral constraint checking against big software execution data needs
to be improved. In addition, we are working on analyzing large-scale software
projects and try to detect more design pattern instances to evaluate the scala-
bility and to empirically validate the extensibility.
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Chapter 7
Behavioral Design Pattern
Detection from Execution Data

7.1 Introduction

Existing design pattern detection techniques and tools rely on source code as
input. Hence, if the source code is not available (e.g., in case of legacy software
systems) these techniques are not applicable any more. During the execution
of software, tremendous amounts of data can be recorded. This provides rich
information on the runtime behavior analysis of software systems. This chapter
presents a general framework to detect behavioral design patterns by analyzing
sequences of the method calls and interactions of the objects that are recorded
as software execution data. To demonstrate the effectiveness, the proposed
framework is instantiated for three well-known behavioral design patterns, i.e.,

This chapter is based on the following publications:

• Cong Liu, Boudewijn van Dongen, Nour Assy, Wil van der Aalst. "Detecting Behavioral De-
sign Patterns from Software Execution Data", Communications in Computer and Information
Science (CCIS) series, Springer, invited book chapter.

• Cong Liu, Boudewijn van Dongen, Nour Assy, Wil van der Aalst. "A Framework to Support
Behavioral Design Pattern Detection from Software Execution Data", 13th International Con-
ference on Evaluation of Novel Approaches to Software Engineering (ENASE 2018), pp. 65-76,
2018.
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observer, state and strategy patterns. The framework is applied and validated
using both synthetic and real-life software execution data.

Design pattern detection techniques provide useful insights to help under-
stand the design decisions and architectures of software systems. Software de-
velopers can consequently reuse and extend software units from code snippets
to architectures based on the detected pattern instances. Researchers have de-
veloped a lot of design pattern detection techniques, e.g., [APRR09, APRR10,
BCDR+15,BCDL14,DMT15,DZS09,FZ11,NSW+02,SO06], to locate design pat-
terns for software systems. Based on the analysis type, these techniques are
classified as static analysis techniques, dynamic analysis techniques, and com-
bination analysis techniques.

To the best of our knowledge, both static analysis and combination analysis
techniques require source code of a software system as input. Hence, they are
not applicable any more if the source code is not available. For this scenario,
dynamic analysis techniques are needed. According to Table 6.1, we have the
following observations for existing work on dynamic analysis techniques:

• Less attention to dynamic analysis techniques. Most existing work em-
ployed the static analysis techniques or the combination analysis tech-
niques. Dynamic analysis techniques do not receive the deserved atten-
tion.

• Incomplete of description of pattern instance. A design pattern instance
is represented as a tuple of the participating classes or methods each act-
ing a certain role. Existing dynamic analysis techniques (e.g., [APRR10],
[APRR09]) only return entities in the key (class) roles of a design pat-
tern instance while other roles are missing. The incomplete description
of pattern instances may influence the accuracy of behavioral constraint
checking as some (method) roles that need to be verified are missing. In
addition, a lot of manual work is required to fully understand the detected
pattern instances if they are not complete [PLN10].

• Lack of explicit definition of pattern instance invocation. The be-
havioral constraints are defined based on the notion of pattern instance
invocation that represents one independent execution of the pattern in-
stance. One needs to check the behavioral constraints against all pat-
tern instance invocations. Existing dynamic analysis techniques (e.g.,
[APRR10], [APRR09]) do not support the pattern instance invocation
identification before behavioral constraints checking, which may cause
inaccurate behavioral constraint checking results.
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• Inability to support novel design patterns. An approach is extensible
if it can be easily adapted to some novel design patterns rather than only
supporting a sub-group of existing patterns. Existing dynamic analysis
techniques do not provide effective solutions to support new emerging
design patterns with novel structural and behavioral characteristics. This
limits the applicability and extensibility of these approaches in the large.

• Lack of tool support. The usability of an approach heavily relies on its
tool availability. Existing dynamic analysis techniques do not provide us-
able tools that implement their techniques. This unavailability prohibits
other researchers to reproduce the experiment and compare techniques.

In this chapter, we provide a general framework to support the detection of
design pattern instances from software execution data with full consideration of
eliminating the limitations of existing dynamic analysis techniques. More accu-
rately, we explicitly define a pattern instance as a set of roles that each involves
a class or a method. In addition, we precisely define the notion of a pattern
instance invocation and its identification technique to ensure an accurate be-
havioral constraint checking. Our proposed framework is generic and can be
instantiated to support new design patterns or pattern variants.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.2 formalizes
the general framework to detect design patterns from software execution data.
Section 7.3 shows the instantiation of the framework by taking the observer
pattern as an example. Section 7.4 introduces the instantiation of the frame-
work for state and strategy patterns to show the generic nature. Section 7.5
performs experimental evaluation. Finally, Section 7.6 concludes the chapter
and presents some further research directions.

7.2 A General Framework to Detect Behavioral De-
sign Patterns from Software Execution Data

This section introduces the general framework to support the detection of be-
havioral design patterns from software execution data. An overview of the
framework is shown in Figure 7.1. It mainly involves two phases, i.e., candi-
date pattern instance discovery and behavioral constraint checking. Software
execution data (see Definition 2.20) and a design pattern specification (see Def-
inition 6.1) are required as the two input artifacts. In the following, the two
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involved phases are explained in detail. In addition, the instantiation of the
framework is also discussed.

7.2.1 Candidate Pattern Instance Discovery

As shown in Figure 7.1, Phase 1 aims to discover a set of candidate pattern
instances by exploring the execution data. The exploration will find the values
(e.g., classes or methods in the execution data) that play certain roles in the
pattern instances. Formally, we have crs : UP

R 9UN ∪UC , i.e., a partial function
that maps a sub-set of roles to their corresponding methods or classes. In our
case, we have dom(crs) =;, i.e., none of the roles have values and we need to
brute force all possibilities from the execution data. To prune and reduce the
search space, some information from the structural constraints of the design
pattern specification are available. For example, we only need to consider the
case that register and unregister methods belong to the same class and this
class plays the role of subject for the observer pattern. If the source code is

Discovery Checking

Validated Pattern Instances

Software Execution Data Design Pattern Specification

Candidate Pattern Instances

Figure 7.1: An Overview of the Dynamic Pattern Detection Framework
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available, then static analysis techniques can be used to help narrow down the
search scope of execution data to classes and methods that are only related to
the detected pattern instances.

dis : (UP
R 9UN ∪UC ) →P(UP

R →UN ∪UC ) is the discovery function that maps
an empty pattern instance to a set of complete pattern instances. For any
crs ∈ UP

R 9UN ∪UC , rs ∈ dis(crs), we have sc(rs) = true, i.e., the structural con-
straints hold for all candidate pattern instances discovered from the execution
data.

Similar to static analysis techniques that focus on structural analysis of classes,
class operations and some of the relationships, e.g., dependency and inheritance
relationships, can be recovered from the execution data. However, realization
relationships cannot be discovered as interfaces cannot be instantiated and are
not recorded during software execution. Hence, roles that are played by inter-
faces that would be detected from source code will be replaced by the imple-
mented classes from the execution data.

7.2.2 Behavioral Constraint Checking

The pattern instance discovery takes as input the execution data and returns a
set of candidate pattern instances by considering only the structural constraints
of the pattern, i.e., relationships among classes and methods. Hence, the discov-
ered candidate pattern instances inevitably contain false positives, especially for
typical behavioral design patterns. For each candidate pattern instance rs and
execution data SD, we examine whether the behavioral constraints given in the
specification are satisfied with respect to all invocations of a pattern instance,
i.e., bc(pii(SD)) = true. A candidate pattern instance is valid if there exists at
least one invocation that satisfies all behavioral constraints, otherwise, it is not
valid according to the execution data [WO06].

7.2.3 Instantiation of the Framework

Assume that we have a novel design pattern. In that case, a design pattern spec-
ification and software execution data that cover the behavior of such a pattern
are required to execute the framework. To test the applicability, we instanti-
ate the proposed framework for the observer, state and strategy patterns in the
following sections.
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7.3 Detection of Observer Design Pattern from Ex-
ecution Data

In this section, we introduce the instantiation of the framework for the observer
design pattern. For more detailed specifications and definitions of the observer
design pattern, please refer to Section 6.4.1.

7.3.1 Candidate Observer Pattern Instance Discovery

According to Definition 6.2, an observer pattern instance is an implementation
of the observer pattern and it defines a binding from the role set to its values.
The discovery process aims to find the missing values for all involved roles from
the execution data based on the structural constraints. For the discovery, we
have rng(crso) =;, i.e., the values of all roles are missing.

Given the software execution data SD, we first define the following useful
notations:

• cs(SD) = { �η(m)|m ∈ SD} is the class set involved in the software execution
data SD;

• For any c ∈UC , ms(c,SD) = {m̂|�η(m) = c} is the method set of class c in exe-
cution data SD;

• For any n ∈UN , pc(n,SD) = {ô|∃m ∈ SD : m̂ = n∧o ∈ p(m)} is the parameter
class set of method n in the software execution data SD; and

• For any n ∈UN , iv(n,SD) = {m̂|m ∈ SD∧ �c(m) = n} is the invoked method set
of method n in the software execution data SD.

To discover candidate pattern instances from execution data, we identify a
set of possible values for each role as intermediate results. Let UW

R be the role
set of design pattern W. We have rsw∗ :UW

R →P(UC ∪UN ), i.e., each pattern role
may have multiple values. Then, we define a function $ that generates a set of
candidate pattern instances by exploiting all possible combinations of different
role values. Formally, we have $ : (UW

R → P(UN ∪UC )) →P(UW
R →UN ∪UC ). For

any rsw∗ ∈ UW
R →P(UC ∪UN ), we have:

• for any candidate pattern instance rsw ∈$(rsw∗ ): dom(rsw) = UW
R ;

• for any role r ∈ UW
R : rsw∗ (r) = ⋃

rsw∈$(rsw∗ )
rsw(r);
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• Ørsw,rsw′ ∈$(rsw∗ ): ∀r ∈ UW
R , rsw(r) = rsw′(r), i.e., we do not have two iden-

tical candidate pattern instances; and

• |$(rsw∗ )| = ∏
r∈UW

R

|rsw∗ (r)|.

Consider for example design pattern W. Assume that we have (1) UW
R = {X ,Y }

is its role set where X and Y represent two different roles; and (2) rsw∗ (X) = {a,b}
and rsw∗ (Y ) = {c,d}, i.e., role X can be assigned to classes/methods a and b,
and role Y can be assigned to classes/methods c and d . Then, we generate
four candidate pattern instances $(rsw∗ ) = {{rsw

1 (X) = {a}, rsw
1 (Y ) = {c}}, {rsw

2 (X) = {a},
rsw

2 (Y ) = {d}}, {rsw
3 (X) = {b},rsw

3 (Y ) = {c}}, {rsw
4 (X) = {b}, rsw

4 (Y ) = {d}}.

Based on the structural constraints of observer pattern in Definition 6.3,
we propose an algorithm to discover candidate observer pattern instances from
software execution data. The pseudocode description of the observer pattern
instance discovery process is depicted in Algorithm 1.

As Algorithm 1 discovers a set of candidate observer pattern instances us-
ing only the structural constraints and the software execution data, it inevitably
produces false positive results. For example, by taking the software execution
data in Table 2.2 as input, we obtain two candidate observer pattern instances
using Algorithm 1, denoted as rso

1 and rso
2, as shown in Table 6.2. As the methods

that play the roles of register and unregister are undistinguishable by only con-
sidering the structural constraints, and therefore, we consider also behavioral
constraints to differentiate them.

7.3.2 Behavioral Constraint Checking for Observer Pattern

This section introduces how to check whether a discovered candidate observer
pattern instance conforms to the behavioral constraints. Please note that the be-
havioral constraints checking is same as that explained in Section 6.4.3. Hence,
we do not repeat the details.

Consider the discovered observer pattern candidates in Table 6.2, rso
1 is a

valid observer pattern instance but rso
2 is not. This is because the second behav-

ioral constraint is violated, i.e., some unregister methods are invoked before the
register methods for both invocations of rso

2.
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Algorithm 1: Candidate observer pattern instance discovery.
Input: Software execution data SD.
Output: Observer pattern instance set OS.

1 OS ←;, ClassSet ← cs(SD). /**initialization.**/
2 for ci ∈ ClassSet do
3 /**subject class should at least contain three methods**/
4 if |ms(ci,SD)| ≥ 3 then
5 for cj ∈ ClassSet do
6 /**observer class should at least contain one method.**/
7 if ci 6= cj & |ms(cj,SD)| ≥ 1 then
8 /**create intermediate result op.**/
9 op(Sub)←{ci}, op(Obs)←{cj}, op(not)←;,

10 op(upd) ←;, op(reg) ←;, op(unr) ←;;
11 for mi ∈ ms(ci,SD) do
12 /**register and unregister are played by methods with

a parameter of observer class.**/
13 if cj ∈ pc(mi,SD) then
14 /**set values for register and unregister roles of

op.**/
15 op(reg) ← op(reg)∪ {mi};
16 op(unr)←op(unr)∪{mi};

17 if |op(reg)| ≥ 2 then
18 for mj ∈ ms(ci,SD) do
19 /**notify should not contain a parameter of

observer class.**/
20 if mj∉op(reg) & cj∉pc(mj,SD) then
21 for mk ∈ iv(mj,SD) do
22 /** update is invoked by notify.**/
23 if mk ∈ ms(cj,SD) then
24 op(not) ← op(not)∪ {mj};
25 op(upd) ← op(upd)∪ {mk};

26 /** for each op, we generate all possible role to value
combinations as candidate observer instances.**/

27 for rs ∈$(op) do
28 if rs(reg) 6= rs(unr) then
29 /**add candidate observer pattern instances to

RS.**/
30 OS ← OS∪ {rs};

31 return All detected observer pattern instances RS.
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7.4 Detection of State and Strategy Design Pattern
from Execution Data

This section takes both the state and strategy patterns as examples to illustrate
the generic nature of the proposed framework. We selected these two patterns
since they have the same structural description and cannot be distinguished
using static analysis techniques. For more detailed specifications and definitions
of the state and strategy design patterns, please refer to Section 6.5.

7.4.1 Candidate State Pattern Instance Discovery

According to Definition 6.6, a state pattern instance is an implementation of
the state pattern and it defines a binding from the role set to its values. The
discovery process aims to find the missing values for all involved roles from the
execution data based on the structural constraints. For the discovery, we have
rng(crss) =;, i.e., the values of all roles are missing.

To discover candidate state pattern instances from software execution data,
we rely on the structural constraints in Definition 6.7. The pseudocode descrip-
tion of the state pattern instance discovery process is depicted in Algorithm 2.
As Algorithm 2 discovers a set of candidate state pattern instances based on the
structural constraints, it inevitably produces false positive results. As expected,
by taking the software execution data of the two example software in Tables
6.16-6.17 as input, we obtain two candidate state pattern instances using Al-
gorithm 2 as shown in Table 6.3. To differentiate them, we need to consider
behavioral constraints of the state pattern.

7.4.2 Behavioral Constraints Checking for State Pattern

Because the behavioral constraints checking for state pattern is same as that
explained in Section 6.4.3, we do not repeat the details. Consider state pattern
candidates in Table 6.3, rss

2 is checked to be a valid state pattern instance but
rss

1 is not. This is because the setPayment method is invoked by the mainclass
as shown in Table 6.17, i.e., the second constraint is violated for rss

1. If rss
1 is

valid, the setPayment method should be invoked by either the Payment class or
the PayMethod class.
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Algorithm 2: Candidate state pattern instance discovery.
Input: Software execution data SD.
Output: State pattern instance set TS.

1 TS ←;, ClassSet ← cs(SD). /**initialization.**/
2 for ci ∈ ClassSet do
3 /**context class should at least contain two methods**/
4 if |ms(ci,SD)| ≥ 2 then
5 for cj ∈ ClassSet do
6 /**state class should at least contain one method.**/
7 if ci 6= cj & |ms(cj,SD)| ≥ 1 then
8 /**create intermediate result sp.**/
9 sp(Con)←{ci}, sp(Sta)←{cj}, sp(setS)←;, sp(req)←;,

sp(han)←;;
10 for mi ∈ ms(ci,SD) do
11 /**setS is played by method with a parameter of state

class.**/
12 if cj ∈ pc(mi,SD) then
13 /**set values for setS role of sp.**/
14 sp(setS) ← sp(setS)∪ {mi};

15 if |sp(setS)| ≥ 1 then
16 for mj ∈ ms(ci,SD) \ sp(setS) do
17 for mk ∈ iv(mj,SD) do
18 /** handle is invoked by request.**/
19 if mk ∈ ms(cj,SD) then
20 sp(req) ← sp(req)∪ {mj};
21 sp(han) ← sp(han)∪ {mk};

22 /** for each sp, we generate all possible role to value
combinations as candidate state instances.**/

23 for rs ∈$(sp) do
24 /**add candidate state pattern instances to TS.**/
25 TS ← TS∪ {rs};

26 return All detected state pattern instances TS.
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7.4.3 Candidate Strategy Pattern Instance Discovery

According to Definition 6.10, a strategy pattern instance is an implementation
of the state pattern and it defines a binding from the role set to its values. The
discovery process aims to find the missing values for all involved roles from the
execution data based on the structural constraints. For the discovery, we have
rng(crsy) =;, i.e., the values of all roles are missing.

To discover candidate strategy pattern instances from software execution
data, we rely on the structural constraints in Definition 6.11. Based on the struc-
tural constraints, we propose the strategy pattern instance discovery algorithm
as shown in Algorithm 3. Please note that Algorithm 3 is same as Algorithm 2
as these two patterns have the same structure.

As Algorithm 3 discovers a set of candidate strategy pattern instances based
on the structural constraints, it may produce false positive results. As expected,
by taking the software execution data of the two example software systems in
Tables 6.16-6.17 as input, we obtain two candidate strategy pattern instances
using Algorithm 3 as shown in Table 6.4. To further differentiate them, we need
to consider behavioral constraints of the strategy pattern.

7.4.4 Behavioral Constraints Checking for Strategy Pattern

As the behavioral constraints checking for strategy patterns is the same as that
explained in Section 6.5.4, we do not repeat the details. Consider strategy
pattern candidates in Table 6.4, rsy

1 is a valid strategy pattern instance but rsy
2

is not. This is because the setStatus method is invoked by the LightControl class
as shown in Table 6.16, i.e., the second constraint is violated for rsy

2. If rsy
2 is

valid, the setStatus method should not be invoked by neither the LightControl
class nor the LightStatus class.

7.5 Empirical Evaluation

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed approaches, we use both synthetic
and open-source software systems. Detailed information of subject software
systems and execution data is given in Section 6.7.1.

As summarized in Section 6.7.1, the advantages of using synthetic software
systems are that we have enough up-to-date knowledge to (1) collect execu-
tion data that cover all possible scenarios; and (2) evaluate the quality of our
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Algorithm 3: Candidate strategy pattern instance discovery.
Input: Software execution data SD.
Output: Strategy pattern instance set YS.

1 YS ←;, ClassSet ← cs(SD). /**initialization.**/
2 for ci ∈ ClassSet do
3 /**context class should at least contain two methods**/
4 if |ms(ci,SD)| ≥ 2 then
5 for cj ∈ ClassSet do
6 /**strategy class should at least contain one method.**/
7 if ci 6= cj & |ms(cj,SD)| ≥ 1 then
8 /**create intermediate result yp.**/
9 yp(Con)←{ci}, yp(Str)←{cj}, yp(setS)←;, yp(cont)←;,

yp(alg)←;;
10 for mi ∈ ms(ci,SD) do
11 /**setS is played by method with a parameter of

strategy class.**/
12 if cj ∈ pc(mi,SD) then
13 /**set values for setS role of yp.**/
14 yp(setS) ← yp(setS)∪ {mi};

15 if |yp(setS)| ≥ 1 then
16 for mj ∈ ms(ci,SD) \ yp(setS) do
17 for mk ∈ iv(mj,SD) do
18 /** algorithmInterface is invoked by

contextInterface.**/
19 if mk ∈ ms(cj,SD) then
20 yp(cont) ← yp(cont)∪ {mj};
21 yp(alg) ← yp(alg)∪ {mk};

22 /** for each yp, we generate all possible role to value
combinations as candidate strategy instances.**/

23 for rs ∈$(yp) do
24 /**add candidate strategy pattern instances to YS.**/
25 YS ← YS∪ {rs};

26 return All detected strategy pattern instances YS.
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approach. To show the applicability and scalability of our approach for real-
life scenarios, we collected execution data from typical usage scenarios of these
open-source software systems.

7.5.1 Experimental Results Based on Synthetic Software Sys-
tems

In this section, we report the design pattern detection results obtained by our
approaches for the six synthetic software systems (Synthetic 1-6).

By taking the execution data collected from the six synthetic software sys-
tems as input, three observer pattern instances are returned. Detailed infor-
mation on the discovered observer pattern instances are shown in Table 6.7. By
manually inspecting these observer pattern instances with respect to our domain
knowledge, we found that (1) all these detected observer pattern instances are
valid; and (2) all observer pattern instances, i.e., #1 that is implemented in
Synthetic 3, #2 that is implemented Synthetic 5, and #3 that is implemented
Synthetic 6, are fully detected.

Similarly, by taking the same execution data as input, two state pattern
instances and two strategy pattern instances are returned based on our ap-
proaches. Detailed information of the detected state and strategy pattern in-
stances are shown in Tables 6.8-6.9. By manually inspecting these detected
pattern instances with respect to the domain knowledge, we found that (1) all
detected state and strategy pattern instances are valid; (2) all state pattern in-
stances, i.e., #4 that is implemented in Synthetic 1, and #5 that is implemented
Synthetic 2, are fully detected; and (3) all strategy pattern instances, i.e., #6
that is implemented in Synthetic 4, and #7 that is implemented Synthetic 2, are
fully detected.

Based on the pattern detection results from the six synthetic software sys-
tems, we conclude that the proposed approach can rediscover all implemented
patterns instances and does not include any false positives if the behavior of all
implemented pattern instances are recorded in the execution data.

7.5.2 Experimental Results Based on Open-source Software
Systems

Next, we report the evaluation of our approaches based on three open-source
software systems. The number of candidate pattern instances detected from the
execution data of these software systems are reported in Table 7.1. Note that
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the state and strategy pattern instances are not distinguishable only based on
structural constraints, hence, their numbers are set equally.

Table 7.1: Number of Candidate Pattern Instances Detected from Three Open-source
Software Systems

Observer
Pattern

State
Pattern

Strategy
Pattern

Singleton
Pattern

Lexi 0.1.1 8 (–) 8 (8) 8 (8) – (2)
JUnit 3.7 12 (4) 20 (3) 20 (3) – (–)

JHotDraw 5.1 257 (7) 768 (67) 768 (67) – (2)

Note that: numbers in the brackets are the number of candidate
pattern instances detected from DPD static tool as shown in Table
6.14, and – means no such pattern instances is detected.

Table 7.2: Number of Valid Pattern Instances from Three Open-source Software Systems

Observer
Pattern

State
Pattern

Strategy
Pattern

Singleton
Pattern

Lexi 0.1.1 – (–) – (–) 8 (8) – (1)
JUnit 3.7 2 (2) 2 (2) – (–) – (–)

JHotDraw 5.1 4 (4) 22 (22) 24 (24) – (1)

Note that: numbers in the brackets are the number of valid pattern
instances detected by the combination approach as shown in Table
6.15, and – means no pattern instance is detected.

The number of valid observer, state and strategy pattern instances after be-
havioral constraint checking are shown in Table 7.2. Note that the singleton
pattern is not support by the dynamic detection approach. By manually in-
specting the detected pattern instances, we found that all of them are valid.
This coincides with the conclusion that our approach guarantees all detected
pattern instances satisfy both structural and behavioral constraints. However,
we cannot guarantee that all pattern instances in these open-source software
systems are fully rediscovered as (1) we do not have the ground knowledge of
all implemented pattern instances; and (2) we cannot guarantee that all the
implemented pattern instances are observed in the execution data.

We compare the performance of the combination detection approach in
Chapter 6 with the dynamic detection approach in this chapter based on three
open-source software systems. As the dynamic detection approach does not
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Figure 7.2: Time Performance Comparison

support the singleton pattern (the detection time is 0 as indicated in Figure
7.2), we mainly compare the three behavioral patterns in the following. More
specifically, the time spent on the combination approach is defined as the sum
of the candidate pattern instance discovery time by the DPD tool by taking as
input the source code and the behavioral constraint checking time for each can-
didate. The time spent on the dynamic approach is the sum of the candidate
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instance discovery time by taking as input the execution time and the behavioral
constraint checking time. Note that the behavioral constraint checking time de-
pends on the number of candidates. A greater time value normally means that
the detection approach is less efficient.

Figure 7.2 shows the time performance comparison of these two approaches.
In general, the time values spent on the combination approach are less than
those spent on the dynamic approach, i.e., the combination approach is more
efficient that the dynamic approach. This can be explained by the fact that (1)
the combination approach identifies candidate pattern instances by using the
source code while the dynamic approach explores the execution data in a brute-
force manner that is less efficient; and (2) the number of candidate instances
detected by the dynamic approach is much greater than those identified by the
combination approach as indicated in Table 7.1, and therefore, the behavioral
constraint checking time of the combination approach is less than the dynamic
approach.

7.5.3 Threats to Validity

Similar to the combination pattern detection in last chapter, the quality of the
detection results heavily rely on the accuracy and completeness of the design
pattern specification. In addition, the quality of the proposed dynamic approach
also depends on the completeness of software execution data. If the data do not
cover fractions of the software’s behavior including all pattern candidates, the
results may be unreliable. Moreover, identifying candidate pattern instances di-
rectly from execution data requires to check all possible combination of classes
and methods, which is extremely computationally complex. More advanced
distributed computing techniques, e.g., [CKWT17] and [CWPE17], can be in-
troduced to accelerate the efficiency.

7.6 Conclusion

This chapter presents a general framework to support behavioral design pattern
detection from software execution data. To demonstrate the applicability, this
framework is instantiated for the observer design pattern, state design pattern,
and strategy design pattern. The effectiveness and applicability of our approach
are demonstrated by two groups of experiments based on both synthetic and
real-life software systems that all together produce around 1.000.000 method
calls in the execution data.
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In the future, we plan to extend this work in the following directions. The
detection of other typical behavioral design patterns, such as command pattern
and visitor pattern, should be included in the framework. Moreover, we also
plan to instantiate this framework for creational patterns, such as singleton
pattern and factory method pattern. Currently, we are working on analyzing
large-scale software systems and try to detect more design pattern instances to
evaluate the scalability and empirically validate extensibility of the approach.
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Chapter 8 We present a set of tools that implement our proposed approaches
in the process mining framework ProM.

Chapter 9 We describe the case studies that we conducted using the ap-
proaches proposed in this thesis.

Chapter 10 We conclude the whole thesis and present future research direc-
tions.





Chapter 8

Tool Support

8.1 Introduction

All techniques and approaches presented in the thesis have been implemented
in the open-source (Pro)cess (M)ining framework ProM1. ProM has been de-
veloped as a completely plugable environment for process mining and related
topics. It can be extended by adding plug-ins, and currently, more than 1600
plug-ins are included. Over the years, ProM emerged as the de facto standard for
process mining. The tools supporting the concepts and techniques presented in
the thesis are developed in the ProM 6 framework [VDdMV+05]. One advantage
of implementing the tools in ProM is that existing techniques inside ProM, e.g.,
process discovery and quality evaluation, can be easily integrated and reused.

This chapter gives a brief overview of two different tools that are developed
as part of this thesis. Section 8.2 presents the Software Architectural Model Dis-
covery Tool, which realizes software architectural model discovery techniques
described in Chapters 3-5. Then, in Section 8.3 we present the Design Pat-
tern Detection Tool, which supports the design pattern detection approaches
presented in Chapters 6-7. Section 8.4 concludes this chapter.

1http://www.promtools.org/
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8.2 Software Architectural Model Discovery Tool

The Software Architectural Model Discovery Tool has been implemented as a
group of ProM plug-ins that support component discovery that includes com-
ponent identification and component behavioral model discovery as defined in
Chapter 3, interface discovery that includes interface identification and interface
contract discovery as defined in Chapter 4, and architectural model discovery that
involves discovery of connector models and identification of interface cardinal-
ity information as defined in Chapter 5. An overview of the involved plug-ins
for the Software Architectural Model Discovery Tool is shown in Figure 8.1.

Component 
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Discovery

Component 
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Model 

Discovery

Multi-view 
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Interface 

identification

Interface 

Model 
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Component Discovery Interface Discovery Architecture Discovery

Execution Data

Component 
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Figure 8.1: An Overview of the Software Architectural Model Discovery Plug-ins

Brief introductions of the implemented plug-ins are given in the following
sections. Note that only the main plug-ins are detailed, additional features such
as importers of input artifacts (e.g., component configuration) and visualizers
of output artifacts (e.g., component behavioral models) are not covered.

8.2.1 Component Identification and Evaluation Plug-ins

The component identification plug-in, as shown in Figure 8.2, implements the
concepts presented in Section 3.3. This plug-in takes as input the software ex-
ecution data, and returns the component configuration that describes which
classes belong to which components. More specifically, it first constructs a class
interaction graph based on the class calling relations recorded in the execution
data. Then, different community detection algorithms are applied to the graph
to identify communities. This plug-in currently supports the five community
detection algorithms introduced in Section 3.3. Note that for the Newman’s
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spectral algorithm, the open-source Jmod 2 is used. By using open-source solu-
tion, the implemented tools can be freely distributed.

Input Output
Plugin name

Plugin description

Figure 8.2: Screenshot of the Component Identification Plug-in

To measure the quality of identified components, a quality evaluation plug-
in is implemented by taking as input the software execution data and identified
component configurations. Currently, this evaluation plug-in supports the qual-
ity metrics in terms of size of each component and the overall modularity as
introduced in Chapter 3.3.4.

8.2.2 Component Behavioral Model Discovery and Evalua-
tion Plug-ins

The proposed component behavioral model discovery and quality evaluation
approaches have been implemented as two consecutively executed plug-ins in
our ProM 6 package. Figure 8.3 shows a screenshot of the component behav-
ioral model discovery plug-in. It takes as input the original software execution
data, and a component configuration file and returns the component behavioral
models for the different components.

2http://tschaffter.ch/projects/jmod/
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The discovery plug-in starts with the creation of component execution data
by projecting the original execution data to different components. Next, a soft-
ware log is constructed per component by refactoring each component execu-
tion data via component instance identification. For component instance identi-
fication, an object interaction graph (essentially a directed graph) is constructed
and each weakly connected component in the graph refers to an instance. Note
that the open-source JGraphT3 is used to identify weakly connected components
from a directed graph. After that, the refactored software log is transformed to
a hierarchical one by detecting calling relations among methods. Finally, com-
ponent behavioral models are discovered by iteratively applying the Inductive
Miner on each (flat) sub-log.

Input

Output
Plugin name

Plugin description

Figure 8.3: Screenshot of the Component Behavioral Model Discovery Plug-in

A discovered component behavioral model is represented as a hierarchical
Petri net. Figure 8.4 shows the discovered behavioral model for Com1 of the
example software in Section 3.4. A rectangle represents an atomic method, a
shaded rectangle represents a nested method, and an invoked sub-process is
grouped by a dashed rectangle. To make the discovered model more readable,
we use a green place and a red place to explicitly denote the start and complete
of each sub-process.

3http://jgrapht.org/
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Figure 8.4: ProM Visualization of a Hierarchical Petri Net

To quantitatively evaluate the quality of a discovered component behavioral
model, we first transform a hierarchical Petri net to a flat Petri net. To this end,
we also implemented a transformation plug-in where each nested transition in
the hierarchical Petri nets is transformed into two lifecycle transitions that rep-
resent start and complete respectively. After obtaining a flat Petri net, existing
quality metrics, e.g., fitness and precision, can be effectively applied to mea-
sure the quality of discovered component behavioral models with respect to the
original execution data.

8.2.3 Interface Identification and Evaluation Plug-ins

The interface identification plug-in realizes the ideas presented in Chapter 4.
It takes as input software execution data, and a component configuration file,
and returns identified interfaces for each component. This plug-in starts with
the identification of candidate interfaces for each component. Then, candidate
interfaces are merged to build interfaces according to a user specified similarity
threshold. Note that the use of similarity-based merging aims to reduce the
duplication among candidate interfaces. This plug-in currently supports the
four interface identification approaches introduced in Chapter 4.
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To measure the quality of identified components, a quality evaluation plug-
in is implemented by taking as input the software execution data and identified
interfaces. Currently, this evaluation plug-in supports quality metrics such as
functional consistency and function inter-dependency as defined in Section 4.6.

Inputs
Output

Plugin

Plugin description

Figure 8.5: Screenshot of the Interface Behavioral Model Discovery Plug-in

8.2.4 Interface Behavioral Model Discovery and Evaluation
Plug-ins

The proposed interface behavioral model discovery plug-in, as shown in Figure
8.5, takes software execution data as an event log, and an interface configura-
tion file that describes identified interfaces for each component as input, and
returns a set of interface behavioral models for each component. This plug-
in starts with the creation of interface execution data by projecting the origi-
nal execution data to different interfaces. Next, a software log is constructed
per interface by refactoring each interface execution data via interface instance
identification. For interface instance identification, an object interaction graph
(essentially a directed graph) is constructed and each weakly connected compo-
nent in the graph refers to an interface instance. After that interface behavioral
models are discovered by applying the Inductive Miner on the obtained interface
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Interface Behavioral Models

Interface1 Interface2

Figure 8.6: ProM Visualization of two Interface Behavioral Models

logs. Figure 8.6 shows the discovered interface behavioral models for Com2 of
the JHotDraw by our plug-in. It includes two interface behavioral models that
each is represented as a workflow net.

For the quality evaluation of discovered interface behavioral models, we did
not develop new metrics but combining existing Extended Cardoso metric and
Extended Cyclomatic metric as defined in [LvdA09] as the so-called complexity
metric for workflow nets. The complexity metric quantifies the understandabil-
ity (or simplicity) of the discovered interface behavioral models.

8.2.5 Software Architectural Model Discovery and Multi-view
Visualization Plug-ins

The software architectural model discovery plug-in as shown in Figure 8.7 re-
alizes the ideas presented in Chapter 5. It takes (1) software execution data,
(2) component configuration, and (3) identified interfaces as input, and re-
turns a software architectural model. This plug-in starts with the discovery
of connector models. Then, interface instance cardinality information is ob-
tained. Finally, a software architectural model is constructed by combining all
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these ingredients. Consider the example software in Section 3.4, the discovered
architectural model is shown in Figure 8.8. Note that a rectangle represents
an atomic method, a shaded rectangle represents an interaction method and a
double-line rectangle represents an interface.

Inputs

Output
Plugin

Plugin description

Figure 8.7: Screenshot of the Architectural Model Discovery Plug-in

On the one hand, the discovered software architectural model in Figure
8.8 that contains connector behavior model and interface execution behavior
provides more insights for further analysis. However, on the other hand, it
hampers the simplicity and understandability. To handle the complexity and
improve the understandability of the discovered software architectural models,
we present a multi-view visualization plug-in that can help hide the details of
interface behavioral models, cardinality information, and the connector models.
This plug-in allows users to navigate from fined-grained architectural models to
coarse-grained ones by hiding unimportant information. A simplified software
architectural model that is obtained from the one in Figure 8.8 is shown in Fig-
ure 8.9 where internal behavioral of interfaces and cardinality information are
hidden and connectors are represented as static bindings of interface ports.
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Figure 8.8: ProM Visualization of an Architectural Model
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Figure 8.9: ProM Visualization of a Simplified Architectural Model
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8.3 Design Pattern Detection Tool

The Design Pattern Detection Tool consists of two ProM plug-ins. The former
supports combined design pattern detection as explained in Chapter 6 by taking
as input the software execution data and candidate pattern instances detected
from source code, and the latter supports dynamic design pattern detection by
taking as input the software execution data as defined in Chapter 7.
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Figure 8.10: An Overview of the Design Pattern Detection Plug-ins

An overview of the involved plug-ins for the Design Pattern Detection Tool is
shown in Figure 8.10. In the following, we focus on the introduction of two
pattern detection plug-ins. Additional features such as importers of candidate
pattern instances detected from source code and visualizers of valid pattern
instances are not covered.

8.3.1 Combined Design Pattern Detection Plug-in

A screenshot of the combined design pattern detection plug-in is shown in Fig-
ure 8.11. It realizes the ideas presented in Chapter 7. It takes a set of (in-
complete) candidate pattern instances that are detected by taking the source
code and software execution data as input, and returns a set of valid pattern
instances. As indicated in Figure 8.10, this plug-in supports two steps: (1)
discover a set of complete candidate pattern instances; and (2) check the be-
havioral constraints of each discovered pattern instance. Currently, the plug-in
supports the observer pattern, the state pattern, the strategy pattern, and the
singleton pattern.
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Figure 8.11: Screenshot of the Combined Design Pattern Detection Plug-in
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Figure 8.12: ProM visualization of a Valid Observer Pattern Instance
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Figure 8.12 shows the detected observer pattern instance rso1 by taking the
execution data generated from three runs of the AISWorld software as input.
The Run/Invocation Count indicates the number of runs in the execution data
and the number of identified invocations that are behaviorally consistent with
the current pattern instance.

8.3.2 Dynamic Design Pattern Detection Plug-in

The dynamic design pattern detection plug-in realizes the idea introduced in
Chapter 7. As indicated in Figure 8.10, this plug-in also involves two steps:
(1) discover a set of candidate pattern instances; and (2) check the behavioral
constraints of each discovered pattern instance. Different from the combined
design pattern detection plug-in, it takes only the software execution data as
input, and returns a set of valid pattern instances. Therefore, the discovery step
needs to test all candidate pattern instance possibilities based on the input exe-
cution data in a brute-force manner. Currently, the plug-in supports the observer
pattern, the state pattern, the strategy pattern, and the singleton pattern.

8.4 Conclusions

We presented the Software Architecture Discovery Tool and the Design Pattern De-
tection Tool, two integrated tools that implement most of the methods proposed
in this thesis. Both tools are freely available as part of the open-source soft-
ware ProM and have been successfully applied in several software data analysis
settings as we will show in the next case study chapter.

All examples, including the corresponding source code and execution data,
are publicly available for download from 4TU.Center for Research Data4. All
computations in this thesis were done using the ProM plug-ins and as such these
plug-ins provide a proof-of-the-concept implementation of the contributions in
this thesis.

4https://doi.org/10.4121/uuid:ca1b0690-d9c5-4626-a067-525ec9d5881b



Chapter 9
Case Studies

9.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we present three software case studies. The first case study
presented in Section 9.2 analyzes an online bookstore software to illustrate the
effectiveness of the proposed component behavior discovery approach. The
second case study discussed in Section 9.3 analyzes a sports news subscription
software product. This case study helps demonstrate the applicability of the
architecture recovery approach and how the implemented design patterns are
related to the architectural behavior. In Section 9.4, we present a real-life case
that analyzes an alarm system within the company ASML1. It helps to check the
conformance of the discovered architecture with respect to the designed one.
Finally, Section 9.5 concludes this chapter.

9.2 An Online Bookstore Software Case Study

In this section, we use an online bookstore software system as a case study
to demonstrate that the proposed component behavioral model discovery ap-
proach that exploits both component instance identification and hierarchical
structure construction can result in more understandable behavioral models

1Note that the alarm system comes from the company ASML, and we generated the data by
instrumenting typical execution scenarios.
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than existing process discovery approaches. Section 9.2.1 introduces the on-
line bookstore case. Section 9.2.2 describes how execution data are collected.
Section 9.2.3 presents detailed component behavioral model discovery and our
findings.

9.2.1 Introduction of the Online Bookstore Software

The online bookstore software system provides a platform for customers to or-
der books online. After a customer orders some books, these books will be
packed and sent to delivery. This software involves three independent compo-
nents, i.e., Starter, SearchOffer and OrderAndDelivery. The Starter component
contains BookstoreStarter class, the SearchOffer component consists of Catalog,
BookSeller and Bookstore classes, and the OrderAndDelivery component contains
Orderclass and Delivery classes. More specifically, the software starts with the
instantiation of the Starter component, the SearchOffer component is used to get
an offer for each book and the OrderAndDelivery component is used to generate
book orders and deliver all selected books.

Before performing our component behavior discovery, a UML sequence dia-
gram of the software is shown in Figure 9.1. The sequence diagram in Figure
9.1 depicts the classes and objects as well as object interactions performed in
time sequence involved in one possible execution of the bookstore software.
More specifically, it involves two instances of classes Catalog, BookSeller and
Bookstore, and one instance of classes Order and Delivery. In addition, messages
exchanged between the objects shows the nested method calling behavior and
forms the hierarchical nature of the software. On the one hand, the sequence
diagram provides a general understanding of the whole software execution be-
havior, and on the other hand, it can be used as a reference or ground truth
knowledge to check the validity of the discovery results using our proposed
approach.

For this case study, we look at the inner working of the three components.
The main research questions are: What is the global behavior of each software
component? Does the use of hierarchy and instance identification help to improve
the quality of the component behavioral models?

9.2.2 Execution Data Collection and Exploration

As we want to look at the execution behavior of the bookstore software, the
source code of the bookstore software system was instrumented, and the method
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Figure 9.1: The Sequence Diagram of the Bookstore Software Execution
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calls invoked during execution are stored as software execution data for further
experiments. Each method call contains all attributes specified in Definition
2.19.

For the following experiment, we created software execution data by col-
lecting 200 independent runs which cover all possible execution scenarios. The
obtained XES event log contains 200 traces with 5192 events.

9.2.3 Component Instance Identification of the Online Book-
store Software

Without considering component information and hierarchical structure of the
software system, we directly transform the original software execution data
to a software event log that can be handled by process discovery techniques.
This yields a software event log with 200 cases, denoted as OnlineBookstore.xes,
where each case refers to an independent software run. By taking this event
log as input, we run the Inductive Miner with default settings and discover a
behavioral model as shown in Figure 9.2. It is a flat Petri net model where
the labeled transitions represent methods and the places represent method in-
vocation relations. The model is a bit spaghetti-like and contains misleading
behavior which hinders the understanding of how software really behaves. For
example, it contains some short-loops which do not exist in our software imple-
mentation. These loops can be attributed to the fact that the execution data are
too complex and involve multiple interleaved component instances.

Given the observation that a software system is usually composed of a set
of components, we use this information to decompose the discovery problem
into smaller independent ones by discovering the behavior for each software
component. To do so, we first project the software execution data to different
components, and then a software event log is constructed for each component.
In addition, one software execution may trigger multiple instantiations of the
same component, i.e., multiple component instances are involved. For example,
the number of instances of component SearchOffer is the same as the number of
searched books as this component is iteratively instantiated for each book. Fig-
ure 9.3 shows an example class object interaction graph of one execution (the
same execution described by the sequence diagram in Figure 9.1) of the book-
store software system. According to Figure 9.1, two instances of the SearchOffer
component and one instance of the OrderAndDelivery component are included
in the execution. Next, each component log is refactored by identifying compo-
nent instances as new case notion using the approach in Section 3.4.
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Figure 9.2: Behavioral Model of Online BookStore Software without Hierarchy

Table 9.1: Component Event Log Size Comparison

Component Name Number of Component Instances
Starter.xes 200

SearchOffer.xes 548
OrderAndDelivery.xes 200
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Figure 9.3: Class Object Interaction Graph of one Execution Trace

Table 9.1 compares the number of instances identified for each component,
based on which we can see that the refactored logs of different components
are Starter.xes with 200 cases, SearchOffer.xes with 548 cases, and OrderAnd-
Delivery.xes with 200 cases. The reason why SearchOffer.xes has more than 200
cases is that each execution invokes an arbitrary number (exactly the number of
searched books) of instances. Taking these refactored logs as input, we run the
Inductive Miner again for different components and obtain one behavioral model
per component as shown in Figure 9.4. In Figure 9.4, we can see three flat Petri
nets that each describes the behavior of one component. The behavioral model
of each component is much simpler than the model in Figure 9.2.

Consider the component OrderAndDelivery as an example, this component
is used to generate order and perform goods delivery. According to Figure 9.4,
the behavior of the component OrderAndDelivery is described as follows: the
class Order is first instantiated and its generateOrder method is invoked. Then,
the Delivery class is instantiated and its deliver method is invoked. Finally, the
getOrder method is executed. However, the discovered behavior in Figure 9.4
is not totally aligned with the behavior indicated by the sequence diagram in
Figure 9.1. According to Figure 9.1, the getOrder method is invoked by deliver
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method in a hierarchical relation. However, the discovered model in Figure 9.4
says the getOrder method is executed after the deliver method without explic-
itly indicating the invocation relation between them. The reason behind this
is that software systems typically have a hierarchical structure represented as

SearchOfferStarter OrderAndDelivery

Figure 9.4: Behavioral Models of Different Components
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multi-level nested method calls, hence the discovered flat models cannot give a
completely accurate description of its actual behavior.

Next, we take the notion of hierarchy into account and perform hierarchical
behavior discovery for each component. More specifically, the software event
log of each component is recursively transformed into a hierarchical one using
the calling relation among method calls. Then, given the hierarchy of a software
event log, we traverse through different levels of log hierarchy and discovery a
process model for each sub-log using Inductive Miner.

Figure 9.5: Behavioral Model of the SearchOffer Component

The discovered hierarchical behavioral models of SearchOffer and OrderAnd-
Delivery are shown in Figures 9.5-9.6 where: (1) a single-line rectangle repre-
sents an atomic method call; and (2) a shaded rectangle stands for a nested
method call which refers to an invoked sub-process that is grouped by a dashed
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Figure 9.6: Behavioral Model of the OrderAndDelivery Component

rectangle. Based on these models, we can address one of our research ques-
tions. According to Figure 9.5, the global behavior of component SearchOffer
is described as follows: BookSeller, Bookstore and Catalog classes are first in-
stantiated. Then, the searchBook method is invoked. During the execution of
searchBook method, method getOffers is called. In addition, the execution of the
method getOffers will invoke getBook. After all the nested invocations are com-
pleted and searchBook method is returned, method forwardOrder is executed.
Similarly, the behavior of the component OrderAndDelivery can be described as
follows: Order class is first instantiated and its generateOrder method is invoked.
Then, the Delivery class is instantiated and its deliver method is invoked. During
the execution of deliver method, the getOrder method is invoked.

The component behavioral models in Figures 9.5-9.6 are well-aligned with
the behavior indicated by the sequence diagram shown in Figure 9.1. By com-
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paring the flat model in Figure 9.2 with the hierarchical models in Figures 9.5-
9.6, we argue that the use of component information and hierarchy helps to
better characterize software behavior from the perspective of an individual com-
ponent.

9.3 A Sports News Subscription Software Case Study

In this section, we compare our software architectural model discovery ap-
proach with existing approaches by taking a sports news subscription software
as a case study. In the following, Section 9.3.1 gives an introduction to the
case study. Section 9.3.2 describes the execution data collection and the ba-
sic component configuration. Section 9.3.3 details how the architectural model
is discovered. Finally, Section 9.3.4 presents some follow up explorations to
uncover how the implemented design patterns are related to the architectural
elements especially for the interaction among components.

9.3.1 Introduction of the Sports News Subscription Software

Sports Lobby is a site for sports lovers. It covers various kinds of sports and
provides the latest news, information, scheduled match dates, etc. In addition,
they provide live commentary or scores of matches as an SMS (Short Message
Services), but only for subscribed users. Their aim is to SMS the live score,
match situation, and important events regularly. As a user, you only need to
subscribe to the package and when there is a live match you will get an SMS to
the live commentary. The site also provides an option to unsubscribe from the
package if the users do not want to follow any more.

For this case study, we aim to perform a comparative analysis, i.e., compar-
ing our architecture discovery approach with existing ones. The main research
questions are investigated: What is the global architecture of the software? Does
the software implement some typical design patterns? In addition, during a more
detailed exploration, we tried to uncover how the architectural behavior is im-
plemented and if specific design patterns are used to realize this behavior?

9.3.2 Execution Data and Ground Truth Knowledge

As stated above, we want to look at the architectural model and design pat-
tern implementation of the Sports News Subscription Software. To collect the
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execution data for further analysis, source code of the software system is instru-
mented, and the method calls invoked during execution are stored as software
execution data. Note that all attributes specified in Definition 2.19 are stored
for collected method calls. For the following experiment, we created software
execution data by collecting 20 independent executions of the Sports News Sub-
scription Software. The obtained XES event log contains 20 traces with 5192
events.

To discover an architectural model for a piece of software, component con-
figurations are required. As ground knowledge, we know this software contains
three components, denoted as Starter, User and Commentary, and the class set
that each component has is also known. In addition, to support the detection of
design patterns, source code of the software is also provided.

9.3.3 Architectural Model Discovery from Execution Data

In this section, we mainly compare our architecture discovery approach with
two existing approaches. The first approach (denoted as A1) is proposed by
Simon et al. [ASSF11]. This approach uses a high-level model to represent the
discovered architectural model. Similarly to A1, the second approach (denoted
as A2) presented by Seriai et al. [SSSH14] also use a high-level model to repre-
sent the discovered architectural model but with a different approach to define
interfaces. More specifically, the discovered architectural models based on A1
and A2 are structured by component and interactions among them. The inter-
actions are represented by binding interfaces in a static way. Differently, A1
identifies interfaces by grouping methods of same classes, i.e., one interface for
each class if this class has methods that are used by other components, while
interfaces are identified by grouping methods that are called by the same com-
ponent according to A2. Our architecture discovery approach is denoted as A3.
It defines interfaces by grouping methods that are called by the same method. In
addition, the interaction behaviors are explicitly described by connector models
that involve both interface execution behavior and interface instance cardinality
information. A detailed comparison of these three approaches is summarized in
Table 9.2.

By taking as an input the software execution data and component configu-
ration, we first run the Interface Identification plug-in to identify interfaces for
each component of the Sports News Subscription Software using three different
approaches. A detailed description of identified interfaces is summarized in Ta-
ble 9.3. Based on the identified interfaces, architectural models are constructed
accordingly.
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Table 9.2: Comparison of Different Approaches

Approach Description

A1
• interfaces are identified by grouping methods of the same class;
• each component is represented as a black box; and
• interactions are represented by statically binding interfaces.

A2

• interfaces are identified by grouping methods that are called by
the same component;
• each component is represented as a black box; and
• interactions are represented by statically binding interfaces.

A3

• interfaces are identified by grouping methods that are called
by the same method;
• each component is represented by a set of interface behavioral
models; and
• interactions are represented by an interaction model.

Note that we refer to provided interfaces. Required interfaces can be defined
accordingly based on the provided interfaces.

Based on A1, two interfaces, denoted as I1
A1 and I2

A1, for the User component,
and two interfaces, denoted as I3

A1 and I4
A1, for the Commentary component,

are discovered. Based on this, an architectural model is constructed as shown
in Figure 9.7. Because this approach defines interfaces based on the internal
structure of components, each discovered interface focuses on its concrete im-
plementation rather than on functional aspects. In addition, a discovered inter-
face may be required by one or more components. For instance, I3

A1 provided by
Commentary is required by both User and Starter during execution.

Similarly, A2 discovers two interfaces, denoted as I1
A2 and I2

A2, for the User
component, and two interfaces, denoted as I3

A2 and I4
A2, for the Commentary

component. Different from A1, A2 identifies interfaces according to component-
level interaction. Therefore, each discovered interface represents certain func-
tion that is provided by the current component. As interfaces are obtained by
component-level interaction, the function of each identified interface may be
too general and lacks accuracy. For example, interface I1

A2 provides functions for
both registering and un-registering new users, and it is required by the Starter
component during execution according to Figure 9.8. However, it is not clear by
which method this interface is invoked. Therefore, this interface will be invoked
regardless of the function needed, i.e., it can be invoked for either registering
or un-registering.

Different from A1 and A2, A3 identifies three interfaces, denoted as I1
A3, I2

A3
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Table 9.3: Discovered Interfaces Using Different Approaches

Approach Discovered Interfaces

A1

I1
A1 provided by User is required by Starter and Commentary

I2
A1 provided by User is required by Starter and Commentary

I3
A1 provided by Commentary is required by User and Starter

I4
A1 provided by Commentary is required by Starter

A2

I1
A2 provided by User is required by Starter

I2
A2 provided by User is required by Commentary

I3
A2 provided by Commentary is required by Starter
I4
A2 provided by Commentary is required by User

A3

I1
A3 provided by Commentary is required by subscribe() of User

I2
A3 provided by Commentary is required by unSubscribe() of User

I3
A3 provided by Commentary is required by main() of Starter

I4
A3 provided by User is required by main() of Starter

I5
A3 provided by User is required by notifyObservers() of Commentary

Starter

User

Commentary

IA1
1

IA1
4

IA1
3

IA1
2

Figure 9.7: Architectural Model Discovered by A1

and I3
A3, for component Commentary, and two interfaces, denoted as I4

A3 and I5
A3,

for component User. Each interface represents a clear function that can be used
by other components. For example, I1

A3 is responsible for registering new users,
I2

A3 is responsible for un-registering users and I3
A3 is responsible for notifying

all registered users of the latest sports commentary. Because A3 identifies in-
terfaces by using the method-level interaction information among components,
the discovered interaction behaviors are more accurate. For example, we can
see that I1

A3 that is provided by component Commentary is called by method
subscribe of component User according to Table 9.3. Besides the exact caller
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Figure 9.8: Architectural Model Discovered by A2
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Figure 9.9: Software Architectural Model Discovered by A3 (This figure is re-drawn to
improve the readability)
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method for each interface, A3 is also able to discover the detailed interaction
behavior.

Figure 9.9 shows the architectural model of the Sports News Subscription
Software discovered using our Software Architectural Model Discovery plug-in.
Based on the discovery model, we can address the first search question. Ac-
cording to Figure 9.9, we can see that (1) it contains three components and
four connectors among them; (2) each component is represented by a set of
interface behavioral models rather than simply a black box; and (3) each inter-
action is characterized by an interaction model that describes the behavior of
all invoked interfaces. For example, the interaction model of TestObserver.main
shows that it will invoke a parallel execution of I3

3 and I4
3 . In addition, I3

3 is
executed once and I4

3 is executed multiple times as indicated by the instance
cardinality. For each instantiation of I3

3 , ComObject.init and setUpdates are exe-
cuted in sequence order. As a conclusion, our approach supports the discovery
of more precise architectural models compared with existing approaches, which
provides more insights for software architecture comprehension.

9.3.4 Relating Design Patterns and Architectural Elements

In the following, we will detect the design patterns implemented in the Sports
News Subscription Software, and relate the detected pattern instances to the
architectural elements.

To detect implemented design pattern instances in the Sports News Subscrip-
tion Software, we use the combined approach introduced in Chapter 6. By tak-
ing the source code as input, the DPD tool [TCSH06] detects one candidate
observer pattern instance as shown in Figure 9.10. This observer pattern can-
didate is represented by the combination of Subject, Observer and notify roles,
i.e., class ObserverPattern.SMSUsers plays the role of Observer, class Observer-
Pattern.CommentaryObject plays the role of Subject, and method ObserverPat-
tern.CommentaryObject.notifyObservers plays the role of notify. Other roles, like
update, register and unregister, are not detected only based on the source code.

Then, by taking the detected observer pattern candidates and execution data
as input, a valid observer pattern instance is returned as shown in Figure 9.11 by
the Combined Design Pattern Detection plug-in. The detected observer pattern in-
stance also includes the missing roles resulted from the DPD tool. More specifi-
cally, method ObserverPattern.SMSUsers.update plays the role of update, method
ObserverPattern.CommentaryObject.subscribeObserver plays the role of register,
and method ObserverPattern.CommentaryObject.unSubscribeObserver plays the
role of unregister. The Run/Invocation Count indicates the number of runs in the
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Figure 9.10: Candidate Observer Pattern Instance Detected from the Source Code

20/20

Figure 9.11: Screen Shot of a Validated Observer Pattern Instance

execution data and the number of identified invocations that are behaviorally
consistent with the current pattern instance.

So far, we have discovered the architectural model and one implemented
observer pattern instance for the Sports News Subscription Software. Next, we
show how this observer pattern instance is used to realize the interaction be-
havior among components, i.e., answering one of the research questions. More
specifically, the multi-instance invocation of interface I5

A3 invoked from interface
I3

A3 is implemented by the notification structure of the observer pattern instance.
Figure 9.12 shows a zoomed-in view of the interaction behavior between inter-
faces I5

A3 and I3
A3. Based on Figure 9.12, we have the following observations: (1)

method ObserverPattern.CommentaryObject.notifyObservers in interface I3
A3 plays

the role of notify. Note that this method is included in Figure 9.9 as it is an in-
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Figure 9.12: Zoomed-in View of the Software Architectural Model

ner method call of ObserverPattern.CommentaryObject.setUpdates; (2) method
ObserverPattern.Subject.update in interface I5

A3 plays the role of update; (3) the
multi-instance invocation relation between I5

A3 and I3
A3 is attributed to the notifi-

cation mechanism of the observer pattern, i.e., a notify method will invoke the
update methods of all registered observers.

9.4 An Alarm System Case Study

This case aims to check architectural conformance using a pre-defined architec-
ture and a runtime architectural model discovered from the execution data. In
the following, Section 9.4.1 introduces the Alarm System. Section 9.4.2 de-
scribes how the execution data are collected. Then, Section 9.4.3 presents
pre-defined components, interfaces, and interactions during the development
stage. Next, Section 9.4.4 detects violations among pre-defined architecture
and the runtime one and presents a revised architectural model by taking the
pre-defined components and execution data as input. In Section 9.4.5, we dis-
cover a new architectural model without using the pre-defined components, i.e.,
the component identification, interface identification and interaction discovery
techniques in Sections 3-5 are applied.
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9.4.1 Introduction of the Alarm System

This software product is developed by the company ASML using model-driven
software engineering techniques, i.e., parts of the source codes are generated
from domain models. The Alarm System is used for alarming in case of burglar.
It is operated via a graphical console as shown in Figure 9.13, which contains
the following:

• 1© refers to the key switch. Clicking on the key button will switch the
Alarm System on while clicking on the key button again will switch it off;

• 2© refers to the LED light. Not that the color of the LED light indicates the
status of the Alarm System, i.e., green indicates that the Alarm System is
switched off, yellow indicates that the Alarm System is switched on, and
red means that the Alarm System has been activated by a window sensor;

• 3© refers to the window sensor. It appears when the Alarm System is
switched on. Clicking over the window icon triggers the window sensor.

• 4© refers to the siren. It will sound if the Alarm System is not switched off
within 5 seconds after the window sensor has been tripped.

The execution process of the Alarm System is explained as follows: when the
Alarm System is switched on, a window sensor icon is displayed on the console.
A user can trip the sensor, which makes the Alarm System activate the siren after
5 seconds. When the siren is activated, it displays a siren icon and plays a siren
sound.

For this case study, we aim to perform an architectural conformance check-
ing between the pre-defined software architecture available during the develop-
ment process and the real execution of the software. In addition, we also want
to apply all proposed techniques, e.g., component identification, interface iden-
tification and interaction discovery, to the execution data to find an architectural
model. The main research questions are investigated: Does the runtime behavior
conform to the pre-defined behavior? In addition, during a more detailed explo-
ration, we tried to uncover where are the violations and how can we revise the
pre-defined architectural model to be consistent with the runtime behavior?

9.4.2 Execution Data Collection and Exploration

As stated above, we want to look at the architectural conformance between
the pre-defined architectural model and the runtime one of the Alarm System.
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Figure 9.13: Console of the Alarm System with Siren Activated

To collect execution data for further analysis, the source code of the software
system was instrumented, and the method calls invoked during execution were
stored as software execution data. Typical execution scenarios of the Alarm
System are:

• Scenario 1: Launch the software, close the software;

• Scenario 2: Launch the software, turn on the alarm, turn off the alarm,
close the software;

• Scenario 3: Launch the software, turn on the alarm, trigger the sensor,
trigger the siren, restart the alarm, turn off the alarm, close the software;

• Scenario 4: Launch the software, turn on the alarm, trigger the sensor,
restart the alarm, turn off the alarm, close the software; and

• Scenario 5: Launch the software, turn on the alarm, trigger the sensor,
trigger the siren, restart the alarm, trigger the sensor, restart the alarm,
trigger the sensor, trigger the siren, restart the alarm, turn off the alarm,
close the software.

For the following experiment, we created software execution data by collect-
ing 5 independent execution scenarios of the Alarm System. The obtained XES
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Table 9.4: Component Configuration of the Alarm System

Component Involved Classes

Console
Console; LogWindow;

IAlarmSystem_NI

Siren

ISiren; SirenInterface;
SirenComponent; SirenImpl;
SirenImplScope; ISirenProxy;

comVerumExamplesAlarmSystemSirenAdapter

Sensor

ISensor; SensorInterface;
ISensorControl; WindowSensorComponent;

ISensorProxy; WindowSensorImpl;
WindowSensorImplScope; WindowSensorISensor_NIProxy;

comVerumExamplesAlarmSystemSensorAdapter

AlarmSystem

Activated_AlarmMode; NotActivated;
asd_Resource;asd_UCV; Deactivating;

IAlarmSystemPseudoStimulus; Activated_Tripped;
Activated_IdleAlarmSystem.ISensor_NI; IAlarmSystem;

AlarmSystemInterface; AlarmSystemComponent;
AlarmSystemImpl; AlarmSystemImplScope;

comVerumExamplesAlarmSystemIAlarmSystemProxy

event log contains 5 traces with 1870 events that involves 36 classes and 124
distinct methods2.

9.4.3 Pre-defined Architectural Model

To check architectural conformance and detect interaction violations, pre-defined
architectural models that include component configurations, interface descrip-
tions, and interactions are required. By referring to the pre-defined architecture
description in the development documents, this software contains four compo-
nents, denoted as Console with 3 classes, AlarmSystem with 15 classes, Sensor
with 9 classes, and Siren with 7 classes. Detailed component configurations
including which classes belong to which components are depicted in Table 9.4.

Figure 9.14 show the pre-defined architectural model that is created and
used during the development stage of the Alarm System. It describes the in-
terfaces and interactions among different components. Note that interfaces are
defined by grouping top-level methods that are called by the same component,

2https://doi.org/10.4121/uuid:ca1b0690-d9c5-4626-a067-525ec9d5881b
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Figure 9.14: Pre-defined Architectural Model of the Alarm System

and interactions are represented as bindings between interfaces. Additional
interface and interaction information is summarized in Table 9.5. For each in-
terface, its method set and provided and required components are included. For
example, interface I1 contains two methods, i.e., SwitchOn and SwitchOff, and
it is provided by component AlarmSystem and required by component Console.

According to Figure 9.14, we can see that the pre-defined architectural
model has the following limitations: (1) methods are simply specified by the
method name, i.e., the class name is missing to fully quantify methods which
makes it difficult to distinguish different methods. For example, both interfaces
I4 and I6 refer to the same method set; and (2) interfaces are simply defined
by grouping top-level methods that are called by the same component. The
execution behavior of interfaces is not specified.
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Table 9.5: Pre-defined Interfaces and Interactions of the Alarm System

Interface Involved Methods
Provided

Components
Required

Components
I1 SwitchOn, SwitchOff AlarmSystem Console
I2 DetectMovement, Deactivated AlarmSystem Sensor
I3 TurnOn, TurnOff Siren AlarmSystem
I4 Activate, Deactivate Sensor AlarmSystem
I5 OnTrip Sensor Console
I6 Activate, Deactivate Console Sensor
I7 TurnOn, TurnOff Console Siren
I8 SwitchedOff, Tripped Console AlarmSystem

9.4.4 Architectural Conformance Checking and Violation De-
tection

To check the conformance and detect violations among pre-defined architecture
and the runtime one, we need to perform interface and interaction discovery
from the software execution data. By taking the component configuration and
software execution data as input, we run our Interface Identification plug-in.
As the interfaces and interactions in the pre-defined architectural model are
defined from the component level, we use the interface identification approach
that is based on caller component. As output, eight interfaces are identified
and detailed description of the identified interfaces and interactions are given
in Table 9.6. Note that inconsistencies between Figure 9.14 and the discovered
architectural model are highlighted using blue.

According to Table 9.6, we have the following observations: (1) we add class
names for all interface methods, which helps distinguishing interfaces without
ambiguity. For example, both I3 and I7 contain TurnOn and TurnOff methods
and it is clear that these two methods belong to ISirenclass in I3 and belong
to Console class in I7 ; and (2) the identified interfaces are named based on
the corresponding pre-defined interfaces. For example, the identified interface
that refers to the interaction between components Siren and Alarm System, i.e.,
interface I3 in the pre-defined architectural model, is denoted as I ′3.

Then, one of our main research questions: where are violations? can be an-
swered based on Table 9.6. To do so, we compare the discovered interfaces
and interactions from the execution data with the pre-defined ones to spot de-
tailed violations. More specifically, we found out that interfaces I2, I3, I7 and
I8 are implemented and executed as designed. Note that the method Detect-
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Table 9.6: Identified Interfaces and Interactions from Execution Data of the Alarm System

Interface Involved Methods
Provided

Components
Required

Components

I ′1

IAlarmSystem.SwitchOn,
IAlarmSystem.SwitchOff,

IAlarmSystemInterface.registerCB,
IAlarmSystemInterface.getIAlarmSystem

Alarm System Console

I ′2
ISensor_NI.DetectedMovement,

ISensor_NI.Deactivated Alarm System Sensor

I ′3
ISiren.TurnOn,
ISiren.TurnOff Siren Alarm System

I ′4
ISensor.Activate,

ISensor.Deactivate,
SensorInterface.registerCB

Sensor Alarm System

I ′5 ISensorConrol.detectedMovement Sensor Console

I ′6
Console.Activate,

Console.Deactivate,
Console.RegisterSensor

Console Sensor

I ′7
Console.TurnOn,
Console.TurnOff Console Siren

I ′8
IAlarmSystem_NI.SwitchedOff,

IAlarmSystem_NI.Tripped Console Alarm System

edMovement in I2 is wrongly written in the pre-defined architectural model as
DetectMovement.

As for violations, the following two types are investigated:

• incomplete interaction description. This type of violation indicates that
some pre-defined interfaces and interactions are not complete and only
contain part of those detected from the execution data.

• wrong interaction description. This type of violation means that some
pre-defined interfaces and interactions are totally inconsistent with those
identified from the execution data.

As for the first type of violation, we found that interfaces I1, I4 and I6 belong
to this type. More precisely, four methods are provided by the Alarm System
component to the Console component according to I ′1. However, only two of
them (IAlarmSystem.SwitchOn and IAlarmSystem.SwitchOff) are explicitly spec-
ified in the pre-defined architecture. Two more methods (IAlarmSystemInter-
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Figure 9.15: Revised Architectural Model of the Alarm System

face.registerCB and IAlarmSystemInterface.getIAlarmSystem) are newly identified
from the execution data based on the real execution of the software. Similarly,
new interface methods are also identified for interactions between Sensor and
Alarm System, i.e., I4, and interactions between Console and Sensor, i.e., I6.

Besides these incomplete interaction descriptions, some wrongly specified
interactions are also found. Consider for example the interaction between com-
ponent Sensor and component Console, i.e., I5. According to Table 9.5, we see
that I5 contains method OnTrip, which indicates that component Sensor pro-
vides OnTrip to component Console for interaction. However, component Sensor
provides ISensorConrol.detectedMovement to component Console for interaction
as indicated in Table 9.6, which does not consistent with the pre-defined in-
teraction rule. By investigating the execution data, we found out that method
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OnTrip is implemented in the component Console and called by the component
Console.

After spotting the violations, a revised architectural model is built and shown
in Figure 9.15 for the Alarm System software. This model gives a complete
and updated runtime view of the interfaces and interactions among different
components, and can be used for further understanding and documentation of
the software system.

9.4.5 Architectural Model Discovery from Execution Data

Section 9.4.4 showed how to detect violations among pre-defined architecture
and the runtime one by taking the pre-defined components and execution data
as input. In Section 9.4.5, we aim to discover an architectural model by taking
as input the execution data from scratch, i.e., without using the pre-defined
components.

Table 9.7: Discovered Components of the Alarm System

Component Involved Classes

Console
Console; LogWindow; ISensorControl;

AlarmSystemComponent
IAlarmSystemPseudoStimulus

Siren
SirenInterface; SirenComponent; SirenImpl;

SirenImplScope; ISirenProxy;
comVerumExamplesAlarmSystemSirenAdapter

Sensor
ISensor_NI; WindowSensorComponent;

ISensorProxy; WindowSensorImpl;
WindowSensorImplScope

AlarmSystem1

Activated_AlarmMode; NotActivated; IAlarmSystem;
Deactivating; ISensor; ISiren;

Activated_Tripped; Activated_Idle
AlarmSystemImplScope;IAlarmSystem_NI

AlarmSystem2

asd_Resource;asd_UCV; SensorInterface; AlarmSystemInterface;
AlarmSystemImpl; WindowSensorISensor_NIProxy;

comVerumExamplesAlarmSystemSensorAdapter;
comVerumExamplesAlarmSystemIAlarmSystemProxy

By taking the collected execution data as input, we first run our Compo-
nent Identification plug-in. By experimental comparison, we see that the Smart
local moving algorithm, denoted as SLM, identifies components with the best
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Table 9.8: Identified Interfaces and Interactions from Execution Data of the Alarm System

Interface Involved Methods
Provided

Components
Required

Components

I ′′1
IAlarmSystem.SwitchOn,
IAlarmSystem.SwitchOff Alarm System1 Console

I ′′2
IAlarmSystemInterface.registerCB,

IAlarmSystemInterface.getIAlarmSystem Alarm System2 Console

I ′′3
ISensor_NI.DetectedMovement,

ISensor_NI.Deactivated Sensor Alarm System1

I ′′4
WindoweSensorComponent.

detectedMovement Sensor Console

I ′′5
ISensor.Activate,

ISensor.Deactivate Alarm System1 Sensor

I ′′6 SensorInterface.registerCB Alarm System2 Sensor

I ′′7
Console.TurnOn,
Console.TurnOff Console Siren

I ′′8
IAlarmSystem_NI.SwitchedOff,

IAlarmSystem_NI.Tripped Alarm System1 Alarm System2

I ′′9
Console.Activate,

Console.Deactivate,
Console.RegisterSensor

Console Sensor

I ′′10 SirenInterface.getAPIISiren Siren Alarm System2

modularity quality. Therefore, components identified by the SLM are used in
the following. More specifically, the identified components are shown in Table
9.7. According to Table 9.7, five components, denoted as Console with 7 classes,
Sensor with 5 classes, Siren with 6 classes, AlarmSystem 1 with 9 classes, and
AlarmSystem 2 with 7 classes, are identified. Compared to the pre-defined com-
ponents in Table 9.4, the main difference is that AlarmSystem in the pre-defined
architectural model is identified as two components by the SLM. This may be
caused by the fact that the software went through several rounds of evolution
and maintenance, which changed the architecture. In addition, our identifica-
tion is only based on execution data that are collected from a group of typical
execution scenarios, i.e., the behavior included in the execution data is only a
fraction of that of the source code.

After identifying components, interfaces and interactions can be discovered.
Note that we use the interface identification approach that is based on caller
components. As output, ten interfaces are identified and a detailed description
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Figure 9.16: Architectural Model of the Alarm System Discovered from Execution Data

of the identified interfaces and interactions is given in Table 9.8. For each inter-
face, its method set and provided and required components are included. For
example, interface I ′′1 contains two methods, i.e., IAlarmSystem.SwitchOn and
IAlarmSystem.SwitchOff, and it is provided by component Alarm System1 and
required by component Console.

Based on the information about interfaces and interactions in Table 9.8, an
architectural model is built and shown in Figure 9.16 for the Alarm System
software. Note that this architectural model is re-drawn to be consistent with
the pre-defined one. This model gives a runtime overview of the components,
interfaces and interactions, and can be used for further understanding and doc-
umentation of the software system. By referring to the pre-defined architecture
in Figure 9.15, we have the following observations: (1) the main difference
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is that component Alarm System is identified as two interacting components,
denoted as Alarm System 1 and Alarm System 2; and (2) the interaction struc-
ture among different components is similar. For example, interfaces I ′′1 and I ′′2
represent interactions between Console and Alarm System as like I ′1 in Figure
9.15.

9.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we discussed three software case studies. In the bookstore case
study, we have shown how the component instance identification and hierarchi-
cal structure can be used to discover more understandable behavioral models
than existing process discovery approaches. In the sports news subscription
case, we have shown how an architectural model can be discovered from soft-
ware execution data. In addition, we also relate the detected pattern instances
to the implementation of some architectural elements. In the Alarm System case,
we have shown how to check architectural conformance using the pre-defined
architecture and the runtime architectural model discovered from the execution
data. Moreover, we showed how we can revise the pre-defined architectural
model by resolving the detected violations.

These case studies have shown how our proposed approaches and solutions
can be used in different application settings, and how the research challenges
are addressed.



Chapter 10
Conclusions and Future Work

During the execution of software systems, many crashes and exceptions occur.
To support further maintenance and quality improvement, we need to under-
stand the architecture and detailed design decisions of these software systems.
In this thesis, we present effective techniques and tools to perform software
analytics to (1) discover architectural models; and (2) detect the implemented
design patterns. This chapter first summarizes the main contributions of this
thesis in Section 10.1. Then, the limitations of the presented techniques are
summarized in Section 10.2. Finally, some directions for future work are high-
lighted in Section 10.3.

10.1 Conclusions

As shown in Figure 10.1, the main artifact involved in our research is software
execution data. To collect execution data, we observed and studied the execu-
tion of instrumented software systems in their natural production environment.
By taking software execution data as input, we do architectural model discov-
ery and design pattern detection to help understand the detailed design and
runtime behavior of a software system in this thesis.

Existing architectural models focus on structure and static information of
software systems, and behavioral aspects are vague. We provide the first step
to formalize the behavior of software architectural models. To discover archi-
tectural models, we proposed the architectural model discovery approach by
taking the software execution data as input, as output the architectural model
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Figure 10.1: An Overview of the Thesis

was returned. The discovered architectural model is composed of components,
interfaces and interactions. Detailed component discovery techniques were in-
troduced in Chapter 3, which includes component identification and component
behavioral model discovery. For the component behavioral model discovery, we
built on an existing process discovery approach and extended the modeling no-
tation and discovery techniques to support the notion of hierarchy. After identi-
fying components, interface discovery approaches that took as input component
configurations and software execution data were introduced in Chapter 4. As
output, interfaces were identified for each component and a process model was
discovered to characterize the behavior of each interface. For the interface be-
havioral model discovery, we selected the well-known Inductive Miner as our
basic discovery approach. After that, architecture discovery techniques as pre-
sented in Chapter 5 discovered an architectural model from execution data by
taking as input the identified components and interfaces.

For design pattern detection, no formal specification exists and this thesis
provides a generic way to formalize patterns. In addition, a concrete set of
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example formalization of observer, state, strategy, and singleton patterns are
given. Using these formal definitions, we show the ability to detect patterns
from software execution data and source code, i.e., the combination design
pattern detection approach, in Chapter 6. By relaxing the assumption of the
availability of source code, dynamic design pattern detection approaches were
proposed to detect design patterns by taking only as input the software execu-
tion data in Chapter 7.

To summarize, this thesis contains the following main contributions:

• An XES-based standard format for efficient software execution data stor-
age, exchange, and manipulation.

• Approaches to support component discovery, including a general frame-
work to identify components using community detection algorithms and
a component behavioral model discovery approach.

• Approaches to support interface discovery, including a similarity-based ap-
proach to identify interfaces and an interface behavioral model discovery
approach.

• Approaches to support the discovery of multi-view architectural models
by taking as input the component configurations, interfaces, and software
execution data.

• A Petri net-based modelling notation for formalizing the semantics of dis-
covered software architectural models.

• A general framework to support the detection of behavioral and creational
design patterns by taking as input the source code and software execution
data, and an extension of this framework to detect behavioral design pat-
terns purely from the software execution data.

All of the introduced techniques have been designed and implemented in
the open-source process mining framework ProM 6, systematically evaluated by
both synthetic and real-life software execution data, and applied to three case
studies to demonstrate effectiveness and applicability in practice.

10.2 Limitations

After summarizing the main contributions, we discuss the limitations of the
presented techniques and tools. We present the most important challenges and
possible extensions for each chapter.
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Component Discovery. The quality of the proposed component identifica-
tion approaches heavily depends on the completeness of the software execution
data. If the execution data contain separate fractions of the software’s behavior
(i.e., the class interaction graph is disconnected), the results would be unre-
liable. In addition, if the execution data does not cover certain parts of the
software, our approach fails to identify interaction between these classes. In
this scenario, combination of the static analysis techniques (i.e., source code)
and dynamic analysis techniques (i.e., execution data) is desired to identify
high-quality components in the future.

Interface Discovery. For each component, we identify candidate interfaces
by grouping methods with respect to their caller methods. Then, we propose to
merge interfaces using the similarity among candidates to reduce duplications
by taking a similarity threshold as input. More empirical evaluations are needed
to provide supports for selecting a proper similarity threshold for candidate in-
terface merging. In addition, other candidate interface merging strategies, e.g.,
considering the belonging classes of interface methods, need to be investigated
to achieve better performance.

Software Architectural Model Discovery. By taking as input components,
interface, and software execution data, we presented to discover architectural
models. Besides a detailed architectural model, we provide multiple views to al-
low users to navigate from fined-grained architectural models to coarse-grained
ones. However, the discovered models only focus on the control-flow/behavioral
perspective. Other perspectives, e.g., performance and frequency, are needed
to provide more insights for bottleneck detection and hot spot violation iden-
tifications. In addition, multi-instance Petri nets are presented by extending
classical Petri nets to formalize the semantics of discovered architectural mod-
els. Then, effective techniques to check the conformance between a discovered
multi-instance Petri net and the input execution data are needed.

Design Pattern Detection. The detection of other typical behavioral de-
sign patterns (e.g., command pattern and visitor pattern) will be added to our
framework. For large-scale software projects, they inevitable produce big soft-
ware execution data. Therefore, the performance of our behavioral constraint
checking against big software execution data needs to be improved. In addition,
we are working on analyzing large-scale software projects and try to detect more
design pattern instances to evaluate the scalability and to empirically validate
the extensibility in the future.
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10.3 Future Work

In the above limitation discussions, we have touched on various extensions and
possible future work directions. In this section, we summarize some of the most
promising future work ideas.

Instrumentation and Logging. For large software systems, it is often in-
feasible and too costly to log everything and a scoping choice should be made.
There is a tradeoff between completeness and accuracy when logging software
systems. Future work should investigate the tradeoffs, scalability of observing
and logging software, and the quality of the execution data. In addition, there
is also a lack of structured way to decide what to instrument and log for a soft-
ware system, e.g., granularity of the logging, and how well is the quality of
the collected execution data. In the future, we wish to propose solutions and
guidelines to help software analysts select the right tradeoffs with respect to a
specific analysis requirement.

Representational Bias. Our behavioral models are based on a simple inter-
pretation of hierarchies. We assume that each named sub-model describes an
independent sub-process with a single entry and single exit, without any rela-
tion to models outside the sub-process. Even though such simple hierarchical
models are valuable for various situations, there are some cases where the state
of one sub-process is influenced by another sub-process. Typical examples in-
clude produce-consumer setups and network communication mechanisms. In
the future, we hope to extend our behavioral models to support the case that
the state of one sub-process can be influenced by another sub-process. In ad-
dition, we also plan to drop the single entry and single exit restriction that is
inherited from the underlying Inductive Miner in the future.

Model Exploration. With the discovery techniques and tools in this thesis,
larger and complex behavioral models can be produced. These large and com-
plex process models, e.g., including deep nesting behavior, call for novel and
efficient techniques to assist the user to explore the discovered behavior. One
possible future work is to improve the model exploration by applying model-
level filters. Filters applied on parts of the model can help users explore local
behavior by excluding uninteresting behavior in other parts of the model. Such
model-level filters can be used to hide parts of the model indicated by users,
and users are visually reminded of the hidden parts.

Alignment and Performance. The discovery techniques discussed in this
thesis mainly focus on the control-flow perspective, i.e., the execution order
and calling relation among method calls. In software execution data, there is a
lot of additional information available, such as timestamps. We plan to do per-
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formance analysis on top of the hierarchical process models, and investigating
how performance metrics can be used to automatically focus the user view on
certain parts of the model, and suggest where to start analysis. As a prerequisite
for performance analysis, effective techniques to align elements in hierarchical
process models and software execution data should be established in the future.

Tool Support. Still there is a gap between the implemented tools to avail-
able commercial tools with regard to the ease of use, scalability, and the intu-
itiveness of the user interface. Particularly, plug-ins of these two tools provide
many parameters, e.g., the interface similarity threshold, that influences the
analysis results greatly. A helpful direction for future work would be to provide
better insights and suggestions in the effect on the results that each parameter
may have. In addition, it would also be beneficial to integrate some of the plug-
ins into the Eclipse IDE. In this way, software analysts would be able to directly
work with the tools without jumping from ProM to Eclipse IDE.
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Summary

Software Data Analytics: Architectural Model
Discovery and Design Pattern Detection

Software systems form an integral part of the most complex artifacts built
by humans, and we have become totally dependent on these complex artifacts.
For example, bank, healthcare, education, and government all rely on various
software systems that take over more and more duties. Therefore, it comes as
no surprise that software-related problems have an incredible impact on soci-
ety, organizations, and users that increasingly rely on information technology.
Modern enterprises continue to invest in the creation, maintenance, and change
of complex software systems. Since software systems are evolving continuously
and operate in an ever-changing environment, one cannot anticipate all prob-
lems at design-time. Many crashes and exceptions occur during the execution of
software systems, we need to understand the architecture and design decisions
to be able to perform further maintenance and improve the quality.

During the execution of software systems, tremendous amounts of execu-
tion data can be recorded. These data can provide us valuable insights into the
actual software architecture, interaction behavior and usage of the observed
software by various analysis techniques. To help understand the detailed design
and runtime architecture/behavior of a software system, this thesis presented
a bunch of techniques and tools to analyze software execution data from the
following two perspectives: (1) software architectural model discovery; and (2)
design pattern detection. More specifically, the architectural model discovery
approach involves component discovery, interface discovery, and interaction dis-
covery. Component discovery techniques include component identification and
component behavioral model discovery. For the component behavioral model
discovery, we built on an existing process discovery approach and extended the
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modeling notation and discovery techniques to support the notion of hierarchy.
After identifying components, interface discovery approaches were introduced
to identify a group of interfaces for each component and a process model was
discovered to characterize the behavior of each interface. By taking as input the
identified components and interfaces, architecture discovery techniques were
presented. The semantics of the discovered architectural models are formalized
by Multi-instance Petri nets. To detect the implemented design patterns, we pro-
posed the combination design pattern detection techniques by taking as input
the software execution data and source code. Both behavioral design patterns
and creational design patterns were supported. By relaxing the assumption of
the availability of source code, dynamic design pattern detection approaches
were proposed to detect behavioral design patterns by taking only as input the
software execution data.

All techniques presented in this dissertation have been evaluated using both
artificial and real-life software execution data. By applying them to several
case studies, we demonstrated the effectiveness and applicability to help soft-
ware analysts in practice. The implementations of these techniques are publicly
available as packages of the ProM framework. This way the work can be used
in conjunction with hundreds of complementary software data analysis tech-
niques.
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